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Abstract 
Methods for calculation of the neutron resonance reactions in therma.' 
nuclear reactors are developed, verified against experiments and mutual-
ly compared. The intention is partly to demonstrate the potential of mod-
ern computation technique in this field and partly to select those methods 
among the primitive approximations that show the best agreement with 
sophisticated calculations. The methods investigated comprise intermedi-
ate resonance semi-analytic methods, statistical treatment and numerical 
heterogeneous or homogeneous slowing-down calculation with resonance 
overlap included or excluded. The influence of detailed spatial flux distri-
bution, the accuracy of the equivalence principles and methods of con-
structing effective group cross sections from simple resonance integral 
tabulations have received special attention. It is concluded that the best 
way to profit from the improved resonance reaction treatments in stand-
ard multi-group reactor computation is to make use of tabulations as those 
just mentioned. Apart from summarizing of these studies the report de-
scribes the RBSAB programme system developed ia connection with the 
investigation. 
This report w u wrttt« in par^.fuiafcnm of the nqdMmum tot <*-
"
J
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern reactor design shows a tendency towards a reduction in the 
safety margins with improved economy as a consequence. Among other 
things this gives rise to a demand for more accurate reactivity predic-
tions and quantities such as temperature and void coefficients must be 
well known. The epithermal neutron absorption, the so-called resonance 
absorption, which is the topic of the present work, is one of the effects 
for which accurate information is of importance in mis connection. Fur-
thermore the capture and fission during neutron moderation constitutes a 
field within neutronic reactor physics where the calculational technique 
in certain respect is still rather rough. 
It has long been common practice to use more or less sophisticated 
analytic approximations in the description of the flux depression through 
a resonance with the consequence that the uucleonic and the neutronic cal-
culations are inseparable. This restricts the flexibility of both calcula-
tions and therefore reduces the attainable accuracy. 
During the last few years the resonance reactions have attracted 
great attention in connection with fast-reactor research. Bere the efforts 
concentrate on the variation In the resonance reactions with fuel temper-
ature (the Doppler effect) because this effect without delay influences the 
reactivity after an increase in the neutron flux level. The GENEX/SDR 
group of programmes produced by Brissenden and Durston constitutes 
pioneering work in this field. The present treatment, which concerns 
thermal-reactor calculations, profits by the methods developed in the 
fast-reactor analysis. Detailed numerical integration of the heterogene-
ous slowing-down equation is introduced, and accurate cross section cal-
culation completely separated from the neutronic computation is applied. 
In 1968 Lewis and Adler showed that for some graphite-moderated 
reactor lattices resonance integral calculations based on the assumption 
of constant flux within each homogeneous material region, the so-called 
flat flux approximation, are not very accurate. By meant of the multt-
reglon collision probability technique the validity at the flat l b s ••>iiin|i-
tion is Investigated below for isolated hasps and lattices moderated with 
graphite, and heavy- and Hgat-wstar. 
Apart from thane numerical liivsaugattoaa the trwfesastty used aaasy-
tte s^ pronfiBw&eY, thé lul li III iilllli I iailnlaHi •»jw W n J M y t wnffwJBntoa 
•m'aaifiisiÉ an ih* ért\r^(^M*H^^kW^WM^^t^'1^'''' 
n^^ Ail^nar^^éni^ntensll^Bau^aa^nBnnt^wnnunenaBS 92&tttesuM.sBBSt 
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of the scattering interference for strongly scattering resonances estab-
lished by the numerical computation was the incitation to this part of the 
work. 
The equivalence principles connecting heterogeneous systems with 
homogeneous cases were analysed, and the accuracy of the methods for 
calculation of effective epithermal group cross sections introduced in the 
WIMS code by Askew was investigated for regular lattices. 
Determination of the neutron multiplication factor with an accuracy of 
about one per cent is frequently desired. Part of the objective of the pres-
ent u-eatment of the resonance absorption was to produce effective epi-
thermal cross sections that comply with this accuracy requirement. In a 
modern light-water reactor with a resonance escape probability, p, of 
e. g. 0.7, this means that the resonance absorption proportional to I -p 
must be determined with an accuracy of at least three per cent, which Is of 
the same order of magnitude as most of the effects neglected in ordinary 
resonance absorption theory. Contrary to the multiplication factor the vari-
ation in the plutonium content during irradiation depends on 1 -p rather than 
on p, for which reason accurate burn-up predictions are even more diffi-
cult to obtain. However, the required accuracy is correspondingly smaller. 
In connection with the investigation a programme system, RESAB, 
written in ILLINOIS ALGOL for the IBM 7094 ' computer was developed. 
Certain parts of the work were previously described in four publica-
tions (refs. A, B, C and D), and only the outlines are repeated in the pres-
ent report. 
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2. CALCULATION PRINCIPLES 
2.1. The Resonance Integral and the Resonance Escape Probability 
The resonance reaction rate is determined by means of the epithermal 
energy integral of the detailed reaction cross section multiplied by the de-
tailed flux. If the flux per unit lethargy is normalized to one above the en-
ergy interval under consideration, the reaction rate is called the reson-
ance integral, RI. Flux disturbances connected with the over-all reactor 
problem are neglected here. 
Often a modified resonance integral definition is applied (RI'). Instead o 
taking into account the accumulated reduction In the neutron source during 
the slowing-down process (due to the resonance absorption Itself), the flux 
between the resonances is forced to reproduce the asymptotic l/E-flux oc-
curring hi the absence of the resonances. The total resonance escape prob-
ability, p, may here be calculated by means of a simple formula that from 
the resonance integral determines the product ol the escape probabilities 
of the individual resonances. In this way the slow variation in flux with en-
ergy caused by the accumulated resonance absorption is, nevertheless, 
taken into account. (This material is discussed in detail in section 4.3.). 
In ordinary two-group theory p appears directly In the coupled dif-
ferential equations that describe the over-all flux distribution in the reac-
tor. 
2. 2. Effective Group Cross Sections 
When multi-group theory is applied, other spectrum effects than those 
originating In the epithermal absorption Itself influence the resonance re-
action rate (e. g. the neutron leakage). For this purpose the partial reson-
ance integrals determined In the rather narrow groups are converted into 
effective group cross sections. In the multi-group treatment these cross 
sections are then multiplied by the actual reactor fluxes in the groups. 
The effective reaction cross sections are obtained by dividing the 
partial resonance integrals by the academic group fluxes underlying the 
resonance integral calculation. The resonance Integrals are more difficult 
to determine accurately than the fluxes because the resonance reactions 
take place just where the flux v»ries drastically on account of ttw reson-
ances. A large portion of the report is therefore concerned wito tue re-
»c«ance integrals, virile the discussion of the conversion tetfr'iroqø cress 
}«.) * tdii Urn %-fJii 
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2 . 3 . Illustration of the Problem 
The complexity of the detailed fuel mater ia l c r o s s section and the c o r -
responding fluxes in an actual power r eac to r cel l i s i l lustrated in figs. 
8 .10-8.13. The detailed flux in an experimental arrangement i s shown in 
fig. 8.2. These figures comprise only the lowest par t of the resonance 
238 
region. (For U the resolved resonance region extends to 3920 eV). 
2 .4 . A Limitation of the Analysis 
Only isolated lumps and regular lat t ices a r e investigated in the p r e s -
ent report . In c luster- type fuel elements like those of heavy-water r e a c -
to rs a great many of the fuel rods a re situated at the boundary of the e l e -
ments, where the surrounding geometry i s greatly different from that s u r -
rounding rods in an infinite latt ice. Neltrup ' and Lesl ie and Jonsson ' 
have developed approximations that take the c lus ter effects into account. 
Fur the rmore fast and ra ther accurate procedures for calculation of the 
4 5) 
collision probability matr ix in annular symmetr ic c lus ters now exist ' ' . 
An est imate of the computer t ime necessary for performance of a numer i -
cal slowing-down calculation by means of these collision probabilities com-
bined with the SDP routine mentioned below indicates that such reference 
calculations a r e practicable. 
In a l ight-water reactor fuel box r a the r few fuel pins a r e situated at 
the element boundary. In the Swedish CAROL code ' an effective Dancoff 
factor for edge pins i s obtained by multiplying of the infinite lattice Dan-
coff factor by 5/8, while a multiplication by 3/8 i s used for a corner pin 
71 (square lattice). Lindstrøm Jensen ' has established that in pract ical use 
this intuitive method for t reat ing of the finite la t t ice works satisfactorily. 
2 . 5 . The RESAB Programme System 
Pract ical ly a l l calculations described in the present repor t were p e r -
formed by means of the RESAB programme sys tem. The purpose of co l -
lecting so many calculation methods in one programme system was to fa -
cilitate a combination of the methods in a pract ical computation. The 
methods should be combined in such a way that the calculation accuracy 
achieved during a reasonable running t ime i s optimized. Also the testing 
of the methods against each other is facilitated by means of th i s programme 
arrangement. 
The programme system consists of tarse programmes named F ILE t , 
FILE 2 and F ILE 3 mat communicate with each otner via magnstic tapesV* 
.-•MUMBiiié**^ 
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The link structure of the programme system i s shown in fig. 2 . 1 , and the 
relation between deck names and method descriptions i s estbalished in ap-
pendix A. The composition of the programme system is described in brief 
below. 
FILE 1 
This programme performs the slowing-dcwn calculation. It consists 
of two parts named SDP (chapter 5) and link ALFA (chapter 4). By means 
of SOP numerical multi-region collision probability slowing-down calcula-
tions are performed throughout the resonance region, while link ALFA 
comprises a simple, homogeneous slowing-down procedure, RESCOLDKNS, 
together with most of the semi-analytic methods in common use for treat-
ing of the resonance reactions. 
FILE 2 
The cross section tabulations and energy mesh structures applied in 
SDP are produced by FILE 2 (chapter 3 and section 5.4). 
FILE 3 
Detailed cross sections and flux spectra determined by SDP are (if 
wanted) printed on magnetic tape. The plan was to produce a series of 
small programmes that make use of this information, but until now only 
one such programme has been developed (FILE 3). This programme con-
trols a digital plotter and produces curves by means of the SDP output 
tapes (section 8 .3 , S). 
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3. DETERMINATION OF NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS 
The task of constructing detailed energy- and temperature-dependent 
c ross sections in the resonance region for al l reactor mater ia ls i s very 
great , and the available formalisms have presumably not attained their 
final formulations, at least not for the unresolved resonance region. The 
situation is especially complicated for fissile nuclides because the r e s o n -
ances a r e found to be only slightly narrower than their spacing with the 
consequence that the single-level Breit-Wigner formula usually forms a 
poor basis for c ross section calculations. In late y e a r s a channel fission 
theory has been set up, and by means of the closely related so-called 
R -matr ix formalism ' ' the c ross sections of the main fissile nuclides 
throughout the resolved resonance region have been described in a more 
13-J7) 
or l ess approximate form ' . Contrary to the R-matr ix t rea tment the 
method developed by Adler and Adler ' ' , which is re la ted to the S-
20 211 
matr ix theory ' ' , leads to cross section formulas that a r e compatible 
with the same numerical techniques that a r e applicable to s ingle-level ex -
press ions . However, the sampling of pa ramete r s from their distribution 
functions in the unresolved region causes difficulties in this l e s s funda-
mental theory ' . 
In the present work the c ross sections used a re based part ly on s ingle-
level formalism, and partly on multl -level R-matr ix t reatment in the ap -
proximative formulation developed by Buckler and FuU ' . The main topic 
of the present investigation i s , however, the neutron slowing-down and not 
the detailed resonance c ro s s section calculation, and for th is r eason the 
evaluational effort has been confined to a minimum. In many cases known 
c ross section tabulations a r e used directly. Of the th ree internationally 
available data l ib ra r i e s , ENDF/B, KEDAK and UKNDL, the la t te r was 
chosen for this purpose. 
3 . 1 . Calculation of Cross Sections from Resonance Pa rame te r s 
Most approximative slowing-down calculations in the resonance r e -
gion a r e based on the analytic representation of the energy-dependent 
cross sections provided by the single-level Brelt-Wlgner formalism. In 
order to introduce the symbolism and physical constants used throughout 
this report the formulas expressing the Doppler-broadened cros s sections 
a r e presented here. 
- 1 1 -
°R(E>='f5~°o-F-*(e'3<> " (3.1) 
^ ( e . , , + d . j ^ B J p °s ( E ) = "o - r *( e-x '+ d- i — E - £ gj - x ( 9 .*>+ °D • (3-2) 
i 1 s-wave neutrons 
r - r + r (+rj) , d= < (3.3) 
'
 l
 0 all other neutrons. 
øR(E) and ø»(E) are microscopic reaction and scattering cross sections 
as functions of the energy, E. The reaction may be either radiative cap-
ture (Y) or fission (f). o . o , r , r», , V. g T , and E_ are the poten-
p O n il o r 
tial scattering cross section, peak cross section, neutron width, reaction 
width, total width, statistical spin factor, and resonance energy respec-
tively. 
- =9 B<W in 6 i 1.00897 + A \ 2 r n „ „ . , 
c o = 2.603-10 ^ - j _ g j . (3.4) 
g j = (2J+ 1)/2(2I+1) . (3.5) 
The parenthesis containing the isotonic mass . A, corrects for the 
transformation from centre of mass system to laboratory system. J and 
I symbolize the spin quantum number of the compound nucleus and of the 
target nucleus respectively. The square root in front of o in eq. (3. t) 
takes into account the neutron width energy variation, whc-ieas the quanti-
ty I* i s considered independent of the energy. » (8 ,x ) and X(6,x) express 
the Doppler-broadened line shapes, which have been thoroughly investi-
gated by, among others, Dresner '. 
' 4 k T # E p 
E - E . 
k - 8 . 6 1 - 1 0 5 e V / K , (3.6) 
"fJT • ,' . . . , -„ ... . , :^®.m-n 
-let; •"-- .' '-w x .!%R*?<i "-;'•'" te'., j utmtf*»%~ • './rfn*' if' 
T^ to^ts* ««»utt»» lllisjsii I|M « maifc • » ! ) • l«te«mu»sjl.lH. IIIJw»j1i*f-
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T e = | e D /x 3 coth(x 9 D /2T,dx = T [ . + l ( S ) 2 + o ( ( ^ ) 4 ) j . 
o 
(3.8) 
where T and 9.. equal absolute and Debye temperature respectively '. 
Generally the difference between T and T can be disregarded (8 = 162 K 
271 u 
for U-metal ' ) . In the limit of zero temperature 
K M ) = ( 1 + X V , X(-,x) = 2x(1+x2)~ . (3.9) 
In the present work + and X are calculated from the (complementary) er-
ror integral with complex argument. 
2(+(e,x)+ix(a,x)/2)/(etfr) = 
e z erfc(-iz) = w(z) . z = xe/2 + ie /2 . (3.10) 
z 
w(z) « exp(-z2) [J + ^jL J exp(t2) dt j . (3.11) 
o 
28 29) 
The method developed by S. Christensen • ' has been used for the de-
termination of erfc(z).Some investigations have shown that this method is 
faster and just as accurate as, for example, a recently developed NASA 
procedure '. 
Apart from this single-level treatment the RESAB programme system 
comprises a multi-level procedure, DOSES ', which is used when cross 
sections are generated over energy intervals containing more than one res-
onance. The method is identical to that developed by Buckler and Pull 
and later on used in the programme GENEX '. The most serious approx-
imation is connected with the inversion of the level matrix. The explicit 
expressions that are obtained for the Doppler-broadened cross sections 
are again analytic, containing the complex error integral, which now, how-
ever, must be calculated many times for each energy, m addition to the 
mum-level effects the method includes in fact a more exact teeatmant of 
the Doppler-broadming man the single-level formulas above. 
mttWcatatlaMiiii that**«*been usjfina—d few meana of DOSSMor 
fertile nuclides, four consecutive resonances are usually included la 4 M 
j&fiduaatJfø&a'dta«. , 
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multi-level treatment, while the single-level "tails" of thirty neighbouring 
resonances are added. This is perhaps more than strictly necessary, but 
it ensures that the truncation of the resonances does not affect, for exam-
ple, the Doppler effect. The inclusion of multi-level effects in the treat-
ment of fertile nuclides has the advantage of reducing the troubles caused 
by the negative total scattering cross section that may occur if the single-
level scattering interference cross sections (cf. the second term in eq. 
(3.2} of two resonances are added up at energies lower than both resonance 
energies. Of course complete multi-level treatment would never result in 
a negative cross section. Single-level resonance parameters are used in 
the calculations on fertile nuclides, and this is correct because these pa-
rameters are determined from the cross sections around the resonance 
peaks, where the relative influence of the multi-level effects is negligible. 
For fissile nuclides DORES has been used in some test calculations 
where it was demonstrated that the approximation of Buckler and Pull r e -
produced rather accurately for instance the multi-level fission cross sec-
239 161 
tion of Pu determined by Farrel ' in the energy region from 10 to 85 
eV. Complete cross section tabulations have not been compiled as is the 
case with fertile nuclides, and for this reason all the investigations below 
are built on known tabulations or single-level analysis. Effects as the 
Doppler effect of the fissile nuclides, which depend directly on all details 
in the cross section shape, are not at all important in thermal-reactors. 
Furthermore, multi-level treatments of such effects have in fact not been 32 33) 
very successful until now ' ' . 
3.2. Absorption and Fission Cross Section in the Unresolved Resonance 
Region 
In the unresolved resonance region the available experimental quanti-
ties are the average cross sections determined in energy intervals which 
in principle are much wider than the average level spacing. Because of 
the self-shielding effect, which depends on the detailed cross sectton struc-
ture, it is in reactor calculations necessary to construct some sort of a 
resonance model that agree« with the measured a-»erf-. uaracUrlsttcs 
and at the same Urns provides the moat important feature« of dataflow *a-
ergy-dspemtent cross section*. 
Measurements la ths resolved regies aa waBaat 
attens seaport the esaumBtton that tb* i 
»for* 
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frequency function '. This distribution comes approximately from the 
assertion that the level spacing is the same as the spacing of eigenvalues 
of a real symmetric matrix with random elements. The widths obey the 
35) Porter-Thomas distribution defined as the usual Chi-squared frequency 
function 
v , vx 
P ( x . * ) c t x = ^ ) J ^ j v/2dx (3.12, 
*= r p / < r p > , P = n, v o r f . 
v is the number of degrees of freedom determined by the number of chan-
nels through which the considered process may occur. 
The average level spacing is assumed to be proportional to 1/{2J+1), 
but independent of the orbital angular momentum of the incident neutron 
(quantum number 1) and consequently independent of parity. If OJLB is the 
observed average level spacing between all resolved s-wave resonances, 
it follows now immediately that the distance D between levels with equal 
J and 1 may be determined by 
DJ1 Dobs2<2r*!> . P Q L 
2J+1 gj (3.13) 
The J dependence used here is predicted by the Fermi gas model, pro-
vided J is small. Some modifications, appearing when J is about 3 or 
larger ' , have been disregarded because of the approximative character 
of the whole theory. D L^ is determined at low energies. The energy de-
pendence of D is approximated by (cf. ref. 10, p. 128, 
D-n(E, - 3& (^2f exp[ g , ( ^ -fg^,) ] . 
(3.14, 
D (E) is normalized according to eq. (3.13) at B * 0. B is the neutron-
binding energy reduced by the pairing correction on account of the odd -
even effect. gQ is the sum of the neutron and proton single-particle level 
density. Approximately *e have 
/ 
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provided A is larger than 220 amu '. The exponent of the second term 
in eq. (3.14) is very uncertain, but this term is fortunately very near to 
one throughout the resonance region. 
The only neutron channel that need be considered is the entrance 
channel. Any other excit channel would have to have an 1-value differing 
by at least 2 owing to parity conservation, and hence a very small width. 
B- and p-wave neutrons must be considered, while d-wave neutrons are 
usually not important. The ratio between average reduced neutron width 
and average level spacing, the strength function, s , is considered in-
dependent of the energy. As indicated here and also in eq. (3.14) there 
exists an independent series of resonances for each pair of the quantum 
numbers (J, 1). The total strength function for a given 1 is defined by 
1+ ' 
I +
 2 1+S 
S-lT.Il J - > S I 
(3.16) 
8- |I
 2 
The strength function per channel-spin projection is assumed independent 
of the channel spin, S. The same weighting of the individual strength func-
tions as in eq. (3.16) appears in the average total cross section, but for 
the total capture cross section the weighting of the components is different 
and not even constant with energy '. If it is formally assumed that s 
is independent of J, it follows that 
and this is the equation used here because very little information concern-
ing the individual s is available. However, some analyses of s-wave 
neutron resonances for target nuclei with I ) 0 indicate in accordance 
with theoretical studies that ' 0 ) 
I+i.Q . I - i , 0 
f • V 
For these arguments determination of total strength functtons from aver-
age total cross sections docs not necessarily provin fa* best •4KHMM of 
the effective strength function for calculation of eajrinr* cross sgcttaafby 
use of eq. (3. IT). Eq. iZ.WtM^titetep-VMto^WlMoW- ' 
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ferent channel spins (S) may initiate the formation of one and the same 
compound state defined by J and 1. In such cases it is reasonable to 
sample the neutron widths from a chi-squared distribution function with 
two degrees of freedom, and according to eqs. (3.16) and (3,17) the aver-
age reduced zjeutron width must be determined from an effective strength 
function equal to 2- s „ . In all other cases ( 1 ( 2 ) the neutron widths are 
distributed like the chi-squared frequency function with one degree of 
freedom. 
When the average reduced neutron widths, ( r _ ° ) , have been deter-
Jl mined from s , the neutron widths are obtained by means of a penetra-
s-wave <rn> = <rn°>'/E7 . (3.18) 
p-wave <r > = ( r ° ) / E T — f c L , . (3.19) 
n n r
 1+(ka)z 
a is the channel radius. Approximately we have ' 
a = ( 1 . 2 3 A ' / 3 + 0.8)fm . (3.20) 
k symbolizes the wave number in the channel. 
k = 0.21968 '/IT |/4-HL . lo^fm"1 (3.21) 
r F A+m 
with m equal to the neutron mass and E expressed in eV. 
In the capture process the number of exit channels is large, and the 
distribution of T is approximated by a delta-function (v - "). ( P ) is 
considered independent of J and 1. 
In accordance with the channel fission theory the fission width distri-
bution function is assumed to be a chi-squared frequency function with 1, 
2, 3, or 4 degrees of freedom depending on the target nucleus, J and 1. 
No attempt to reproduce the energy fluctuations of the o-value in the un-
resolved region has been made because these are not important for ther-
mal reactor calculations. The energy variation of the average fission 
width is described by the simple formulas ' 
- 17 -
r ff log, „(£,710S) + r £ , Ep > 150 eV 
(rf1)- { (3.22, 
r& E r « 150 eV 
In the present work the interference between the resonances is neg-
lected in the unresolved region, and consequently the distribution of spac-
ings does not affect the result. The energy Integral of the cross section 
tor a certain reaction extended over one single resonance with the parameters 
n n n
 E=E f f ' E=E * ¥ 
r r 
is designated by 
The average total reaction cross section may now be determined by 
1=0 J J w o o 
(3.23) 
where the sum over J must inclnde all possible values for the given 1 and 
L » j and » * are the number of degrees of freedom in the fission and 
scattering process respectively. It fission is not possible, the integration 
over dx. vanishes. The way in which the integrations are actually per-
for jied is discussed in section 4.5.1, where the self-shielding is investi-
gated. 
A different calculation method is that of »«"»pH-g a so-called ladder 
of resonances {rom the different distribution functions by use of a random 
number generator and men constructing the detailed cross sections from 
the determined resonance parameters. The advantage of this method la 
that more complicated effects may be included, but the problem of select-
ing the bast ladder among the many possible ladders is rar* comnUcstsd 
and to some extent still unsohred15' ,**4 ,>. 
oaly fgrmnl as ttje resonances are BOW atroa^y Warferis«. Aetaafy,. Jt _ 
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is also assumed that k • a (( 1, and this assumption i s certainly not ful-
filled at these high energies (cf. eqs. (3.20) and (3.21)). F o r fissile i s o -
topes the programme should not be used above 10 keV. This is not a s e r i -
ous limitation because above the mentioned energies there i s no self-
shielding, and the smooth measured average c ro s s sections may t h e r e -
fore be used without modifications as effective c ro s s sections. 
3. 3. Present Status of the RESAB Resonance Paramete r Library 
The de . sloped l ibrary of resonance paramete rs i s by no means com-
plete. The choice of mater ials has not been systematic, but directed by 
the actual demand of effective epithermal c ross sections. 
For some elements a joint tabulation has been constructed containing 
all stable isotopes, it is here assumed that the potential scat ter ing c ross 
section and all s tat is t ical parameters of the different isotopes in the un-
resolved region a re approximately equal. The stat ist ical spin factors of 
the resolved resonances a r e multipUed by the percentage of the individual 
isotopes (a.). It i s now possible to determine, for instance, self-shielded 
effective cross sections for the whole element in one calculation, while a l -
ternatively a calculation had to be performed for each isotope and the r e -
sults added up afterwards. If the resonance parameters a r e determined 
by measurement on a sample of the .aturally occurring element, one of 
the primarily obtained parameters is in fact (a. • g , ) P ° . F r o m this the 
total s-wave strength function for the element, s ~ , may easily be calcu-
lated 
I+J /2 
_ o _ \~ „ o . i J = | I - 1 / 2 | „ . . . BT ' I ai 8T,i ' 4 l ' <3-24> 
i 
where AE i s the extension of the resolved region (cf. eq. (3.16)). The 
sum includes all observed (s-wave) resonances. In the s-wave case it i s 
both for pure elements (a, = 1) and for mixtures common practice to de-
note the strength function as determined above by 
" • T ' < r n > / < D > " • <3'25> 
The assumption that the different isotopes of the same element show equal 
behaviour in the unresolved region is certainty not fulfilled when the i s o -
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topes have different spins. In such cases the isotopes constituting the natu-
ral element are divided into groups each representing one spin. 
In the frequently occurring case for I ) 0 in which J for a resolved 
s-wave resonance has not been determined, the mean value of g, equal to 
0. 5 has been applied, and for resonances -with undetermined r . or r the 
average values are used as well. 
At low energies the cross sections are calculated as the sum of the 
"1/v-tails" of the positive energy and possibly one negative energy reson-
ance plus a "pure" 1/v cross section if necessary. 
The resolved resonance parameters for fissile nuclides are single-
level parameters. Smooth energy-dependent contributions are added to the 
fission cross sections in order to obtain the partial infirite dilution reson-
ance integrals recommended by Hennies '. These additional contributions, 
which are generally small, may be considered as corrections accounting 
for multi-level effects. The influence of multi-level effects on the capture 
cross sections is very small ', for which reason no smooth contributions 
are added here. In fact, the experimental information concerning the cap-
ture cross sections of the fissile nuclides is rather poor. 
2QD 2 ^ 2 
The contents of the RESAB library has for U and Th previously 
C Dl l 238 
been discussed in two reports ' '. Recently the value of s„ for U 
has been changed a little on the basis of a new, highly accurate evaluation 
of the capture cross section in the statistical region '. The main features 
of the library are summarized in table 3. 1 together with the most import-
ant references. In table 3.2 the infinite dilution resonance integrals are 
listed, s « , ( r ) and D-j^ are usually calculated from resolved-region 
data. As a first estimate of the p-wave strength function, values appearing 
in the literature have been chosen. But as pointed out in section 3. 2, it is 
quite possible that a value may be determined that suits the reaction model 
used in HESAB better, for which reason s_ is considered some sort of a 
fitting parameter. The finally obtained capture cross section in the unre-
232 
solved region is shown for Th in ref. D, fig. 1. From this figure it ap-
pears that the energy variation of the average level spacing, which is ex-
pressed in eq. (3.14), influences the capture cross section by about 35 per 
cent at 200 keV. This effect is important for the obtained accordance with 
the measurements. Another example is shown in fig. 3.1 in the present 
report. In an cases the determined "effective" p-wav» strength function 
is rather near to the first estimate, a faet which supports the statistical 
modal used, Because most of, the first efcewen values «r« based on total 
crass section aqa]y«is> : . ] ' ] -
l-\ ~ 
Table 3 . 1 . 
DFN 
• 338 
»32 
235 
239 
340 
107109 
113115 
110246 
111113 
| 
1 14761 "**• 
Material 
2 3 8 w 
2 S a T h 
235| , 
239PJ, 
240PO 
•**• 
"»»In 
( » t ) C ( J 
spin • 0 
<n«>Cd 
spin-1/2 
'«7pm 
Spin 
(I) 
0 
0 
7/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
9/5 
0 
1/2 
7/2 
A s u m m a r y of the contents of the RESAB resonance pa ramete r l ib ra ry 
Number of 
resolved 
s-wave 
resonances ' 
188(68) 
223(30) 
194(80) 
98(70) 
131(33) 
365(37) 
18(11) 
16( 3) 
42(18) 
16( 4) 
Negative 
energy 
resonance 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
O2200 
Y 
(b) 
2.71 
7.45 
101.3 
289.4 
282 
63.6 
194 
230 
„2200 
°f 
(b) 
0 
0 
582 
742 
0.05 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Upper 
l imit of 
resolved 
region 
(eV) 
3915 
3940 
143 
252 
2090 
4005 
100 
1200 
870 
230 
Average 
contents 
of one 
isotope 
<I*i2> 
i 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.50 
0.92 
0.31 
0.50 
1.00 
D obs 
(eV) 
20 .8 
17.5 
0.5 
2 .3 
14.7 
18.8 
9.0 
178 
35 
6 .8 
xl 0* 
0.90 
0.69 
1.03 
0.92 
1.05 
0.48 
0.45 
0.93 
0.54 
3. 1 
"*4 xl 0 4 
2.1 
1.95 
1.76 
1.8 
1.75 
4 . 0 
3.0 
3.5 
3.5 
1.7 
(meV) 
»» 
21 . 1 
23 .3 
47 .9 
41 .6 
23.2 
132 
80 
112 
112 
73.4 
Main re fe rences 
37,44,46-51 
37 ,44 ,46-48 ,52 
37 ,38 ,47 ,48 ,53-55 
37 ,38 ,47 ,53 ,56-58 
1 0, 37, 44, 47, 59, 
60-61 
37 ,43 ,47 ,59 ,62-66 
37 ,43 ,45 ,47 ,59 , 
63, 64 
37 ,47 ,59 ,63 ,64 ,67 
68-70 
' The numbers in parenthesis indicate the numbers of resonances with individually determined r . 
' A aeries of calculations of total self-shielded resonance integrals has shown that a constant r„ • 24.6 meV leads to the 
sane results aa the library above. This is due to the actual distribution of r . (< r > • 24. 5 meV for E r < 850 eV). 
**
}Daå provided by L- Mortensen, Rise (1970). 
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Table 3. 2. 
Infinite dilution resonance integrals calculated 
by use of the RESAB resonance parameter library 
and the corresponding experimental results (0.5-"»eV) 
1 
2 3 8u 
2 3 2 T h 
235„ 
V 
2 3 9 P u 
2 4 0 P u 
^ A g 
""in 
, 4 7 P m 
RESAB 
281 
79 
fission: 271 
a • 0. 63 
fission: 302 
(E < 4. 65 eV: rei 
8091 
766 
3181 
2180 
Resonance integral (b) 
Experimental 
.38) 
278(t 10) 
61 (t 3) 
280(±11) 
0 .5-0 . 6 
310(^20) 
8300(^1100) 
752(±40) 
3235(^200) 
2100-3220 
References 
71) 
72) 
73) 
38) 
73) 
74) 
75) 
75) 
76, 77) 
a is the capture to fission ratio. 
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The distinction between resolved and unresolved region is in fact not 
so well defined as has been pretended until now. Generally very few p-wave 
resonances are observed in the resolved region even though the statistical 
treatment indicates that their number should be much larger than the num-
ber of s-wave levels. Some recent measurements in the lower part of the 
resolved region show that this prediction is correct ' '. The extreme-
ly weak p-wave resonances contribute to the resolved region resonance 
integral by an amount that is by no means negligible compared with the 
generally strongly shielded s-wave contribution. This is due to the large 
number and the lacking 2elf-shielding of the p-wave resonances. Contrary 
to the usual practice, p-wave resonances are, if possible, removed from 
the resolved-region data, and then the complete p-wave contribution as 
determined by statistical treatment is added to the resonance integrals and 
effective cross sections throughout the resolved region. By this procedure 
a very smooth transition from the resolved s-wave resonance region to the 
unresolved region is obtained, and this may be considered a verification 
238 
of the method. For D the capture cross section in the transitional zone 
has in fig. 3.2 been compared with the low resolution measurement of 
Moxon ' in the lower keV-regien. The calculated curve shows the aver-
age cross section determined in groups containing about 25 s-wave reson-
ances each. The corresponding curve calculated from UKNDL by the 
Danish ILLINOIS ALGOL version of the GALAXY programme79', SIGMA, 
is also indicated. In this latter case the transition from the region with 
smooth cross section to the region containing a detailed tabulation of the 
resonance cross section is much more pronounced. 
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4. THE THEORY OF CALCULATION OF RESONANCE INTEGRALS 
BY MEANS OF EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLES 
Detailed heterogeneous neutron transport calculations in the reson-
ance region are rather time-consuming even on modern high-speed com-
puters because of the complicated energy dependence of the cross sections. 
In routine calculations, for example in connection with optimization 
studies, it is necessary, however, to have a fast method at one's disposal. 
One way of overcoming this difficulty has been to set up equivalence prin-
ciples by which the problems are reduced to homogeneous cases. In this 
section the equivalence principles are deduced for isolated rods and lat-
tices, and fast methods for solving of the resulting homogeneous problems 
are discussed. Finally, various calculational results are presented. An 
investigation of the limitations of the method is postponed until the hetero-
geneous reference method has been discussed in chapter 5. 
4.1. The Basic Equation 
When tue neutron balance is considered, and when it is assumed that 
the neutrons only change energy by elastic scattering, which is isotropic 
in the CM system, the integral slowing-down equation in a multi-region 
lattice cell may immediately be written down in the following form: 
j=1 k=1 u-4 j k T J * 
Here 
u » lethargy, 
V, = volume of region i. 
I - . J ' ) = macroscopic scattering cross section of isotope k 
in region j at lethargy n'. 
I_.(u') s total macroscopic cross section in region ) at 
lethargy u'. 
Ft(u) • average collision density per unit lethargy in 
region t at lethargy u (« »j(u) £T1(u), where 
fj(n) is the ar»r^«Jl*pf» Unit lsl^iw« *»«*•, 
»(ton).' '''. T ' ':'"' ' - : ' < 
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u.. - i . i , « . - mass of isotope number k in 
1* V A jk + l 
region j . 
* j k = log( l /a j k ) . 
NOR - number of regions. 
M. - number of isotopes in region j . 
P..(u| * probability that a neutron born in region j at lethargy 
u will first collide in region i. 
In the calculation of the spatial distribution all scattering processes 
are considered isotropic in the laboratory system. On these assumptions 
eq. (4. 1) is exact if the collision probabilities depend on the source distri-
bution inside the regions. In practice, however, the calculation is based 
on the so-called flat flux approximation, and flux variations inside each 
material region may only be taken into account by introduction of a suit-
able number of subregions. Such a subdivision is usually not performed 
in resonance absorption calculations, and one may wonder why reasonable 
results can, nevertheless, be obtained. Generally it is a requirement in 
collision probability theory that the optical thickness of each region is in 
the order of one, and this condition Is certainly not fulfilled near a reson-
ance top. However, the source of the flux at the resonance energy origi-
nates mainly from the energy regions between the resonances, where the 
flux is almost flat throughout the cell, and therefore the flat flux-assump-
tion for each material region is justifiable. This is also the reason why 
the anisotropic moderator scattering in the laboratory system may usual-
ly be neglected. In chapter 7 the consequences of these approximations are 
discussed in detail. 
Equation (4.1) is solved with the boundary condition that the flux is 
unity in all space and at all lethargies down to a certain energy above 
which it is assumed that no resonance reactions take place, m practice 
this function approximates the flux in the energy region below the import-
ant part of the fission spectrum and above the resonance region very well, 
:>ut as mentioned it is also a good approximation to the flux between the 
resonances. From the determined collision densities the resonance inte-
grals, RIRjk. for a specified lethargy Interval may be calculated: 
7 *BÉk<»' 
»jk-^ik-J t j JHT ' j« * ' {4'2) 
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where N« is the number density of isotope number k in region j . and 
Ep-k(u) is the reaction cross section for the process considered. 
4.2. Calculation of Collision Probabilities (P..) 
The aim of this section is not only to introduce the formulas which are 
used to derive the equivalence relations, but also to discuss briefly methods 
of calculating collision probabilities suitable for numerical slowing-down 
calculations. 
4 .2 .1 . Exact Collision Probabilities 
On the assumption of flat sources, the collision probabilities in a cy-
lindricaHzed cell may be calculated exactly by the so-called Flurig scheme 
introduced by Carlvik ' . 
In the present work a procedure developed by Neltrup ' on the basis 
of this method has been applied. In this procedure the white boundary con-
ditions on the outer surface are used. Some resonance integral investiga-
tions have shown that five Gauss points must be introduced in each region 
if subdivision is not performed, while two points suffice when a reasonable 
number of subregions are used. 
The effect of cylindricalization is examined below by means of an in-
finite square lattice collision probability routine prepared by Kirkegaard ' . 
83) An approach inspired by Carlvik is used. 
Finally, an exact multi-region slab-geometry, collision probability 
procedure has been applied in a few investigations in chapter 6. 
4.2.2. The Two-Rrgion Problem 
When eq. (4.1) is solved with the flat flux assumption, the reactor 
cell is usually described by a two-region model. The collision probability 
matrix contains four elements, but if one of these is known, all the others 
may easily be calculated by means of the neutron balance and the reci-
procity theorem. 
P2j * P1J ' »• ET2V2P12 ' ET1V1P21 • ( 4 " 
Below it is assumed mat region 1 is the fuel zone. 
4.2.3. The Isolated gnel Bod 
Besides exact calculation the fallowing rational apwroximations ax« 
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applied. 
° 1+a 
and 
p =k J-+ 0-k)J- . (4.5) 
° 1+a 1+b 
p - Pi i for an isolated rod. 
i = 4 2 T 1 V | / S , = o t / o e x , (4.6) 
where 
°t*ET|/No "* % * = V < 4 W • 
1 is the optical mean chord length of the infinite cylinder, and S./V. is 
the surface to mass ratio of file rod. N symbolizes the absorber number 
density. The expression (4.4) is known as Wigner's rational approxima-
tion if the so-called Bell factor, a, equals one. Constant Bell factors 
ranging between 1.16 and 1.27 have previously been proposed '. 
Bearwood has determined the best values of a as functions of 1 and the 
238 fuel scatter cross section by fitting the effective cross section of U to 
the exact results obtained by numerical slowing-down calculations in two 
regions. From the graphical representation of a found in reference 87, 
the following analytic expression may be deduced 
1.27 
a - l + C i e - p - , i - _ , . (4.7) 
x'-27+0.48(t-(x/10n- » 
where 
e 5+«. 
1 for i < 10 ( 0 formetal 
and r - ' 
0 for x »10 i o formetal 7 .6forU0 2 
The combination of eqs. (4.7) and (4.4) is described as the Bell factor 
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approximation below, while expression (4.5) is designated Carlvik's ap-
proximation if a • 2, b • 3 and k = 2 '. Other approximations of the 
same character as eq. (4. 5) have been proposed ', but Carl-
vik's approximation is as good as any of these. 
The accuracy of the different approximations was investigated, and 
the results are shown in fig. 4 .1. It appears from the figure that the Bell 
factor approximation is not very accurate. Error cancellations must be 
the reason why good results can be obtained by this approximation, and 
therefore it is important to bear in mind that the resonance structure of 
238 
U is underlying eq. (4. 7). 
4. 2.4. Non-Isolated Fuel Rod 
In order to calculate collision probabilities in a lattice by means of 
the above-listed isolated rod expressions, the so-called Nordheim's (or 
Bell's) approximation ' can be used. 
(1-CJO-pJ 
° - ' ° ° (4.8) 
1-(1-10-Po))Co 
C is the Dane off correction calculated in the limit of black absorber (zero o 
for distant rods). Many authors have examined Hie accuracy of this formu-
90-93) la '. The approximation is poorest when the optical mean chord of the 
moderator region is small, but even in this case the maximum error is in-
significant as illustrated for a square cell in fig. 4.2. The exact square 
lattice Dancoff factor is calculated by the Carlvik routine ' which is con-
tained in the RESAB programme system. Fig. 4.2 presents the effect of 
94) cylindricalization and also Briasenden's square lattice approximation ' 
is illustrated. Finally, the result obtained with C in eq. (4.8) replaced 
by C defined by 
x Ji^.-^.Z 
'"Co.- i 
0-C ) 1+0.05(1-C )C«—2±£—.j for 1/2 < B , £ -
° L ° ° x + 0 . 3 3 x + 0 . 0 6 x y - l ,+3C 
1-C0 for 1/2 » B - £ -
V 2 X
*T72TV~ «•»» ? " 2 . » , (*•») 
is Indicated in tb« figure. This rather complicated correction was daveloped 
on the basis of a •aria« of ra^««p«.a.oi i j jWart ;sqW. Jatttcas. The ap-
proXJmation expressed by aq». <4.»T aAd^W** frAafa corrected Nord-
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heim approximation. 
By introduction of the Bell factor approximation in eq. (4. 7) the fol-
lowing formula is obtained 
P
"-U 5.-C1 ' (4-,0) 
1 + C 0 ( Q - 1 ) 
while the use of Carlvik's approximation results in an expression of the 
form 
P „ . _ & . + £ « £ . . (4.11)' 
d, r, and r_ are real numbers. The accuracy of the last approximation 
appears from fig. 4.2. The equivalence principle deduced below are based 
on eqs. (4. 10) or (4. 11). 
4.3. The Equivalence Principles 
The equivalence between homogeneous systems and infinite lattices or 
isolated rods has been discussed by several authors on the basis of approx-
, ^ . , — ^ J ^ 24.84,85,95,961 . * . . _ 
imations of limited nature -The topic is reviewed here in a 
rather general manner to clarify the inherent approximations. 
Eq. (4.1) is applied in the two-region formulation, and in order to 
simplify the considerations the system investigated is composed of one ab-
sorber (j,k - 0. Cf. eq. (4.1)) mixed with one moderator (J,k - 1) and 
surrounded by only one moderating isotope (j,k -* 2). From eqs. (4.1) and 
(4.3) it follows that 
°Tl<n) V2 
r si so(u' "i 
P
. .
( U
'LKI^W+ KO^TUTJFIH (4 
12) 
and 
«an<") V2/V, F2(u) . (1 - P l jW) [ K O J ^ S J + K, ^ ]",(») 
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Here o symbolizes microscopic cross sections per absorbing atom corre-
sponding to the macroscopic cross sections in eq. (4.1), e. g. 
°T2=(ET2V2>/«NoV l> • 
K. is an Integral operator defined by 
K k f ( u ) = J 1-«^  • ( u , > d u , • «*•'*) 
» - « k 
By combining eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) we obtain 
V 2 / V 1 F 2 ( U ) = ( 1 ? 2 I _ - I ) F ] ( „ ) 
Eq. (4.12) cannot be reduced to the slowing-down equation for any 
homogeneous system if the relationship between F.(u) and Fgfu) includes 
an integral operator like the last term in eq, (4.15). Therefore an exact 
equivalence principle only exists if 
1 - ^ ^ ITS-T=T - 1 ) • 0 . 
T2 VP^R " ' ) 
P,,(u)- -I" . (4.16) 
According to eq. (4.10) tins is not a good approximation unless 
« T 2 = S . (4.17) 
where S is defined by 
In this psrticslsr cases«, '^ a. t9) 1 
- s o -
F>>" [K«T^S> + Ki -^rønr + ^ -s^W>* ?,(u) 
(4.19) 
with 
F t M T l W T ; T ] ( U ) (4.20) 
it the Bell factor approximation for the collision probability is applied. 
The resonance integral as defined in eq. (4.2) is determined by 
u2 
NO-MRO = J -3^5FS- F'<U) dU • <4,2,) 
u1 
Eqs. (4.19) and (4.21) describe exactly the homogeneous case where the 
external moderator and the fuel material are homogenized. 
It is now assumed that a
 2 f S. Eq. (4.15) is rewritten in the follow-
ing form: 
F2(u) « Kj F2(u) + B(u) , (4.22) 
and the order of magnitude of B(u) is estimated by means of the Bell fac-
tor approximation. 
V, i »* S 1 — i \ ^ S 
^ n ^ V2 ' "*T2 
B
-"-T5TvjFi« ,1)-TCrK2F2W 
In the asymptotic intervals between the resonances it is obvious that B * 0, 
and if the moderator atoms in region 2 are light, the main source from 
region 2 in eq. (4.12) originates in these intervals. Generally o_2 ) S 
because this condition ensures that the lumping of the fuel material re-
duces the total resonance absorption owing to the self-shielding. For an 
Isolated rod ° T 2 / S "* " • Provided e_2 ) ) S, the last term in the esti-
mate of B is much smaller than the first term in eq. (4.22), and close to 
a resonance peak the dominating term in B is generally the last term. 
Therefore if « T 2 is much larger than S, B la also negligible in the en-
vironment of a resonance. According to these arguments a large class of 
problems msy be solved by j*»laoing eq. t*,2f' sgr 
I 
- S J -
F2(u) - K2 F2(u) . 
The solution of this equation obeying the demanded boundary condition is 
F2(u) = ET 2 . (4.23) 
An abstract moderator, which in the slowing-down equation is described 
by a source term equal to Us cross section, is below named a Narrow-
Resonance (NR)-moderator. By defining S*(u) as 
°T,(u) 
- P ful 
•
 T 1 (u)+S (u) n 
it i s deduced from eqs. (4. 12) and (4.23) that 
F , (u) = N 0 -S # (u) + K^ S 0 . + K 
oT1(u)+S*(u) ' 
(4.24) 
°
S1
 \r*h) 
•T](u)+S#(u) -1 ' 
(4.25) 
F'OU^fvO/Pjjfcl) . 
Eq. (4.25) is accepted as the equation describing a homogeneous mixture 
composed of the fuel material mixed with an NR moderator with the cross 
section S (u) per absorbing atom. It is, however, inconvenient to con-
sider moderators with lethargy-dependent cross sections. If S *(u) is 
constant, it is again necessary to use the Bell factor collision probability 
(cf. eqs. (4.10) and (4.24)) and substitute S as defined by eq. (4.18) for 
S (u). The resonance integral, which may be calculated as indicated in 
eq. (4.21), is characterized by S, the temperature, T, and the fuel ma-
terial. 
"AnInfinite lattice is not uqulvalarit to a homogeneous problem in any 
other « . . . th™ tho.e U.ted .b<^.V ft i . n o w / h o w l e r . ^ f f i t * ^ ^ ^ 
deduce some sort of an approximate equivalence principle based on &. ": 
Csrivikapproximation(ct eo, (4.•&$"' • ,5! 
All ftnwttlsns behind tb« slowing-down operates« (cf. eq. 
. 3 2 . 
(4.14)) are approximated by means of their asymptotic values. This is the 
so-called Narrow Resonance approximation. From eq. (4.12) we obtain 
F ^ u ) = NQ t«j,,(u) (1-Pn(u))+ <«B1+ap) P n ( » ) ] . (4.27) 
where o is the absorber potential scattering cross section. By means of 
eqs. (4.2), (4.11) and (4.27) it is easily shown that 
M R 0 ' d - W R ( r 1 0 e x - T ) u . . u 2 + « ,-d)'MR< r2aex-T>»l.u2 • <*-28> 
RIj,(S,T) . -> which is introduced above, must here be calculated by 
means of the NR solution of the homogeneous problem. If instead the Ab-
sorber is treated as Jnfinitly heavy, the NRIA.-collision density is ob-
tained (the absorber is treated by the Wide-Resonance (WR)-approxiination) 
F ***** = N «T |M0-P l |MH> 1 ' l 1«
 (4 1 M 
F i (u> N o
 T ' S C M P , | M ~ ( 4'2 9 ) 
"
 a
T i (n) 
Here a simple formula like (4.28) may not be deduced directly if the Carl-
vik approximation is applied. However, Neltrup ' has demonstrated Oat 
eq. (4.28) is in fact generally a good approximation also in the KRIA case. 
It is not pos.rible to prove mathematically which of the two approxi-
mations expressed in eqs. (4.26) and (4.28) i s the better one. The first, 
which is based on an accurate equivalence relation, uses the rather poor 
Bell factor collision probability approximation. On the other band eq. 
(4.28) 1B only, correct in the NR approximation, but the applied collision 
probabilities are very precise. In chapter 6 the equivalence principles 
are investigated numerically. 
If the considered resonance is extremely wide and the condition « T 2 ) ) S 
is not fulfilled, then eq. (4.25) is incorrect. The absorption in the low-
energetic part of the resonance is affected by the drop in the neutron 
source due to the absorption in the part of the resonance situated at higher 
energies. If, however, the resonance integral, Blgo' l* • u u "»swlsted 
by the NR external moderator approximation, this effect may be taken in-
to account by the formula 
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p = exp(-RlJla/<esO) . (4.30) 
RIR0 
( « s t ) is the average slowing-down power of the ceil per absorbing atom, 
and p is the resonance escape probability. This formula is identical to 
that generally used to allow for the interaction between resonances. In 
this latter case RIRQ is the sum of the resonance integrals calculated for 
the resonances one by one neglecting the existence of all the other reson-
ances. The formula expresses the total resonance escape probability as 
the product of the individual escape probabilities. It is here presumed that 
the considered reaction, R, is the dominating absorption process in tue 
system. A great many numerical calculations support eq. (4.30) also when 
it is used on a single resonance. A few examples are listed in section 6. t. 
Whenever mistakes are possible, the symbols HI' and HI are used below 
in order to distinguish the two types of resonance integrals. It has been 
proposed ' to name RI the absorption rate and reserve the designation 
"effective resonance integral" for RI', but in fact a lot of contusion exists 
regarding the resonance integral definition (cf. section 2.1). 
A different way of treating a non-NR external moderator has been de-
veloped by Goldstein and Seghal '. By the Intermediate Resonance (IR) 
formalism they have obtained an expression, which relates the heterogene-
ous resonance integral to a well-known formula for the homogeneous inte-
gral. However, the lacking equivalence manifests itself through a relation-
ship varying from resonance to resonance and depending on the lattice ge-
ometry in a complicated way. For this reason the resoncnce effects may 
not be represented by one function of only two parameters (S;T) per energy 
group per fuel material as is the case in the above treatment. It is one of 
the main purposes of the present work to establish by exact numerical cal-
culation that all important quantities concerning resonance reaction may be 
determined with adequate accuracy by such a "two-parameter" description. 
Furthermore, it has as yet not been possible to solve the heterogeneous 
IR-equations if scattering interference i s included, and fortius reason the 
approximation is not very accurate. In the homogeneous calculation of 
M^(8.T)n J ( U 2 the IB approach is , however, frequently applied below. 
u\ tr _, '' ' 9^-^.i/' t<°*jt> o^iybL^'o ': J <'utt^"Ay^i M*.~ feiTi ' ^ n e t t é r-i 
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4.4. Determination of Homogeneous Resonance Integrals by the IR Itera-
tive Method 
A summary of the IR method development together with the relevant 
references is presented in reference B. The deduction of the basic equa-
tions including scattering interference at zero tempei «ture is presented 
below in a compact formulation. 
The slowing-down equation is considered in the form 
Hf(u) = S (4.31) 
H = oT(u) - K ^ f u ) - £ »S]. K^  (4.32) 
j 
oT(u) = o A (u)+o S 0 (u)+ | « S ] + S . 
i 
The region index has been skipped here. 
o . (u) = absorption cross section of the resonance absorber. 
) includes only terms with j ) 0. Isotope number 0 is the absorber. 
As a first-order solution of eq. (4.31) we choose 
s + V p + ^ V s j 
•
( , )(X,u) 1— . (4.33) 
'I-j 
where X is a symbol for the array X.Q, A]f . . . . \ . , . . . , and o is the 
potential scattering cross section of the absorber. This solution inter-
polates between the WB~ and the NR-approximation when Xfc ranges from 
Oto 1. 
If H. is introduced as the nonsingular, self-adjoint, multiplicative 
operator in the equation 
^ ^ " ( X . u J - S (4.34) 
and H, as 
H, - H - H 0 . (4-SS) 
we Me in analogy with the procedure of Goldstein and Brooks* ' that pro-
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R M - J • A H 0 - , H 1 ^ , > * - ^ / o A , f"H,^)du (4. 36) 
and 
S(X) - O . (4.37) 
the first- and second-order resonance integrals are equal. The integrals 
are extended over one single resonance, and the second-order flux is de-
fined by the iteration 
"0 
Now 
H0 »<2' (X.u) = S - H, ^ ' ' ( ^ u ) (cf. eqs. (4,31) and (4. 35)). 
H,(" = s + x 0 . p + 2 i ySi 
- t <\> - 1 + *o> °S0 + I 'Sj(Xj - 1 + Kj)] .«'» (4. 38) 
i 
and 
H,?'1' =H» ( , ) - S . (4.39) 
Eqs. (4. 38) and (4.39) are substituted in (4.36): 
R(X
»" v / ' A ' " ' I V p - < V 1 + Ko»0sof<,) 
res 
+ £ Ogjfrj - <*j - 1 + Kj) »(1>) J du . (4.40) 
i 
The following conditions are introduced« 
gBtsJUUMsitoQB) 
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Xk = 0 if ^ » ^ f'1' = « a •" ' (WH approximation) 
With these conditions eq. (4.40) may easily be broken down into M + 1 
coupled transcendental equations where M is the number of non-NR mod-
erators. 
When the resonance cross sections are expressed by the single-level 
Breit-Wigner formulas and the integrals are solved the following equations 
98 99) are obtained ' ' (fission is neglected): 
V1 + xo- *.£ p Y o = ° <4-4,> 
V1 + V*S;V0 • (442) 
where 
6 k - E r ( i - a k ) / r . ° i s » ( » 0 « ' p g J V r ) , / 2 
C0 " ' + T T - P + 2 e ( e - 0 i 8 / °p ) . C, « 1 - p2 + 282 P 
X^ = (tan-1 z ^ / ^ . Yfc > [log (1 - z 2 ) ] / ^ 
with 
p2 . , , "O V > r n e . V i . 
V P *YY«* B
 r
 ' vP
+y vsj+a 
2 2 V 2 
*k - V « P " 6 > • 
The corresponding first-order resonance integral is given by 
x 0 ) w . ; - W " * - m * p • <*•«> 
2 E to2-«2)'72 
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The standard version of the method comprises a determination of X 
without talcing the scattering interference into account, i. e. a. - 0 in 
eqs. (4.41) and (4.42). This simplifies the equations very much, and the 
solutions can always be obtained by simple iteration. The X-value is then 
used in conjunction with Doppler broadening and possibly scattering in-
terference. This procedure is apparently acceptable as far as Doppler 
broadening is concerned * ', but it is a rather unsatisfactory way to 
treat the scattering interference, which was in a previous article ' 
shown to be very important for resonances with appreciable scattering. 
When the scattering interference is considered, the solution of eqs. (4.41) 
and (4.42) may quite often not be determined by simple iteration and is 
not confined to the interval 0 ' X. ' 1. In fact the solution is not even 
unique. In reference B the ways of solving these difficulties are discussed. 
Furthermore, the accuracy of the method is proved by exact numerical 
calculation on a large number of resonances, and a way of treating the 
Doppler broadening by means of the function, J(8, p, i), introduced by 
Dresner ' is discussed in detail. 
4.5. RESAB Programme System, Link ALFA 
Homogeneoun resonance integrals may be determined by use of this 
module of the programme system. It comprises a deck containing most of 
the equivalence principles in common use for infinite lattices. Also group 
cross sections may be calculated (cf. chapter 8). 
In the statistical region the single-level resonance integrals are cal-
culated by the NR approximation (method 1). Resolved resonances may be 
treated by the standard version of the IR method (method 2, cf. section 
4.4) or by complete IR inclusion of the scattering interference (method 3, 
eqs. (4.41) and (4.42)). Furthermore, the link contains a routine, 
RESCOLDENS that solves eq. (4.31) by means of a step by step Simpsoh-
rule integration (method 4). In all these methods one resonance is consid-
ered an indivisible whole belonging completely to the energy groupin which the 
resonance peak is situated. For very wide resonances this may be objec-
tionable if the groups are narrow. Such resonances may alternatively be 
treated by the SDP routine contained in a different link of the programme 
system (cf. fig. 2.1). This procedure, which la described in detail in the 
next chapter, considers in addition the hstsrsfwwwis effects MSeUy, 
Accuracy, hat also calculation time, increase rapidly with the method 
numbers above, to calculations of total resonance Integrals the following 
• i. -.;;• ',. -. » v ' - w . " ' t - - " -Åv •••. "--,A<¥ ;>:••' » ' » . - 4 * . » v ' . " "* - > > - ' • '• i - ' 1 
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combination of the methods is generally used in order to optimize the ac-
curacy achieved during a reasonable running time. All resolved s-wave 
resonances are treated by method 2. The resonances are sorted accord-
ing to decreasing contribution to the total resonance integral, and the 
greatest resonances, constituting 90% of the total s-wave integral, are 
238 separated. For e. g. U thiB corresponds to 20-40 out of 188 resolved 
resonances. The three or four largest resonance integrals are then recal-
culated by method 4, and the rest of the selected resonances are corrected 
by method '- The statistical region resonance integrals and the p-wave 
contribution from the region of resolved s-wave resonances are estimated 
by method 1. Calculations following schemes like this are automatically 
controlled by the programme, and running times ranging between 0.2 and 
1 minute are typical (IBM 7094). A few remarks concerning the different 
methods are quoted. 
4.5.1. Statistic Calculation 
In the unresolved region the resonance integrals are immediately ob-
tained by substitution of the single-level resonance integrals, expressed 
by the J(0,p,i) function24' ,02). for HS^1 in eq. (3. 23) and integration over 
energy. Gaussian integration in logarithmic scale is favourable here, and 
six Gauss points suffice in all energy intervals. The integration over x 
in cases with one degree of freedom (v • 1) for non-fissile nuclides is 
performed by half-range Hermite quadrature after a transformation of 
o 
variable 2y = x (Gaussian quadrature for the interval (0,«) with weight 
2 function exp(-y )). More weight functions have been examined, but that 
above requested the lowest number of Gauss points. 8 points are applied 
,103), 
with two degrees of freedom, then the single-level resonance integral, 
calculated at average parameters, i s multiplied by the analytic expression 
for the so-called statistical modification factor, S' ', determined at in-
finite dilution. This approximation is acceptable because the effect of the 
r_ distribution is considerably smaller than for » • 1, and v - 2 only oc-
curs for the p-wave resonances, where the shielding effect is weak. 
S W - (l+r)(1-rer E,(r» • 0+r) e r E2(r) , (ref. 104) (4.44) 
here. Recently Steen ' has used the same method. If x is distributed 
For fissil* nuclides, where the whole theory is of a more approximative 
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nature, the simple method of integration over x_ and x- introduced by 
102 1 OS) ^^ 
Greebler and Hutchins ' ' is applied. Four and three points are used 
in the xn and xf integration respectively, by which the error due to aver-
aging is about 5 per cent. 
When more isotopes belonging to the same element are included in one 
problem (cf. section 3.3), the resonance integrals should be determined 
as 
W = I a-RCaj) , I a. = l , 
where a. R(a.) is the self-shielded resonance integral calculated for one 
isotope, when a^gj is substituted for g , . R(a.) is here assumed to be in-
dependent of i. Instead the formula 
M-RKai)) , <aj> - £ aj2 
is used in RESAB in order to reduce the running time. The two expressions 
are identical if all a^'s are equal. This is also true if R(a.) may be ap-
proximated by a linear function in a,. 
In order to provide some sort of a verification of the statistical model, 
a few calculations for the upper part of the resolved resonance region were 
performed by means of the statistical approach. The applied average pa-
rameters were deduced directly from the resolved resonance data in the in-
tervals under consideration. Partial, self-shielded, a-wave resonance in-
tegrals were determined for a NR-moderated system with S * 20 b and a 
temperature equal to 300 K, and the results obtained are in table 4.1 com-
pared with resolved resonance calculations based on the NR approximation. 
It appears that the statistical model provides self-shielded resonance inte-
grals with an accuracy of about 5%. 
4.5.2. Standard Version at the IR Method 
The X'B are determined by the equations used by Sumner in the pro-
gramme ERIC I ' . They are almost equal to those obtainable from eqs. 
(4.41) and (4.42) by setting u equal to 0. By means of these X's the first 
order resonance Integral with Doppler broadening and scattering interfer-
ence included is determined. 
4.5.3. nt Method Inrfarting Scattering mfrference 
All important details are found in reference B. 
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Table 4 . 1 . 
Verification of the statistical model. 
Self-shielded resonance integrals in an NR-moderated sys tem, 
S = 20 b, T = 300 K (barns). 
Resonance nucleus 
Energy interval, eV 
Resolved resonance 
treatment, s-wave 
Statistical 
approach 
s-wave 
p-wave ' 
2 3 8 U 
1000-
2000 
0.408 
0.416 
0.250 
2000-
3900 
0.331 
0.327 
0.308 
2 3 2 T h 
1000-
2000 
0.484 
0.461 
0.234 
2000-
3900 
0.386 
0.357 
0.300 
Calculation performed by an old version of the RESAB library. 
1 - 4 -4 
s _ = 2 . 4 x 10 and 2.2 x 10 for U and Th respectively. 
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4.5.4. Residual Terms Applicable in Connection with Numeric Cal-
culation of the RBSonance COUision DENSity. RBSCOLDENS 
In order to obtain a well-defined, single-level resonance integral 
which is independent of the upper and lower cut-off energies for the nu-
merical integration it has been necessary to introduce suitable residual 
terms. By subtraction of the "l/v-tail", a logarithmic integrahle reaction 
cross section around E • 0 is obtained. Only regions where the Doppler 
broadening may be neglected are considered, i. e. 
* » «/«* 
with the symbols introduced in section 3.1. Actually 
x2 > 100-6/92 . (4.45) 
The residual term is now defined as (no seK-shlekHng) 
> r nr -
IfEj.Ej)- J L°R(E)- / - £ « £ ( • > J ^ f • (cf. eq.(3.1)) (4.46) 
E, 
(4.47) 
1 2 r
 E , + x , + x 0 E 
x 0 = 2 E p /r and x = 2(E-Ep)/r . •£<•> ' " " E - - 0 f ^ 'RaE') 
By performing the integrations we obtain 
1
 *- Ym v Ym Tm ' 
^ ( i J ^ t f f i ) ] " 2 (4.4.) 
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, 1/2 
m * E r [-1 + 0 + 1/*^) ] / 2 . 
, 1/2 
f, - E r [ - 2 . ( 1 + 1/x^) ] , 
, 1/2 
f =E r n[2 - ( 1 + 1/x^) ] , 
and 
c- V * ^ 2 
(note 1(0, •>) = -C f s/YnT. Consider a narrow resonance at a higi energy: 
1(0,-) aa0rRn/(2E r)) . 
In the upper residual term the 1/v contribution should be added again 
because the upper tail of the resonance decreases much faster than 1/v. 
The IR calculation of resonance integrals ignores the energy dependence 
of the factor E" ' over the range of integration. It is simply evaluated 
at E for which reason no "1/v-tail" of the resonance absorption cross 
section is included. When the residual terms above are added in order to 
extend the integration in RESCOLDENS from 0 to •>, the calculation cor-
responds very well with the IR resonance integral definition. 
In group cross section calculations the 1 /v contribution is added in 
the groups below the resonance peak. Such a correction is also made for 
resonances treated by methods 2 and 3. 
4.6.5. The Doppler Broadening Function, J(B,p,i) 
This function, which has been discussed thoroughly by Dresner ', 
is applied in methods 1, 2 and 3. Itt elation to the IR resonance integral 
is explicitly described in reference B. Link ALFA in RESAB contains two 
methods of calculating this function. In the resolved resonance region a 
numerical approach developed by Neltrup ' has been applied. In the un-
resolved region the extremely fast method developed by Steen ' is gen-
erally used. The result obtained by the latter method has been compared 
with the mi ,erlcal approach, and the differences are generally smaller 
than one t«r cent in the statistical region even though the scattering inter-
ference is neglected in Hteen's approximation (i - 0). 
4.5.8. ine Negative Energy Resonances 
For some isotopes it i s necessary to introduce a resonance level for 
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the compound nucleus at an excitation energy a little lower than the binding 
energy of the last neutron in order to fit the reacti u cross sections at low 
energies. Some remarks concerning the treatment of such a resonance in 
RESAB are collected in reference D. 
4.6. Examples of the Use of Link ALFA 
4. 6. 1. Effective Resonance Integrals and Doppler Coefficients 
of 232Th and '""U 
232 238 
Two reports concerning the resonance capture in Th and U have C D) previously been issued * '. In these reports the total resonance integrals 
are expressed by polynomials in YT" and VS. The parameter intervals cover 
the regions of interest for heterogeneous thermal reactor calculations, and 
the results are intended to meet the two-group resonance absorption data 
requirement. The resonance integrals as well as the Doppler coefficients 
are compared with the available experimental results, and the agreement 
is generally quite good. A more detailed investigation of Hellstrand and 
238 Lundgren'« experiment for U with emphasis on specific geometrical 
effects follows in section 7.3 of the present report. 
240 4.6.2. Pn Resonance Integral 
On account of the lack of accurate integral measurements it is diffi-
240 cult to test the data library for Pu. The epicadmium resonance integral 
as determined by use of the Carlvik collision probability approximation is 
in fig. 4. 3 compared with the measurement made by Nichols . The re-
sults have been renormalized to the infinite dilution resonance integral un-
derlying the measurement (8607 b). Owing to the large experimental errors 
the results of the investigation are in fact not very informative, 
4. 6. 3. Yankee Reactor Control Rod 
In the Yankee pressurized light-water reactor a considerable fraction 
of the control rod absorption occurs in the eptthermal region, which here, 
according to the LASER calculations! scheme , is defined as the en-
ergy region above 1.865 eV. The control rod consists of Ag, Cd and In 
with a composition by weight of 80VS*-tM> respectively, and the pre-
dominant sort of epithermal absorption U resonance casters. WuÉHnr th* 
white nor the black boundary cewjittoo provld« * geodisui'sssiifttaltW 
the control rod suifacs In to« rssicsswira rsgjdsa Coatwry tft HWdMI WI - -
control rod treatment, 4b« >nasdsrt *Men»«K«s>M<BlUa osMfcoda hftVt 
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been used. A control rod of the geometrical appearance shown in fig. 4.4 
was considered as equivalent to an isolated cylindrical rod with equal mean 
chord length. Accoi ding to Dresner ' this is not a serious approximation 
as the slab character of the rod is predominant. Group cross sections, de-
fined as partial resonance integrals (including 1/v contribution), divided 
by the average group fluxes inside the rod (cf. chapter 8) have been con-
structed by means of Carlvik's collision probability approximation com-
bined with methods t and 2 (cf. section 4.5). These cross sections are 
listed in table 4.2. For illustration of the influence of the self-shielding 
the infinite dilution cross sections were also determined. It appears that 
it is disastrous to neglect the self-shielding, especially in the case of Ag. 
Resonance interference was neglected even though the rather large number 
of uncorrelated resonance series may cause a considerable resonance 
overlapping effect. This is perhaps the most serious approximation in the 
whole procedure. The method now comprises a cross section condensation 
performed by a control cell, slab geometry, collision probability routine, 
which provides effective cross sections- suitable for a two-dimensional 
difference equation treatment (diffusion theory). Using the TWODIM SYS-
TEM, Lindstrøm Jensen ' has according to the sketched control rod ap-
239 proach investigated the variation in Pu with fuel depletion in a Yankee 
reactor assembly. For non-control materials the LASER ' cross sec-
tions have been applied. The result of the study is shown in fig. 4.5 by 
courtesy of Lindstrøm Jensen. Even in the corner at the control rod the 
accordance with the measurement is satisfactory. The large oscillations 
of the curve representing the corner cell are due to spectrum variations 
originating in control rod movements. Tl .y indicate that the variation in 
239 
Pu concentration is an appropriate mtasure of the control rod influence. 
In the actual case about 40% of the total control rod effect is due to the epi-
thermal capture. 
The value of the quantity X,^., defined by 
X - -D y? I . - i | 
• boundary * boundary 
provides a measure at the greyness of the rod. O is the diffusion coef-
ficient and J the surface neutron current. For a blank rod it is equal to 
0.467, while a value equal to 0 applies to the Unit of a white rod. The 
variation with the energy is indicated in table 4.3. It appears that the rod 
is ratter black in the thermal group and white at Ugh energies. 
The reader interested in nor* details eoncermng the eotoilatton is 
7) 
referred to the work of Lindstrøm Jensen ' . 
Table 4 . 2 . 
Effective microscopic capture cross sections of the elements in a Yankee reactor control rod 
Temperature T - 541 K. S/4V » 0. 757 cm"1 
Group boundaries 
(eV) 
1.R55-78.88 
78.88-748.4 
748.4-5830 
5SJ0-4. 9 7 8 - l / 
«.%?•• t « * - l . MS-10* 
" ^ A g , 4 . 4 3 3 - 1 0 2 2 n u c l e i / c m 3 
Self-shielded 
(b) 
17.06 
2 .60 
1.92 
0.80 
0.20 
Infinite 
dilution (b) 
193.7 
7.55 
2.35 
0.81 
0.20 
" " i n , 0. 781-10 2 2 n u c l e i / c m 3 
Self-shielded 
(b) 
21.56 ' 
5.91 
2.47 
0.66 
0. 14 
Infinite 
dilution (b) 
3 8 . 4 3 * ' 
9. 28 
2.63 
0.66 
0. 14 
n a t C d , 0. 2 6 6 . 1 0 2 2 n u c l e i / c m 3 
Self-shielded 
«b) 
1.24 
5.05 
1.28 
0.34 
0.06 
Infinite 
dilution (b) 
1.46 
6.85 
1.35 
0.34 
0.06 
11.30 b, representing the upper "tail" of the 1.456 eV In resonance, has been added. 
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Table 4.3. 
The value of A . = -j/» at the surface of a 
Yankee reactor control rod. 4-group calculation. 
Group boundaries 
(eV) 
0-1.855 
1.855-5530 
5530-4.978- 105 
4.978-10 5-ca. 107 
Xe*t 
0.4218 
0.1000 
0.0137 
0.0035 
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5. DETERMINATION OF EPITHERMAL FLUX SPECTRUM 
BY INTEGRAL TRANSPORT THEORY 
In this chapter the SDP module of the RESAB programme system will 
be described. The idea of solving eq. (4.1) in the resonance region by direct 
numerical integration is not of recent date. In 1962 Nordheim calcu-
lated resonance integrals in a two-region lattice by means of approximate 
collision probabilities and numerical treatment of the slowing-down kernel. 
112 113^ 
A further development of the method is condensed in the STRIP code 
where much computer time is saved by the introduction of variable energy 
meshes. The codes SDR15> 3 2 ) , EPITHET1'4), PETARD1'5) and RICM92-1' * 
allow a subdivision of the material regions for obtainment of a better rep-1171 resentation of the flux distribution. Lewu and Adler ' have developed a 
sophisticated technique that permits the spatial dependence of the flux inside 
each region to be expressed by a polynomial, and a similar method has been 
proposed by Kier '. 
SDP is the result of an attempt to set up a code which may be used in 
fast routine calculations with only two or three regions and flat fluxes. How-
ever, the same code should comprise facilities for more involved investi-
gations, where the different approximations underlying more ordinary res-
onance absorption theories are eliminated one by one. It has been concluded 
that the best way of meeting these requirements is to use the multi-region 
collision probability approach without any energy mesh restrictions. This 
last demand may have complicated the calculation of the neutron transfer 
from one energy mesh to another, but the radical reduction in the necessary 
number of meshes is more important for the running time. In this sense the 
SDP code is closely related to STRIP, while for instance the v-ry extensive-
ly developed and frequently used British code SDR allows the mesh intervals 
to be halved but not quartered inside an energy interval equal to the maxi-
mum neutron energy change in one collision. Scatterings on hydrogen nu-
clides are exceptions to this rule. Deuterium scatterings cannot bo treat-
ed by the SDR code at all. 
Some of the effects to be examined are of the order of a few per cent. 
Therefore care was taken to avoid any uncontrollable approximations apart 
from the assumption of isotropic scattering in flu laboratory *yst«m> an 
approximation which is partly »liminaUd Utsr oh. Mo« <* tliséOdesHsttd 
above mat consider spatial distribution, contain appraxtinatlons wmchar* 
not eliminated, for instance, by sttnpl« incrttnh** in sp««al mWh^froi« 
numbws. For example, æitøi&&Hm&1mr*!^i*mmF» 
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code imply that neutrons enter the fuel rod isotropically, and, furthermore, 
in the RIFF-RAFF code the source distribution i s expressed by a three-
term polynomial of even order. In the PETARD code the collision prob-
119) 
abilities are calculated according to Bonalumi's approximate technique ', 
80) 
while the exact method of Carlvik i s mostly applied in SDP, (cf. section 4.2 
The effect of removing the flat flux assumption as calculated by means 
of SDP i s somewhat smaller than the reported RIFF-RAFF and PETARD 
results, while the deviation from Lewis and Adler's calculation has opposite 
sign even though it i s small. It i s , however, difficult to compare the inves-
tigations of the different authors directly because these investigations are 
concerned with problems of limited as well as varied nature. This ambigu-
ous situation s tresses that a very careful code testing i s necessary. For 
this reason among others a Monte Carle programme, MCSUP, which may 
simulate exactly the same physical situation as SDP, has been worked out 
82) 
at Riso ' by Kirkegaard. It uses the very fast method of Spanier and Gel-
bard . Many of the above-mentioned programmes have also been tested 
against Monte Carlo calculations, but in all cases the accuracy has been so 
poor that effects of the order of magnitude considered here are difficult to 
investigate. The use of Spanier's method has reduced the standard deviation 
of the absorption rate by almost one order of magnitude and, for instance, 
it has been shown that PETARD overestimates the influence of the flat flux 
assumption, while the results of SDP are reproduced within less than two 
standard deviations. 
The choice of the simple multi-regional method of representing the 
spatial flux distribution i s also supported by the fact that it makes it very 
easy to introduce detailed material inhomogeneities produced by, for ex-
ample, the temperature distribution and the plutonium build-up in the fuel 
rod surface. 
Most slowing-down codes integrate in energy space, but SDP is based 
on lethargy. This has the advantage that relatively wide lethargy groups 
may be used in intervals where the departures from the "1/E-flux" are 
small. The shape of the internal weighting function in the groups i s ident-
ical to this asymptotic flux because it i s constant per lethargy unit. As a 
consequence the step-by-step integration may be initiated at the upper cut-off 
energy and with the 1 / E boundary condition simply by placing a very wide 
group above this energy, where all total cross sections are put equal to the 
potential scattering cross sections, and where the flux per unit lethargy i s 
normalised to one. Integration in energy, on the other hand, makes it 
necessary to use special expressions for the sources from energies above 
the upoer cut-off energy. 
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5.1. Formulation of the Multi-Group Problem 
The lethargy axis is divided into intervals or groups inside which the 
cross sections are considered constant. Instead of being functions of u, the 
cross sections, collision probabilities and group average collision densities 
are now provided with an upper index indicating the group number. u_ and 
M» are the lower lethargy limit and group width respectively of group num-
ber n. u. is the lower cut-off lethargy corresponding to the upper cut-off 
energy, while u symbolizes a lethargy very much smaller than u.. With 
these abbreviations the integral of eq. (4.1) calculated from u to u .. may 
be expressed as 
NOR *j n 
V - i ^ n - > V,P» > 7 h-.F- (5.1) 
j i l k=l s=0 
where 
sc!:t r r^' -U'-u 
" » " r - 6 / / é S v u , - u ) d u ' d n - <5-2) 
and 
1 - 4 ^ * u « 0 
e^fu) - \ (5.3) 
0 all other arguments. 
In eq. (5.1) the collision density F.(u) was put outside the integral signs 
as the average value F .*, and therefore the transition from eq. (4.1) to eq. 
(5.1) is only exact in energy regions with asymptotic flux, even when the 
cross sections are forced to be constant within the groups. This approxi-
mation is permissible if the neutron balance is still exactly maintained 
throughout the slowing-down process. Neutron balance here means that the 
sum of the neutrons which are scattered from a group and region back to it-
self and into other groups and regions mast be equal to the total number of 
colliding neutrons minus absorbed neutrons in the group and region under 
consideration. That is 
**! jD • NOR *% 
k»1 * T i q»n 1«1 k-1 
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If the h.^'s are calculated from (5,2V the condition expressed in 
eq. (5.4) may easily be shown to be fulfilled. Here 
NOR 
I 
1=1 
P H = " (5.5) 
must be used. 
By solving of the integrals in eq. (5.2), rather complicated expressions 
containing exponential functions result, hi the code SDR, mentioned above, 
simple approximations for the corresponding energy integrals are deduced 
on the assumption that all groups are extremely narrow. If wider groups 
are used, the energy distribution of the neutrons after collisions i s slightly 
wrong. In all cases, however, the neutron balance i s strictly maintained. 
In the homogeneous slowing-down procedure, RESCOLDENS, mentioned in 
section 4. 5, a Simpson's-rule integration of eq. (4.1) is used. Here neutron 
balance only exists in the limit of very small step length, and because of er -
ror accumulation it i s necessary to use a relatively large number of mesh 
points in spite of the superiority of the parabolic approximation of the inte-
grands compared with the step functions used in the SDP code. 
As discussed above it should not be a condition for the running of SDP 
that the groups should be narrow even in intervals where the flux is approxi-
mately asymptotic, and therefore, in contradiction to SDR, SDP i s con-
structed on the basis of the exact integrals in eq. (5.2). 
5 .2 . Determination of the Multi-Group Flux Spectrum 
Depending on the relative position of the boundaries of groups numbers 
n and », one out of six fundamentally different situations may occur. In 
fig. 5.1 all six cases are illustrated. With the numbering shown in the fig-
ure the following expressions are calculated 
H" =
 X « E 
"jk J7 TJ ( , - V 
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O * 8 < O 
1: 
«£"HJk<.V,-e"«)<.-Ve""Bfl) (5.6) 
. »S+1 , - V 4 j k -»„4-1. 
+ e (e - e J 
"jk e
 ^ l - . - ' i k ' ] . (5.7) 
> ! , - ' » - u iH - l - * H , 
'jk " H j k l « <e - e ) - e • 4n n ] (5.8) 
+ e
U
^ ' '
A
* < e - " ' - - . -
U 8 + , ) - e ^ k 4 » B ] . (5.9) 
.H![>VVe-"'*'-4*> . n i _ *,» hjk ""jk 
-»« 
-• <"Wi + 4 ik - V ] (S.10) 
6: 
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s - a Only cases 1 and 2 may ar i se . 
1: 
hjks • 4 [*»„ - ^ f c " 1 " - e~nn+,>J • p- , 2> 
2: 
hjk" " Hjk t4un " ' + •"** - «"•„ - V e"Ajk ] . (5-13) 
These expressions as well a s some of those stated below may be s i m -
plified by introduction of the energies corresponding to the lethargies. As 
the formulas must be thoroughly reorganized in any case before they take a 
form convenient for numerical computations, it was , however, decided to 
be consistent in the use of lethargy throughout this section. A discussion 
of some aspects of the computer programming follows later on. 
Cases 1 (s { n) and possibly 6 are the c a s e s most often occurring in 
eq. (5.1) if the groups are narrow. Expression (5.6) must be used whenev* 
N?. * s and s ( n . 
N ? i s the smallest N fulfilling the condition 
U N + AJk * u n + 1 • 
Obviously 
1 * N ? * n + 1 (scattering on hydrogen demands special treatment). 
The simple structure of expression (5.6) i s extremely important for the ap 
plicability of the method. We introduce 
-A-)-
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n-1 
"» -»n . " V i 2, " » ' i 
e - e s=Jtf 
n-1 
u_. i u, l P j S - H j s k { e s + , - e 8 ) . (5.14) 
*-Np 
b£ = 0 if N £ > n-1 . (5.15) 
Furthermore 
k«1 
From this it follows that 
*> "ft"'
 V f ug 
j -J / / - 1 "Mr •-' " e ) ) £ Pf-^e^-e-, 
£i
 Tn-1 k ^ s=Nn 
+ V F j ' - ' - H ^ l e V e " " - 1 ) * . (5.17) 
kill 
Because this simple recurrence relation is available, the determiaatiea of 
the right-hand side of eq. (5.1) is not so prohibitive as it appears at first 
sight, even when the group number runs up to several thousand. la this 
ootmeatlpn it is essential that generally 
The summing through s should only be performed if Wj**' **£•*, ^_ 
wit» i?»B(e f . •*. (».I*«/ 
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Mow we define 
«n • . nn Aj I V (5.18) 
k=l 
and 
B j
n
 = ( e " n - e " n + , ) b ! n 
r
 ~ - • " " (5.19) 
Again the sum comprises only few terms. 
It is noted that subdivision of a material region causes little additional 
work as the only quantity in eqs. (5.17), (5. 18) and (S. 19) that is different 
in two subregions with tbe same isotonic composition is T. . 
By use of eqs. (5.14). (5.16), (5.18), and (5.19) the multi-group equa-
tion (S. 1) may be reduced to 
NOR 
ViFl" w n * > Vi pfi » f + Af-Fi"> • (5-20) w•**** I vjp«(Bf+ f-Fi 
B,n and A. depend only on collision densities with group numbers smaller 
than n. If all these are known, formula (S. 20) constitutes a system of NOR 
linear equations in the NOR collision densities, F° , in group n, By assump< 
tion 
. ° - l or » 1 t f -1 /«g l . (5 .2„ 
and now the whole slowing-down problem may be solved by stepping through 
the groups starting with group number one. 
The inhomogeneous linear equations are solved by the "point dsJMa-Sei-
del Iterative method" with F* • F*"1 as a first estimate which is obviously 
• * * - — - ^ 
The *fl>er limit of tM *ummftild«m«Wb« rsfOaeeéliy't - i M « S # > nf 
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a good estimate on a fine mesh. This if much faster than direct solution by, 
for instance, Crout's method on account of the strictly diagonal dominance. 
The SDP code allows the inclusion of a NR moderator in, say, region 
m. This i s achieved simply by adding a term 
D . n = S m V P . n &u un NR, m m im n 
on the right-hand side, eq. (5.20). £ « « —,• which symbolizes the cross 
section of the NR moderator, i s included in £ _ _ 
Tm. 
5 .3 . The Consequences of the Numerical Noise (Truncation Error) 
If the formulas (5.6)-(5.13) are used without modifications, only prob-
lems involving a few groups may be solved with reliable results because of 
the truncation error in the computer. As an example case 2 fig. 5.1 and 
the corresponding eq. (5.7) are considered at group widths in lethargy equal 
-3 to 10 . I n resonance problems the necessary group widths are usually 
even smaller than this. The two differences which occur in eq. (5.7) 
u . , u -u -u -A., 
e B + l - e B and e n - e 8 * 
-3 
are both of the order of 10 , while exp(u ) i s perhaps about 1, and there-
fore the relative accuracy of the differences i s about three orders of mag-
nitude poorer than the maximum obtainable relative accuracy, b , in the 
computer. It was assumed here that the differences are calculated by sub-
traction without any mooifications. The quantity o may, for example, be 
defined as the smallest value of &' for which the following inequality 
A < 1 with A = 1 - 6' 
is true when A i s calculated from &' by the computer. Even worse results 
are obtained for the last part of eq. (S. 7). In order to make the contents 
clearer, the expression i s reorganized a bit. We have to calculate 
with 
; .„ . ' •» , ; ' ] • .iu.;-:>i '*3iWii..<';»iaii}SftSa f •{$ b»oi*J;fc *»J tih,%i>i \SM , 3 8 
n,;,. „» jf.-UoM. »ad iittk** »»•*• reweewstw* m ewtte ly »er«*« 
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The result is of the order of 
- a . .2 
e l * < a u - x - ^ - ) , 
and with the group widths used above approximately six orders of magnitude 
in accuracy are lost. Errors of this type are generally systematical be-
cause the computer truncates instead of rounding off. If & is of the order 
-8 
of 10 (IBM 7094), the accumulated error may easily run up to about one 3 
per cent after, say, 10 groups, and this is completely unacceptable. 
By careful programming the error per group was reduced to the ma-
chine accuracy. This is perhaps more than strictly necessary, but it has 
the advantage that the neutron balance is now an extremely sensitive tool 
for error identification. Furthermore, group numbers as large as 10 will 
not cause serious error accumulation when the code is run on IBM 7094. 
This is the number of energy points listed on GENEX ' output tapes.(SDR 
input tapes). 
A few of the means by which this calculations! accuracy has been 
achieved will be described briefly. Taking case 2 as example again we now 
replace eq. (5.7) by 
. aE i- E 0-o.,J 
. ns _ „ s I s n' jk' „ „_n 
V -'V-jktETE^T L—3£ AE.-SEjkj 
E . 
(5.7b) 
when x ( 0 . 1 . The symbols for the energy quantities are derived from the 
corresponding lethargy nomenclature simply by substituting E for u. 
n-1 
AE,. S E £ - 0 if N£ >n-1 • (5.22) 
"»$ 
S E ° may rapidly be obtained by a simple recurrence relation correspondang 
to (5. J 7). Obviously, e*z has been replaced by its newer eerie*.' The in-
clusion of a fifth-order series to represent the exponential function U not 
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so luxurious as it may seem at first sight. It is in fact considerably faster 
in practical use than one call of the standard exponential function. We see 
that the group structure is now characterized by the group widths besides 
by the boundaries. The parenthesis containing SEP in eq. (5.7b) is another 
way of expressing 
E / a , - E . 
n' Tk s 
The use of SE.P implies in fact that the maximum neutron energy loss in one 
collision is compared with the exact energy interval which has actually been 
used in the step-by-step energy integration, while the much simpler expres-
sion above may introduce an error on the maximum slowing-down interval 
that is effective in the calculation. If 1 -«_ is about 0.01 as is the case in 
238_ • 
for instance U scatterings, this error becomes two orders of magnitude 
larger than b. For the same reason x is not calculated directly from (he 
definition above, but instead 
x = Su£+Aun + Aug - A^, (5.23) 
where Su". is the lethargy interval corresponding to SE? . Also the ma-
terial constants (1 - «- ) and A_ in eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) must be determined 
with a relative error of the order of &, and this cannot be achieved here 
either by using the definitions without modifications. 
Finally we return to the sums bj" and Su5_ . They are calculated from 
recurrence relations and not by repetition of the summation in each group, 
and it is therefore important that the cumber« which are added to the sums 
are exactly the same as those which are subtracted later on. This is, how-
ever, prevented by the truncation, if the addenda are of another order of 
magnitude than the sums, and this is mostly the cose. One way of over-
coming this is to store the sums as double-precision numbers, but this is 
not possible i.i ILLINOIS ALGOL. Instead the Mailer device I2°* IJM' was 
used by which the sums are stored in two words, and some sort of double-
precision is, nevertheless, attained. 
5.4. The Marrow Lethargy Groups and the Corresponainy Group Cross 
Bsctiom 
that detailed cross sections 'not flaw* ate 
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each resonance, while the wide groups a r e those used in more ordinary 
multi-group theory, where perhaps the main problem is to determine spatial 
effects in the macro-geometry . By averaging of the c ross sections over the 
fluxes in the narrow groups, the wide group effective c ross sections a re ob-
tained. In this section the construction of the narrow groups is discussed. 
Instead cf constant energy, lethargy or velocity intervals SDP uses a 
mesh structure dependent to some degree on the ra te of change of the c ross 
sections at each energy. In the lethargy region around a resonance very 
narrow groups a r e used, while between the resonances only a few mesh 
points a re necessary . The extension of the intervals with very narrow groups 
is determined from the Doppier-broadened resonance widths, while the to-
ta* number of narrow groups per resonance i s a slowly varying function 
which depends on the resonance energy only. If more resonances overlap in 
an interval, the resulting group s t ructure i s determined by the narrowest of 
the resonances. As the total resonance reaction in thermal- reac tors is 
dominated by the reactions which take place at low energies, the required 
accuracy decreases when the energy inc reases with a reduction of the neces-
s a ry number of groups as a consequence. At low energies only a difference 
of about one per thousand is accepted when calculations performed with ex-
t remely narrow groups a r e compared with those based on the selected group 
s t ruc ture . At energies above one thousand eV an accuracy of about one per 
cent is considered satisfactory. This rule applies for thick rods as well as 
in highly diluted cases . The flux-weighted c ross sections vary most rapid-
ly when infinite dilution i s approached because of the lacking self-shielding. 
Finally, the calculations in SDP a r e organized in such a way that the 
code profits from a constancy in the lethargy width of consecutive groups, 
and therefore the maximum efficiency of the code is achieved if the mesh 
length changes as ra re ly as possible. 
The group structure requirements sketched here a r e almost the same 
113) 
a s those on which the code STRIP ' is based, and therefore the method 
used in th i s code for construction of the groups was applied. Some tes t ca l -
culations showed however, that the demanded accuracy is not achieved if the 
method is used without modifications. This i s t rue a t l eas t if the reson-
ances a re considered one by one, but perhaps e r r o r cancellations may im-
prove the overall r e su l t s . This is not considered sufficient, however, for 
which reason the grouping method was modified somewhat. F o r example, 
the group widths between the resonances from cadmium cut-off up to approx. 
fifty eV were reduced. At 10 eV the width i s 0.08 »V in SDP, while 0.25 
eV i s obtained by the STRIP method. In STRIP all cross section« are ee l -
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cuiated in the mid-point of each group, »'.J it is shown that this approach 
is generally better than the assumption of linear variation within the group. 
This rule is utilized in SDP as far as the extremely narrow groups very 
near the resonance energies are concerned. However, some investigations 
have proved that much more accurate results are obtained for some reson-
ances if group average reaction cross sections are employed in those of the 
relatively wide groups between the resonances which are next to the extreme-
ly narrow resonance groups. Alternatively, somerather narrow groups could 
be introduced in a transitional region, and in fact the code system contains 
facilities for this, hi this transitional interval, however, the flux is not fasti-
varying because it approaches the asymptotic 1 /E-fhix, and the additional 
groups are only necessary because this interval contains too few mesh points 
for accurate integration of the reaction cross sections. Therefore the first 
method, which is the faster one, is recommended. The SDP method of con-
structing group structures from resonance parameters was tested on many 
different geometries by means of synthetic resonances with typical as well 
as marginal parameters, and in all cases the above-stated accuracy require-
ments were achieved. 
Another way of setting up group structures which is included in the pro-
gramme system is baBed on the United Kingdom Nuclear Data Library 
123 124) ~~ — *~ "~ """" 
(UKNDL) '. Here the distance between tabulated energy points also 
depends an the rate of change of the cross sections. The library is said to 
contain so many energy points that the cross sections may everywhere be 
calculated with adequate accuracy by linear interpolation in a double loga-
rithmic scale between tabulated points. At least for the best tabulated neu-
tron cross sections this ideal situation has been reached. A procedure in 
the RESAB programme system builds up group structures with group widths 
that ere approximately proportional to the distance between tabulated points 
in the UKNDL. However, the lethargy widths of the groups are changed in 
steps of at least thirty per cent for then to comply with the mentioned wish 
for constant lethargy widths of as many consecutive groups as possible. 
Some test calculations proved that for fissile nuclides it is generally adequate 
to use a number of groups about equal to the number of tabulated points in 
UKNDL. 
In table 5.1 the number of group* in specified intervals generated by the 
SDP method 1«. compared with available information eoaoernisf the group 
m i n e r s use« to ottor multi-gro«p resonance).regiw codes. 
The gf o«p stroetwes may be soevUatf wife « * o * «*«**>• «al««lated *» 
the miilU-lerø rtetto«, DOMf>V4esc(rifced JsMtffaaa i .k sBOHW deter-
Table 5.1 
Number of groups used in different slowing-down codes at 300 K 
Es*r«y Interval (eV) 
^ *
v
" - ^ ^ Isotopes 
Cede » ^ ^ 
STRIP 
flat flux in two regions 
multi-region code 
muUl-region code, 
particularly for fast 
reactors 
LKWIS AND ADUER 
ft*« represented by 
i in l l imsls l s 
8BP tape numbers 
ettahta 5.1 
0. 5.3940 
2 8 8 u 
2210 
2789 
78000 
21093 
2 3 2 T n 
2355 
2765 
21094 
0. 5-1200 
2 3 8 u 
1714 
43000 
6100 
21093 
0 .5-150 *' 
2 3 8 u 
796 
11400 
21093 
2 3 8 u- 2 3 8 u 
1415 
11400 
21078 
2 S 5 u : 2 3 8 u . 
2 3 9 P u - 2 4 0 P u 
1633 
11400 
20527 
f 
References 
113) 
15) 
117) 
main resolved region for fissile nuclides. 
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mines the group mid-point cross sections, while the mentioned group aver-
aging is performed afterwards by adding to the DORES results the differ-
ences between mid-point and average cross sections in the actual groups. 
These differences »re calculated by single-level formalism in order to 
speed up the cross section generation. 
Naturally narrow group cross sections may also be obtained from the 
DKNDL. In this case the cross sections in any group are average cross 
sections calculated according to the described linearity in double logarith-
mic scale. 
One may ask why two methods have been developed for solving of the 
same problem. Several reasons may be emphasized. First of all the 
UKNDL comprises today only tabulations at a temperature of 300 K even 
though the Doppler broadening is very important for some nuclides. Not 
only the cross sections, but also the group structures are changed at elev-
ated temperature. Next, one of the main objectives of setting up SDP has 
been to investigate the accuracy of current resonance absorption approxi-
matians,and therefore it is considered important to know the exact par-
ameters on which the cross section tabulations used in SDP are based. 
These test calculations concern the mathematical slowing-down formalism, 
and comparison of different cross section evaluations is not of interest in 
this connection. It is supposed that the best way of meeting this require-
ment is to perform the cross section calculation instead of using known 
tabulations. Furthermore, the DKNDL shows some minor inconsistencies 
in the upper part of the resolved resonance region for fertile nuclides as 
discussed m section 3.3. On the other hand the UKNDL tabulation for the 
fissile nuclides is considered the best available, at least when it is desired 
to avoid a large evaluational effort. 
If more resonance isotopes are included in one slowmg-down calcula-
tion, it is important mat the used group structure is at all energies as close 
as the group structure belonging to any one of the isotopes. In order to 
build up such common group structures a special "«<»<»; •procedure has been 
developed. 
The procedures described in this section are collected in the programme 
introduced in section 2.5 as REUB system FOB I. Tbs resulting group 
structure toga thai with scattering-, absorpttoa* andflsston-seUruscopli, 
narrow-group cross sections of me ooeres|Boodtag »stapes are W4I oatOB 
magaettc tape wttn fifty grtupwper roeor«; AMr»aré*«DF am?9nm •-
w i s this tap« aa sn^l tapi^'<mclas*c*Bt% ^••leua?*' sal W s—hi-oal-
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Even though all input tapes may be reproduced at any time with the 
RESAB resonance parameter library and/or the UKNDL, input tapes for 
some frequently occurring configurations were preserved as library tapes. 
In table 5.2 these are listed together with the data from which they originate. 
Alternatively, SDF itself contains facilities that allow the resonance 
integral of an isolated resonance to be determined directly with single-level 
parameters as the only input. In this case the code constructs the interval 
inside which numerical slowing-down calculations must be performed and 
provides analytic rest terms of the form described in section 4.5,4. Also 
wide group cross sections in specified subintervals may be determined if 
the code is run in this way. On this point it differs from the equivalent 
homogeneous RESCOLDENS code, which always considers one resonance 
as an indivisible whole. 
5.5. Storage Organization 
It appears from section 5.2 that the calculation of collision densities in 
a group, n, presumes knowledge of the collision densities and cross sections 
in the groups round the energy E/ou. If a is the smallest of all o^ ' s it is 
obvious *hat group structures, collision densities and energy-dependent 
cross sections in the interval from EQ_1 to roughly EL/" must be stored, 
but it is also clear that the values belonging to the groups above this inter-
val may be deleted. Hydrogen, for which storage is never necessary 
(a,. - 0), constitutes an exception to this rule. If the fast memory of the 
computer at a certain n is filled up with previously stored numbers, and if 
those that were stored first are now unnecessary for the above reason, then 
the quantities from group n and further on may be transferred to the begin-
ning of the list before they are stored. By this "cycling" an unlimited num-
ber of narrow groups may be treated. If, however, the sketched condition 
for the applicability of the cycling is not fulfilled, the necessary quantities 
for the lightest isotopes may by SDP be stored on magnetic tape, which is 
the only type of disposable external storage on the computer actually used 
(IBM 7094, NEUCC). It has been possible to organize the use of tapes in 
such a way that its influence on the running time is only small. Two tapes 
are used per isotope. On one tape the results from group number n are 
read out, »bile the quantities belonging to the groups round E / a*, are read 
from the other. When all data on the latter tap* have b e n used, the tapes 
are rewound, and the modes of operation of the two tapes are isterobengtd. 
In this way any backspacing is a-reided. la prac.ice it way in att eatatflaflona 
performed until sow necessary to »a* »sternal storage najjy *w deutarfautt. 
Table 5. 2 
SDP Input tapes of general character 
Tape number 
( I B * WW 
NEBCC, binary) 
: ^ 0 . 2 7 
») 
»; ;30«31 
i iaiBTf 
* ;- •) 
1 aiøss •. 
S ; \ '• ' 
DFN 
358940 
238 
2352S8 
238 
232 
Temp. 
(K) 
300 
1200 
300 
300 
300 
Energy 
Interval 
(eV) 
0 .24 -10 4 
0.24-4000 
0 . 2 4 - 1 0 4 
0.24-4000 
0.24-4000 
Number 
of groups 
4090 
2497 
3497 
2828 
2804 
' ' ' 1 
Materials and kind of data 
(the symbolism i s explained 
in lable 5. 3 below) 
2 3 5 U ( ] I ) 2 3 8 T J ( 0 1 ) 2 3 9 p u < 1 1 ) 2 4 0 ^ ( n ) 
238 
U (00) s-wave resonances 
2 3 5 U ( 1 1 ) 2 3 8 U ( 0 1 ) 
238 
U (00) 8-wave resonances 
232 
Th (00) B-wave resonances 
fer comparisons with link ALFA calculations because the crc JS sections are based on the RESAB 
reafoajace parameter library. Table 5. 3 
Explanation of the symbols used in the last column of table 5. 2 
• — - ^ S o u r c e of group structure 
Source of cross section —_^__ 
RESAB resonance parameter 
library 
UKNDL 
RESAB resonance 
parameter library 
(00) 
(01) 
UKNDL 
(10) 
(11) 
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although the programme was run on a machine with only 32 K memory lo-
cations, and 15 spatial regions have often been used. The extensive use of 
125) dynamic overlay storage allocation ' in the RESAB programme system 
form the basis of this result. 
113) 118) 
In STRIP ' and RIFF RAFF the storage problem was solved by 
setting the flux equal to the asymptotic flux whenever the necessary fast 
memory for treating of the light nuclides happens not to be available. It is 
obvious that the neutron balance is destroyed by the use of the asymptotic 
flux in the groups round E / «~ . 
The number of spatial regions and the number of isotopes are unlimited 
in SDP, but of course the number of available tapes and the demand for a 
reasonable running time imply restrictions in practice. 
5.6. Numerical Checks of SDP 
As discussed in section 5.3 an investigation of the neutron balance may 
a 
be considered as a highly sensitive test of SDP. Out of 10 neutrons about 
one is lost or gained per group if the computer in use is an IBM 7094. An 
earlier version of the code was written for the very small computer GIER, 
a 
and here the corresponding numbers were about one neutron out of 2 • 10 . 
Both results are about equal to the maximum obtainable accuracy on the re-
spective machines. It indicates how accurately the asymptotic 1 /E-flux 
may be reproduced in non-absorbing cases with energy-independent cross 
sections. It is of course a condition that the accuracy of the iteration men-
tioned in section 5.2 is of the same order. 
The homogeneous problem with constant absorption in a pure modera-
tor, which may be solved analytically ', was also investigated with C 
as moderator. The SDP result is equal to the analytic solution. 
The most important test is, however, the comparison with the Monte 
Carlo programme, MCSUP , mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. 
238. The U resonance at 6.7 eV was examined with 14 and 3 eV as upper and 
lower cut-off energies. The parameters, which are the same as those used 
by J. Megier in PETARD ', but different from those contained in the 
RESAB library, are listed in reference 82. In the Monte Carlo calculations 
the isotropic laboratory scattering used in SDP is simulated. The SDP cal-
culations comprise eight spatial regions in the absorber and seven in the 
moderator. This is perhaps more than strictly necessary, but it makes 
the choice of region thicknesses less critical. The determination of spatial 
mesh structure is discussed ia greater details in chapter 7. In the calcu-
lations the cell radius is a hundred time* a« large *s the radius of the ab-
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sorbing rod, and thus the rod may be considered as isolated. No differences 
exist between the physical assumptions underlying the two methods, while 
the mathematical techniques are completely unrelated. The results are listed 
in table 5.4. Included in the table are also the results based on the assump-
tion of flat flux in two regions. The effect of subdivision of spatial regions 
will be analysed in detail later on, and the results are only listed here to 
supply a better background for the comparison between the Monte Carlo cal-
culations and the multi-group multi-region approach. It is pointed out that 
differences of up to two standard deviations are acceptable from a statistical 
viewpoint, and it must be recalled that the SDP results may contain errors 
of up to one per thousand. Also the Monte Carlo technique used in MCSLP 
includes systematical errors of this order of magnitude. The SDP results 
are obtained ten times as fast as the Monte Carlo results. However, in 
most practical cases it is enough to use two or three spatial regions instead 
of fifteen, and the SDP running time is roughly proj ortional to the square 
on the number of regions. On the other hand a more reasonable accuracy 
requirement will also speed up the Monte Carlo calculation very much. 
For non-isolated rods the MCSUP and SDP calculations may not be com-
pared directly because the flux in MCSUP obeys the reflecting boundary con-
dition in a square cell, while the SDP cell is circular and the isotropic re-
turn boundary condition is used. This latter case is, however, simulated 
by an older Monte Carlo code also developed by Kirkegaard . This code 
is based on a much more direct simulation than MCSUP. The statistical 
quality of the code is inferior to that of MCSUP, for which reason accurate 
results demand much more computer time. The results appear from table 
5.5. The latter case, which concerns a rod with a diameter of 20 cm, is 
without any practical importance. On the other hand this marginal problem 
constitutes a thorough check of the codes. Actually, 15 spatial regions in 
SDP were not enough, and 26 were used. 
Apart from this numerical check the reliability of SDP was confirmed 
by several experimental results. This sort of verification forms a minor 
part of the objective of the rest of this report. 
i- ''• '- 'M-''--i**M-i~ '[:'•'- >; - ^ j 
Table 5.4. 
Comparison of Monte Carlo and SDP resonance integrals , HI, 
238 
for the U resonance at 6. 7 eV in an isolated metal rod 
Rod radius 
( c m ) 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.7 
Moderator 
H 
ft.0 
D 
DzO 
C 
H 
MCSUP 
RI 
(b) 
3.032 
3.017 
3.061 
3.005 
2.933 
2.249 
Standard 
deviation 
(b) 
0.006 
0.007 
0.012 
0.006 
0.016 
0.007 
RI 
subdivision 
(b) 
3.037 
3.022 
3.059 
3.010 
2.941 
2.247 
, 
SDP 
RI, only 
two spat ia l regions 
(b) 
3.121 
3.121 
3.121 
3.121 
3.121 
2.337 
D and H moderations mean light- and heavy-water moderation respectively 
where the influence of oxygen is neglected. 
Table 5.5 
23B Resonance Integrals, RI, for the U resonance at 6.7 eV in non-isolated 
metals rods . The outer cell boundaries a r e c i rcular and white, 
and the moderator i s hydrogen with density a s in light water 
Rod radius 
(cm) 
0.2 
1.0 
1.0 
10,0 
Cell radius 
(cm) 
0 .3 
1.1 
1.5 
15.0 
Monte Carlo 
RI 
(b) 
4.279 
1.578 
2.794 
0.689 
Standard 
deviation 
(b) 
0.015 
0.007 
0.008 
0.003 
RI 
subdivision 
(b) 
4.293 
1.577 
2.790 
0.691 
SDP 
HI, only 
two spat ial regions 
(b) 
4.30a 
1.58S 
2.823 
0.802 
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6. RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATIONS BASED ON 
THE FLAT FLUX ASSUMPTION 
The accuracy of the approximate methods developed and described in 
chapter 4 i s now investigated by means of numerical slowing-down calcu-
lations performed by SDP. As subdivision of the mater ia l regions is left 
out in SOP, the numerical approach as well as the methods of analytic 
charac ter (the "link ALFA" methods) originate in the flat flux assumption. 
The use of link ALFA always comprises one or more homogeneous reson-
ance integral calculations, and in such calculations the different available 
approximations a re combined according to the scheme described in s e c -
tion 4 .5 unless i t i& explicitly mentioned that the approach i s different. 
6 . 1 . The Effect of a Non-NR External Moderator 
In section 4 .3 a method of allowing for the finite slowing-down power 
of an actual reac tor cell was discussed. It i s obvious and well known that 
the approximation expressed in eq. (4.30) i s accurate in so far as reson-
ance interference i s concerned owing to the flux recovery between the r e -
sonances. That eq. (4. 30) applies to a single, very wide resonance too, 
must be established by numerical calculation. 
238 
The 6.68 eV U resonance with the pa ramete r s r • 1.52 meV, 
r = 23.43 meV and o = l o . 64 b (RESAB l ibrary) i s considered with the 
"1 /v- ta i l " subtracted below the resonance peak (cf. section 4 . 5. 4). The 
applied densit ies appear in table 6 . 1 , and the tempera ture i s 300 K. The 
moderator c ross sections a r e listed in table 6 .2 . The validity of eq, (4.30) 
Table 6 . 1 . 
Material densities 
Material 
P (g /cm 3 ) 
U-metal 
18.57 
uo2 
10.6 
C 
1.6 
D*> 
0.2 
**> 
0.1107 
H(2) ' 
0.0553S 
' Deuterium density In heavy-water. 
' Hydrogen density in light-water. 
***) Hydrogen density in light-water with 50% void. 
was investigated in homogeneous a* well as in heterogeneous cases , Fvom 
the tables 6.3 and 6.4 it i s concluded thai me approximation Is moat »ecu-
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Table 6.2. 
Microscopic cross sections 
isotope 
o (barns) 
O 
3.8 
C 
4.65 
D 
3 .4 
H 
20.4 
Table 6.3. 
Homogeneous, exact calculation for the 6. 68 eV U resonance 
Moderator 
H 
H 
D 
D 
D 
C 
C 
C 
N m o d / N 2 3 8 u 
1:1 
1:2 
1:4 
1:10 
1:40 
1:10 
1:50 
1:400 
< « S < > 
(barns) 
20.49 
40.89 
9.95 
24.75 
98.74 
7.43 
36.77 
293.5 
Resonance integral (barns) 
RI 
3.824 
5.565 
2.998 
4.976 
10.67 
4.672 
13.08 
44.79 
RIl calculated 
»1 fromRI ' 
4.233 
5.981 
3.567 
5.556 
11.29 
7.368 
16. 17 
48.60 
RT 
NR 
moderator 
4.222 
5.973 
3.458 
5.448 
11.18 
6.384 
14.96 
47.02 
M
'l = -("s*)1 0«'1 - R l / ^ g O ) . Cf. eq. (4.30). 
rate when the system is hydrogen moderated. This is due to the simple 
structure of the Placzek function ' for this isotope. The difference be-
tween RI and RI1 for a single resonance is unimportant unless the lattice 
is highly undermoderated (i. e. ( o _ 5 ) small), a situation which in prac-
tice only occurs in light-water reactors, where the dominating moderator 
is hydrogen. Generally the use of eq. (4.30) introduces a smaller error In 
the calculation man most of the other approximations involved in link 
AUA. 
Table 6.4. 
238, Two-region, heterogeneous SDP calculation for the """U resonance 
at 6.68 eV. The resonance integrals include analytic residual terms 
(cf. section 4.5.4). The cell is cylindrical 
Fuel 
U 
TJ 
V 
U 
U 
U 
U 
uo2 
uo2 
Mod. 
H(0 
H(1) 
H(2) 
O 
O 
C 
c 
H(1) 
H(2) 
Radius 
Rod 
1.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
0.2 
Cell 
1.5 
0. * 
0.3 
1.0 
2 .0 
2 .0 
4 .0 
1.5 
0.3 
<"S<> 
36.29 
36.29 
18.19 
9.576 
47.53 
18.90 
79.11 
72.94 
36.47 
Resonance integral, barns 
RI 
2.993 
4.447 
3.312 
2.557 
4.042 
4.076 
4.550 
4.604 
5.136 
RI, calculated 
»1 
from RI ' 
3.124 
4.744 
3.656 
2.975 
4.224 
4.591 
4.686 
4.756 
5.529 
Ri', NR external 
moderator 
3.119 
4.737 
3.645 
2.898 
4.193 
4.472 
4.656 
4.721 
5.451 
*> Ri', = -<«st>log(l - RI /<o s O ). Cf. eq. (4.30). 
6.2. The Isolated Rod 
According to the discussion in section 4.3 the external moderator may 
be exactly represented by a NR moderator in the case of an isolated rod. 
One of the main purposes of the present section Is to compare the equiv-
alence principles expressed in eqs. (4.26) and (4.28) and derived from the 
Bell factor and fhe Carlvik collision probability approximation respective-
ly (eqs. (4.4) and (4.5)). 
6 .2.1. Single Resonance Investigation 
Four 238.. U resonances of greatly differing characters were selected. 
The parameters as taken from the RESAB library are Hated in table 6.5, 
and the densities 18.8 and 10.6 g/cm are used for U-iuetel and OOg re« 
specti'-efy. The configurations applied are described in table V. 6. The 
correlating parameter, S , contained in tha table i s 4«Qn«4 • * 
* S 
u-mm 
+ f * t * •_ • * ^ * . f ii » *» .»» <vcy 
J É C T ) ' 
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S is introduced in eq. (4.18) and the factor f was discussed in reference C. 
Table 6.5. 
The parameters of four representative resonances 
(RESAB library. " ° U , o = 10.64 b) 
E . eV 
r 
r , meV 
n 
T meV 
6.68 
1.52 
23.43 
66.30 
25.16 
26.07 
80.77 
2.07 
21.17 
190.34 
150.4 
23.21 
Table 6. 6. 
The rods considered in section 6. 2 
Number 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Material 
U-metal 
U-metal 
U-metal 
uo2 
uo2 
uo2 
uo2 
Radius 
(cm) 
1.4 
0.5 
0.2 
2.0 
0.85 
0.625 
0.3 
Surface 
to mass 
ratio 
S/M 
(cm /g) 
0. 076 . 
0.212 
0.531 
0.094 
0.222 
0.301 
0.627 
0 
ex 
(eq.(4.6)) 
(barns) 
7.51 
21.03 
52.57 
10.58 
24.89 
33.85 
70.52 
S 
(eq.(4.18)) 
(barns) 
8.45 
24.19 
60.99 
11.64 
28.22 
38.65 
81.40 
S c 
<eq.(6.1» 
(barns) 
8.45 
24.19 
60.99 
17.15 
33.73 
44.16 
86.91 
Resonance integrals determined by means of RESCOLDENS (exact, 
homogeneous. Cf. section 4.5) combined with an equivalence principle are 
in figs. 6.1 -6.4 compared with SDP calculations based on exact collision 
probabilities. It appears that the accuracies obtained by the two Investi-
gated equivalence principles are about equal, and the error is largest 
when the resonance is dominated by scattering (r ) r . Cf. the 190 eV 
resonance). The optimum character of the chosen Bell factor manifest« 
itself in the fluctuating sign of the error involved in this approximation, 
while the deviation it more systematic in those cases where the CarMlc 
approximation is applied. Heterogeneous 8DP calculations wejrealso per-
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formed by di rec t use of Carlvik 's probability approximation. Here the 
e r r o r s » e r e considerably smal ler than 1%, proving that the lack of an 
exact equivalence principle i s the main source of the e r r o r connected with 
the two- term equivalence relation (eq. (4.28)). When the Bell factor i s ap -
plied (eq. (4. 26)), the deviation is entirely due to the collision probability 
approximation as emphasized in section 4. 3. 
It is seen that the correlation of the metal and oxide resonance in te -
grals expressed in eq. (6. 1) may only qualitatively be extended to the f rac -
tional e r r o r of the equivalence principles. 
The detailed fluxes around 190 eV, by which the absorption c ross s e c -
tion was multiplied before the integration, a re in fig. 6. 5 i l lustrated for 
configuration number 2. The flux corresponding to the two-term equivalence 
principle i s determined by combination of two homogeneous calculations. 
For explanation of the appearance of the curves representing the fractional 
e r r o r s of the approximations fig. 4.1 should be consulted. Especially the 
127 128^ 
so-called 'flux-bump" ' ' just below the resonance peak, which i s 
character is t ic for a strongly scattering resonance, i s badly reproduced by 
means of the equivalence principles. 
One may think that the efforts spent on the inclusion of the scattering 
interference in the 1R method were spent in vain owing to the ra ther poor 
accuracy of the equivalence principles when used on resonances with p r e -
dominant scat ter ing (and therefore large scattering interference). That 
this conclusion i s wrong appears from table 6 .7 , where two resonances 
with considerable scat ter ing a re investigated. The scat ter ing interference 
is represented fairly well by the combination of the equivalence principles 
and the complete lit t reatment (cf. eqs. (4.41) and (4.42)). 
Table 6. 7. 
The influence of scattering interference on heterogeneous 
resonance Integrals (barns). T * 300 K ("1/v-tall" subtracted) 
r 
(eV) 
Rod 
number 
at. table 6. 
Scat. int. neglected. 
8DP 
exact 
IH T 
Scat. int. included 
exact 
Complets' 
66.90 
0.371 0.378 
o.tts 
0.4SI 0.447 
dtW1 
190.34 CM 0.230 0.267 0.279 
Carlvik'« oaUiaion orahabUltv u 
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6.2.2. Total Resolved s-wave Resonance Integrals 
Some of the different methods of treating the two-region problem 
available in the RESAB programme system are compared in table 6.8. 
The configurations with the numbers 1 and 6 above are considered. In the 
table methods 3, 4, 5, and 6 include resonance overlap effects. Methods 
2 and 4 are based on two homogeneous resonance integral calculations 
each, while one Blowing-down calculation suffices in the other methods. 
The investigations in section 6.2.1 combined with an analysis of 
table 6.8 show that the Carlvik collision probability approximation does 
not provide a more accurate equivalence principle than the Bell factor for-
malism, for which reason the latter method must be preferred because it 
238 
is the simplest one. When other resonance nuclides than U are con-
sidered, it should, however, be borne in mind that the Bell factor has been 
238 fitted to the case of * °U. 
It is concluded that the accuracy of the method of calculating homo-
geneous resonance integrals in link ALFA suits the accuracy of the Bell 
factor formalism very well. The fractional error in both approximations 
is about 2%. 
Table 6. 8. 
Total s-wave resonance integrals below 3500 eV 
1/v cross section is included above 0.5 eV. T = 300 K (barns) 
Rod number, cf, table 6.6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Link ALFA approx. 
Link ALFA approx. 
SDP*', hom. 
S D P * \ hom. 
SDP*\ het. 
S D P * \ het. 
Bell factor, eq. principle 
Carlvik, eq. principle 
Bell factor, eq. principle 
Carlvik, eq. principle 
Carlvik's collision 
prob. approx. 
Exact collision prob. 
Exact 
1 
9.21 
9.45 
8.91 
9.17 
9.03 
9.01 
6 
18.13 
18.42 
17.94 
18.26 
18.07 
18.05 
"' Tape No. 21093 was applied, cf. table 5.2. 
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6.2.3. The Influence of an Internal Moderator in the Absorbing Rod 
If the absorbing lump contains a moderator besides the resonance ab-
sorber, then the exact slowing-down kernel corresponding to this internal 
moderator is included in the equations on which the equivalence principles 
are based (eqs. (4.25) and (4.31)). Formerly such a moderator has often 
been treated as an NR moderator in analogy with the external moderator ' 
This is a rather poor approximation, but the result may be improved some-
what by reduction of the cross section of the internal moderator by a factor, 
f, which, contrary to the interpolation parameter, X, in the IR formalism, 
only depends on isotonic composition (cf. eq. (6.1] '. The value of f is 
0.70 in U02. 0.72 in DC and 0.90 in ThOj C*D ' . 
Here it is the intention to investigate how accurately the influence of 
the internal moderator may be calculated by the equivalence principles 
when the correct slowing-down kernel is included. The resonance integral 
for rod number 1 was compared with that obtained if the metal rod is re-
placed by a Active UO, rod with equal uranium concentration and radius. 
Correspondingly the U02 in rod number S was replaced by U-metal with a 
fixed concentration of the absorber. Now the reduction of the self-shielding 
due to oxygen may be determined by direct subtraction. The first highly 
academic example provides a very sensitive test, while the second one is 
more realistic. The results are collected in table 6.9. Especially in the 
second example the representation of oxygen in the equivalence principle 
is accurate. 
6.2.4. The Accuracy of the Ooppler Coefficient Determined by 
Lirk ALFA 
In section 4. S. t a comparison between measured Doppler coefficient 
and calculations based on link ALFA was mentioned. However, the calcu-
lations contain several approximations which may be eliminated by hetero-
geneous SDP treatment with the OORES cross section tabulation« (section 
3.1). S the tempsrature-dependent resonance integral in expressed as 
RICT) - BKSOO K) * (1 + « V F - VW*;)), (•.*) 
then the coefficient a varies only • little with the ntmprrstar*. By i 
of tapen Nos. 21093 and 20*31 (ef. tab)« 9.2) p May fct csttTOstsdfar T a 
1200 K Jt tto» temperaturs éWribjtfto Is •«snmsd to o« flat. Ths rssalla 
forsonwoffl^r<xlsd>»crtbedintsAte>.»aCTCOinssl<dlyw«s«.ia. 
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Table 6. 9. 
The reduction of self-shielding due to oxygen in a uranium fuel rod 
Resolved s-wave resonances are considered in the energy interval 
0.5 -3500 eV. 1/v absorption included 
Rod No. 
Method 
SDP, het., 
two regions, tape 
No. 21093 
Link ALFA, hom., 
eq. princ., 
Carlvik 
coll. prob.approx. 
Link ALFA, horn., 
eq. princ., Bell 
factor 
Material 
U 
uo2 
u 
uo 2 •> 
u 
uo2*> 
i 
. 5 18.80 g/cm 3 , U 
y
~ I 21.32 - , UOj 
Res. int. 
(barns) 
9.01 
10.36 
9.45 
11.05 
(11.88) 
9.21 
'0.89 
(11.75) 
Influence 
of oxygen 
(barns) 
1.35 
1.60 
(2.43) 
1.68 
(2. 54) 
6 
5 9. 34 g /cm 3 , U 
JlO. 60 - , TJ02 
Res. int. 
(barns) 
17.11 
18.05 
17.45 
18.42 
(18.72) 
17.19 
18.13 
(18.49) 
Influence 
of oxygen 
(barns) 
0.94 
0.97 
(1.27) 
0.94 
(1.30) 
*' The numbers in the parentheses are based on NR treatment of O-, while 
the other UO, calculations include the non-NR effects for all fuel material 
isotopes. 
Table 6.10. 
s-wave Doppler effect below 3500 eV. 1/v absorption above 0.5 eV 
is included in the resonance integrals from which B is determined 
Rod No. , table 6.6 
B(cf. 
eq. (6.2)) 
SDP 
Link ALFA, eq. princ.*' 
1 
0 .44 
0.47 
2 
0.54 
0.57 
4 
0.62 
0.55 
5 
0.62 
0.64 
6 
0.67 
0.69 
Bell factor coll. prob. approx. 
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The accuracy of the temperature coefficients determined by the link ALFA 
is better than could be expected considering the rather heuristic arguments 
on which the calculations are based. It should be borne in mind that only a 
very small part of the Doppler effect originates in the wide low-energetic 
resonances which according to the calculations! scheme of link ALFA are 
treated by the accurate routine, RESCOLDENS. 
6.3. Geometrical Effects Originating in Non-Absorbing Regions 
The methods of handling the outer limitation of a cell in an infinite lat-
tice will now be examined. In accordance with section 6.1 the cell is here 
considered as NR-moderated in the outer region. Also the influence of a 
cladding zone is investigated below. 
6.3.1. Cylindricalized Cell 
Even though the Dancoff factor may be calculated for a realistic square 
or hexagonal lattice, the cylindrical cell is still important because here 
the calculation of the Dancoff factor is extremely fast. From fig. 4.2 it ap-
pears that Nordheim's approximation is more accurate in the cylindrical 
geometry than in the square cell, and the error is BO small that a very ac-
curate representation of the influence of the Dancoff effect on the reson-
ance integral must be contained in the equivalence principles based on Nord-
heim's formula. This is verified by a single example in table 6.11. 
6. 3.2. The Effect of Cylindricalization 
A few single-resonance cases were investigated by means of the Monte 
Carlo programmes mentioned in section 5.6 in order to disclose whether 
there should be a coupling of any importance between the detailed spatial 
flux distribution and the square cell effects. In the collision probability ap-
proach it is only possible to consider the detailed flux by subdivision in a 
cylindrical cell (cf. chapter 7), while the square cell treatment is confined 
to two-region cases based on the flat flux assumption. For this reason it 
is important that a coupling does not exist. From table 6.12 it is concluded 
that the SDP two-region treatment in fact provides a good estimate of the 
effect of the cylindricalization. The last example. In which the lattice pitch 
is equal to the rod diameter, represents the closest possible square lat-
tice, and even in this marginal situation tin two-regtsn appro- *h gives the 
correct result. 
In table B. 13 total resolved s-wave resonant« integrals a n analysed. 
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Table 6.11. 
The reduction of the resonance integral due to the Dancoff effect 
(0. 5-3500 eV, tape No. 21093). Rod radius = 0. 625 cm and V 2 /V , - 1. 25. 
H20-NR-moderation, p = 0.497 g/cm (50% void). The cell i s 
cylindrical with C - 0. 3954, and the fuel material is U 0 2 
(p = 10.6 g/cm3) 
Method 
SDP, exact coll. prob., het. 
Link ALFA, eq. principle, Carlvik 
Link ALFA, eq, principle. Bell f. 
Isolated rod 
Lattice 
Isolated rod 
Lattice 
Isolated rod 
Lattice 
1 
Res. int. 
(barns) 
18.05 
14.60 
18.42 
14.94 
18.13 
14.75 
Reduction 
(barns) 
3.45 
3.48 
3.38 
Table 6. 12. 
Comparison of cylindrical and square cells with H moderation (non-NR), 
p = 0.1107 g/cm3 (~ HjO). The 2 3 8U resonance at 6.68 eV is considered 
in the energy interval 3-14 eV with 1/v contribution included. The 
resonance parameters applied are those used in section 5.6 (different 
from RESAB library). The rod material is U-metal with P = 18. 57 g/cm1 3 
i ::<- -
Eq. cel l 
radius 
(cm) 
1.5 
0 .3 
i t . ***** 
Sq. cel l 
Daiicoff 
factor 
0.1315 
0.5760 
0.6014 
Monte Carlo 
Res. int. 
(barns) 
cyl. 
2.794 
4 .28 
1.780 
s .d . 
0.008 
0.02 
0.009 
sq. 
2.733 
4.22 
1.626 
a.d. 
0.004 
0.01 
0.007 
Difference 
(barns) 
0.061 
0.06 
0.154 
s .d . 
0. 009 
0.02 
0.012 
SD P two-region 
Res. int. 
(barns) 
cyl. 
2.817 
4 .30 
1.794 
sq. ' 
2.767 
4.23 
1.641 
Differ-
ence 
(barns) 
0.050 
0.07 
0.153 
« cylindrical cell, sq. • square cell, s.d. « standard deviation, Eq. »equivalent 
}-£_•* J«»lc» pitch - 2 cm 
I **':oioUUft«i probabilitie« obtained from the corrected Nordhelm's approximation combined with exact pQ . 
1 . CI. »ection4.a.4. 
Table 6.13. 
The influence of cylindricalization and the accuracy of Nordheim's 
formula. V 2 / V , • I. 25. The Dancoff factors are listed in table 6.14 
(0. 5-3500 eV, tape No. 21093) 
, . Rod radios 
' Moderator 
Fuel 
Method 
SOP. hot. 
Link ALFA, 
eq. princ. 
Collision 
prob. 
Exact 
Nordheim, pQ exact 
Corrected do. 
Nordheim. Bell f. 
do. 
Cell 
geometry 
Cyl. 
Sq. 
Sq. 
Cyl. 
Sq. 
1 
0. 625 cm 
K^O (NR) 
P » 0.497 g / cm 3 
U0 2 .P »10 .6 -
Res. int. 
(barns) 
14.60 
14.36 
14.38 
14.75 
14.52 
Cyl. cel l 
- sq. cell 
(barns) 
0.24 
0.22 
0.23 
2 
0.2 cm 
H (NR>#) 
p - 0.05535 g / c m 3 
U, P - 18.8 -
Res. int. 
(barns) 
11.26 
11.07 
11.12 
11.40 
11.22 
Cyl. cel l 
- sq. cel l 
(barns) 
0. 19 
0.14 
0. 18 
* Qydrogen in water, 50% void. 
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Table 6.14. 
Dancoff factors (CQ) applied in table 6.13 
Rod number 
CyL cell 
Sq. cel l 
1 
0.3954 
0.4198 
2 
0.7326 
0.7423 
The first example corresponds with the case examined In section 6.3.1, 
while the geometry in the second example is that described in fig. 4.2. In 
the latter case a difference between Nordheim's uncorrected and corrected 
formula (cf. section 4.2.4) may be detected according to fig. 4.2, while 
the two formulas provide almost equal results in the first case, in which 
the moderator-region optical mean chord-length is larger. A more exten-
sive analysis of the errors introduced by Nordheim's approximation has 
been performed by Mizuta and Fukai ' for the hexagonal lattice. The er-
ror is always far below 1% on the resonance integral. 
From the calculations above it is concluded tb" in most cases the cy-
lindricalization only implies a small error. 
6.3.3. Comparison of Cell Geometries 
In table 6.15 the resonance integrals determined by SDP for a series 
of different geometries are compared. The mean chord-length of the fuel 
region and moderator to fuel volume ratio are equal in all the cases. It ap-
pears mat the resonance integral may only be varied by a few per cent 
when these parameters are fixed. 
6.3.4. The Influence of Cladding 
Two types of cladding material were investigated. 
1. Al, A »26.98, Og » 1.418 b, p •2.699g/cmS . 
{research reactor) 
2. 8S348 + "air gap". A^, - 55,02f « # . U,V\f • 7.f|ig/enj»8| 
• <**$*»JR*é> *•"*•? fTSW - »' 
e*«44s a«ab»«i]Kafcto<tihtt dasattMd W SfOMl AltuS «.*th^;*SBS»s»»Wt^. 
dial (s>it utHIis ••»«• Imrwwap ijtiteuilsTtf > fHOtåliintatnM^Vtt'fVtm il 
,*.H|Ofej*i *IH 
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(0.075 cm). If the cladding material is treated as an NR moderator, the 
Dancoff factor may be calculated as 
1 - 1— r-* . S - tuei surface (6.3) 
S/4 
I 
where regions 2 and 3 are cladding zone and external moderator region r e -
spectively. The P , , 's are collision probabilities determined in the black 
absorber limit. In table 6.16 the resonance integrals obtained by different 
approximations are listed. As far as Al cladding is concerned, the link 
ALFA approximation works perfectly. The approximation is also satisfac-
tory for SS348 in the academic NR case, but it is not sufficient to use eq. 
(4.30) to allow for the non-NR cladding effect. Owing to the relatively large 
atomic weight of the cladding it is in fact better to replace the cladding ma-
terial by an air gap than to include an NR neutron source originating in the 
cladding zone. This conclusion is based on a comparison of cases num-
bers 6, 8 and 10 in table, 6.16. 
A long time ago Rothenstein proposed that Hie cladding should be treated 
as an air gap ' . Rothenstein and Helboltz ' have proved that the intro-
duction of an air gap between the fuel and the moderator increases the r e -
sonance self-shielding a little, even though the moderator to fuel vomme 
ratio is fixed. However, this effect is very small and unimportant in prac-
tice. If the cladding is removed, and the v m o ( | / V f u e i i s fixed in the ex-
ample of table 6.16, an SDP non-NR resonance integral equal to 11. IS b is 
obtained (cf. case No. 4). 
Irrespective of the approach applied, the error introduced by the clad-
ding treatment represents perhaps the most serious shortcoming of the 
link ALFA method. The influence of the cladding has also been investigated 
by Fukal and Mizuta ' , but an accurate equivalence principle has not 
been obtained here neither. 
6.4. Effective Resonance Integrals of the Fissile Nuclides 
The complexity of the detailed cross sections of the fissile nuclides 
necessitates a special testing of the approximations applied. The calcula-
tion*! methods have in tact« more approximate character sera than ta the 
case of fertile nuclides, hat when the esnsiderattoBS ore restricted to *»e 
epitnennal resten, tksiaDaeac« of Us flasOeasxaidM toaatturaelna«.^ 
to r i ganeyaqv scCTSsysslsagJy siaattsr than thMtlssts nslatod to tk» far« , 
tile Isotopes. 
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Table 6.15. 
238T1 U-oxide a-wave resonance integrals calculated by SDP in different 
cell geometries (two regions) (0.5-3500 eV, tape No. 21093). 
The absorber mean chord-length is fixed and moderator to fuel volume 
ratio is either 1.25 or «• . Equivalent rod radius = 0.625 cm, 
3 3 
P jjn • 10.6 g/cm, HjO-NR-moderation, p = 0.497 g/cm 
Geometry 
Absorber 
Slab 
CyL 
Slab 
CyL 
CyL 
CyL 
Cell 
Is. 
Is. 
Slab 
CyL 
Hex. ' 
Sq*> 
Res. int. 
(barns) 
17.84 
18.05 
14.79 
14.60 
14.44 
14.36 
Reduction due to 
Dancoff effect 
(barns) 
3.05 
3.45 
3.61 
3 .69 
IS. - isolated, CyL - cylindrical. Hex. = hexagonal, Sq. - square. 
•) Collision probabilities obtained from Nordheim's approximation com-
bined with exact p . 
Table 6.16. 
238 The influence of cladding on the U-oxide resonance integral 
(0.5-3500 eV, tape No. 21093). The cell is described in the text 
Clad.material 
SDP, net . , exact coU. prob., 
three regions 
Link ALFA, eq. p r . , 
Bel l f . 
NR 
Non-NR 
NR 
lVBn*nn 
Res. int . , barns 
"I^O" 
(1) 14.60 
(2) 14.75 
Al 
(3) 13.89 
(4)11.14 
(5) 14.07 
(<) l l . t f 
SS348 
( 7) 14.76 
( 8) I t .33 
( 9) 14.90 
(»0H1.7« 
eq, nr^.« equivalence principle, NS * NR moderation in external ragians. 
*' cf. eq, (4.W). 
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6 . 4 . 1 . Comparison with an Integral Measurement 
The accuracy and mutual consistency of the available experimental 
data for the fissile nuclides a r e not too good. This is in particular t rue as 
regards integral data. Therefore the different calculations may not be d i -
rectly compared with reference resu l t s , and instead an accordance b e -
tween two resul ts has to be considered as some sort of support for both 
methods. 
In a 1/E-spectrum the shielded 17 fission - and absorption resonance 
131) 
integrals have been measured by Schoenig et a l . ' for a cadmium-
covered UOg rod enriched to 95.2% in U (p - 10. 35 g/cm , radius = 
0.432 cm). In table 6.17 this measurement is compared with RESAB ca l -
OQQ 23ft 
dilations. Here the terminology "no U r e s . " means that U ia in -
cluded in the calculation as a purely potential scat terer , while " 2 3 8 u r e s . 
238 incL " implies that the overlap effect due to the II resonances i s taken 
into account. The "smooth" c ross section in this highly enriched rod i s so 
large just above the cadmium cut-off that it i s necessary in link ALFA to 
include a shielding factor, L , accounting for the flux depression due to 
this non-resonance absorption. The WR approximation is applied here for 
a l l isotopes in the rod. 
L
. n W a+°T,»Smooth(E> ' 0 T , B m o o t h ( E ) ! n o n - r e 8 - a b 8 - ( 6 - 4 ) 
The link ALFA single-level t reatment i s based on Wiener 's simple rat ional 
approximation (cf. section 4 .2 . 3), and in the determination of the homo-
geneous resonance integrals only methods 1 and 2 (section 4.5) a r e used. 
Table 6.17 comprises the Norwegian calculations based on the Adler 
and Adler multi-level method (RESU235 ), and also the calculational 
131) 
resul ts of Schoenig et al . ' a r e listed. This lat ter calculation, which 
resembles the link ALFA resolved-region treatment, includes only 87 r e -
sonances, while all lacking contributions a re considered as "smooth" 
cross sections. 
The difference between measured and calculated resonance integrals 
i s in all cases smaller than the quoted experimental uncertainty, to table 
6.18 the shielding factor! below 100 eV a r e listed. The accordance be« 
tween the SDP-OKNDL calculations and RE8U235 i s excellent. In the link 
ALFA treatment the »Melding In the case cf flswion i s a Httle too large. 
This is probably due to the neglected mutual »Melding of consecutive reson-
ances. The link ALFA capture calculations a r e a little controversial, which 
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235 is probably due to the large U a-value inherent in the RESAB library 
(ct. table 3.2). The difference between the UKNDL (a - 0.50) and the 
RESAB library a-value corresponds apparently to an unexplained incon-
sistency which generally occurs between cross section measurements 
(( a ) "• 0.6) and integral measurements (a ~ 0.5). 
Schoenig et al. have also measured Ooppler coefficients. Here the 
status of calculational methods i s more ambiguous as it appears from 
table 6.19. The discrepancy between RESAB calculations and the calcu-
altions of Schoenig et al. i s presumably related to the low number of r e -
solved resonances combined with the lacking statistical treatment in the 
analysis of Schoenig et a L , while the difference between multi-level and 
single-level treatment i s perhaps of a more fundamental cHaracter. Cal-
culations of Doppler reactivity coefficients for fissile nuclides usually 
deviate very much from measurements, often by a factor of 2-3, and the 
theoretical explanation i s in fact still lacking. This matter i s , however, 
without practical importance in thermal-reactor calculations. 
235 238 
6 .4 .2 . Self-Shielding and Resonance Overlap between U and U 
in the Region of Low Enrichment 
An accurate analysis of the self-shielding and overlap effects was per-
formed in the energy region 1. 855-300 eV for isolated U-metal- and UOj-
rods by means of SDP and tape No. 21078 (BKNDL 2 3 8 U - 2 3 5 U data, cf. 
table 5. 2). With fixed 2 3 8 U number density, the enrichment in 2 3 5 U was 
varied between 0 and 5%, and the results obtained are illustrated in figs. 
238 6 .6 -6 .11 . It appears that the U capture decreases by about one per 
cent, when the enrichment increases by one per cent. Furthermore it i s 
235 
noted that the reduction in U capture and fission due to the presence of 
°U resonances depends only slightly on enrichment, and when the fuel i s 
235 
l e s s than 1. 5-2% enriched this overlap effect i s larger than the U self-
shielding. The total 2 3 5 U shielding is 20-25% at 2% enrichment for which 
reason this effect should not be neglected in for instance light-water reac-
tor calculations. 
In spite of the extreme complexity of the resonance overlap effect its 
order of magnitude may be estimated by very simple means. The U 
resonance integral, I * 1* written down by use of a single ferm. equival-
ence principle (S5 • 8 for 2 3 5 U) and the WR approximation for all rod 
Isotopes. 
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,5„5 j 5 = f ZRS dE 
S 5 N 5 
" -r-r-r-Trr- Ml<s5+<Ev >/N05.T> . (6.5) 
EJ[ and I are U reaction cross section and U capture cross sec-
tion respectively. N* is the 2 3 5U number density, and Rljj(S5,T) the 
235 usual U resonance integral for reaction R in the two-parameter homo-
238 geneous description with the U resonances neglected. The permissibility 
of the substitution of <S ) for S may only be established by numerical 
calculate n. The average cross section is estimated as 
<S8> = H l V ^ , N 8 . <6.6, 
235 in which the influence of U is neglected. Au is the lethargy widtti of the 
group considered. An expression analogous to (S. 5) may be deduced for the 
238 8 
U resonance integral, I . By means of the approximations 
dRlij dRI* RI* 
"R » J^ 
-0 and 
dSa dS° 2S° 
(cf. the approximate linear relationship between RI*(S8,T) and the 
final expressions are deduced. 
& Xi.,*K<^'r) (67) 
and 
? 5 \ . / T. 5 
8 / K\/*\*i? \ g o <«.») 
( N ' S 9 -S N ' S 8 ) . 
The formalism has in • slightly different war been deduced by Askew ' 
and is contained in the British WIMB code. 
How this intuitive theory works in practice i s IXfawtratsd is fig«. «. • -
« . n . The resooaiKW inUgrsi at «i« right-hand sid. of so, ft. 71 Is deter-
mined by me 8DP caieuiatton wtth"no ft*D res.", whlls KC«r.T) eenals 
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11.74 b for U-metal and 15.56 b for DO,. The approximations are in fact 
more accurate than could be expected considering the statistical nature of 
the problem. S shows that a good estimate of the overlap effect may be ob-
tained inside the framework of the two-parameter resonance reaction de-
scription (cf. section 4.3). 
Included in the figures is also the single-level link ALFA treatment of 
235 the U self-shielding based on Wigner's rational approximation. The 
resonance integrals are at infinite dilution normalized to the values of tape 
No. 21078. The accordance with the SDP self-shielding is satisfactory. 
Table 6 .17. 
.235 Comparison of U resonance Integral calculations with the experiment of Schoenig et aL (1969) 
Energy region, eV 
SDP 
tape No. 2107« 
no 2 S 8 U r e s . 
2 S 8 U r e s . inel . 
I W W 3 5 . * 3 8 0 re s . Incl . 
l i s * ALFA. n o 2 3 8 U r e s . 
Scdnsjtfc 
1 «***•* 
Calculated 
Measured 
Fiss ion 
Shielded r e s . 
int. (barns) 
<-
KM) 
86.8 
86.3 
89.6 
96 .9 
100-
1 0 k 
38 .0 
37.9 
41 .7 
*•) 
tot»l 
135.5 
134.9 
149.3 
144 
i 5 i i i a 
Inf. dilution 
r e s . int. ( b a r n s ) 
E*>-
100 
204.9 
205.7 
203.6 
100-
1 0 k 
49.1 
50.4 
• • ) 
total 
264.7 
264.7 
Capture 
Shielded r e s . 
int. (barns) 
E*>-
i"bo 
41 .9 
41 .4 
40 .0 
49 .3 
100-
1 0 k 
17.0 
16.9 
20.7 
«) 
total 
61.6 
61.0 
72.1 
60 
6 7 t 8 
Inf. dilution 
r e s . Int. ( bums) 
100 
114.0 
110.5 
140.6 
100-
1 0 k 
22.5 
26.3 
«) 
total 
138.2 
169.7 
• ) 'K_. fission • 0. 56 eV. E . capture ^ 0.57 eV. (Note: Inf. dilution res . in t . ' s a r e normal ly based on E * 0. 5 eV). 
' ' Resonance Integrals above 10 keV: fission 10.74 b , absorption 2.68 b ' . 
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Table 6.18. 
Shielding factors below 100 eV calculated from table 6.17 
SDP, tape No. 21078, UKNDL 
RESU235, multi-level 
Link ALFA, single-level 
Fission 
0.421 
C436 
0.476 
Capture 
0.363 
0.362 
0.351 
Table 6. 19. 
Calculated and measured Doppler effect (ARI/RI) 
RESU235. multi-level 
Link ALFA, single-level 
Schoenig , calculated 
et al. ^ measured 
Fission 
300-1800 K (%) 
3.1 (0. 56-100 eV) 
6 (total) 
4 ( - ) 
2 .8t l ( - ) 
Capture 
514-1550 K (%) 
6 (0. 57-100 eV) 
9 (total) 
5.7 ( - ) 
15.5±1.8 ( - ) 
-r'i % i>J/i*J -»no o? Jjst-cj AAJSJX s i i w , i1t%a't>k*W)iioi w.&j** «rf«iaiS&as« 
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7. THE LIMITATIONS OF THE TLAT FLUX ASSUMPTION 
The most serious shortcoming of ordinary resonance absorption theory 
i s perhaps the flat flux assumption. As already discussed in section 4.1 
this approximation only causes small errors in many cases , but the point 
i s that it is very difficult to estimate the magnitude of the errors. An ana-
lytic approach was presented by Goldstein and Brooks in 1964 ', but r e -
ally reliable results may apparently only be obtained by numerical means, 
and as mentioned in the introduction to chapter 5 it is even in this case 
necessary to proceed with extraordinary care. This kind of treatment has 
not been performed successfully until during the last years, and an ex-
amination of systematic character has so far not been made. 
Below a general analysis of the influence of the flux distribution inside 
homogeneous material regions is presented. From this investigation it is 
concluded that an accurate testing of resonance integral calculations as 
against isolated rod measurements should not be restricted to an analysis 
of the absorbing rod. Also the external region geometry and the combina-
tion of moderation and transport properties of the materials here occur-
ring affect the results. This i s in practice exampled by a detailed analysis 
of the experiment of Hellst-and and Lundgren. 
Finally, the investigations comprise the consequences of some mate-
rial inhomogeneities occurring in power reactors. 
7 .1 . Detailed Flux Distribution within Homogeneous Regions 
7 .1 .1 . Isotropic Scattering in the Laboratory System 
The influence of the lacking flat flux was investigated by means of 
SDP with exact collision probabilities and material region subdivision. 
238 238 
The rods consist of either U-metal or UO«. In most cases seven 
moderator regions and eight absorber regions were used. The introduc-
tion of so many regions implies that the results obtained are not critically 
dependent on the chosen spatial mesh structure. The regions are narrow-
est near the interface between moderator and fuel, where the fhix gradients 
become largest. In the absorbing rod a thickness of 0.004 cm ensures that 
even at resonance energies the thickness is smaller than one mean free 
path. Some test calculations indicated that the minimum thickness may be 
increased to 0.01 cm without affecting the results seriously. However, 
the smaller value above was chosen here. The thickness of the smallest 
moderator region surrounding the rod i s about equal to one tenth of the 
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moderator mean free path. For "isolated" rods six of the moderator r e -
gions are situated inside a distance of two-three mean free paths from 
the rod, while the radius of the outermost region is one hundred times the 
rod radius. 
The SOP integration covers the interval between 1200 and 0. 5 eV, and 
the resonance integrals include the 1/v absorption. In the calculations the 
interval 600-1200 eV was investigated separately, and it was established 
that the influence of the lacking flat flux is very small here. For this' 
reason it i s concluded that the flat flux approximation supplies very accu-
rate results above 1200 eV. 
The rod radii are confined to the interval 1.7-0. 5 cm in order to 
limit the investigation to the realistic rods that show an effect when sub-
division is performed. The applied material densities are listed in table 
7 .1 , and the resonance cross sections used are those tabulated on tape 
No. 21093 (temperature: 300 K). 
The results obtained for isolated rods ere in figs. 7. 1 and 7.2 com-
pared with two-region calculations also based on exact collision probabili-
ties. The quantity in the figures called the "fractional error" is defined 
as 
RT + RI 
fr = regions 2 regions „ „ 
R*2 regions 
According to this a positive error means that the flat flux approximation 
over-estimates the resonance integral. It appears from the figures that 
for thick rods the error is in fact quite large. In practice such rather 
thick rods occur mainly in graphite and heavy-water moderated reactors 
of an earlier date. For instance in the Magnox-reactors the pin diameters 
are about 2.8 cm, and the fuel consists of U-metaL 
Some calculations were performed with flat moderator flux and spa-
tial-dependent absorber flux in order to distinguish the absorber and the 
moderator effect. Both effects reduce the resonance integral, which may 
easily be understood by investigation oT the collision probabilities. A flux 
maximum in the rod at the surface increases the rod escape probability, 
while the moderator flux depression at the surface diminishes the modera-
tor to absorber collision probability. 
The position of the curves representing light-water moderation i s 
greatly surprising. It was expected that the great average neutron energy 
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change per collision in this moderator would prevent large source gradients 
from occurring in the outer region. It seems obvious that such gradients 
require more moderator collisions to take place inside an energy interval 
comparable with the practical resonance width. The paradox was chown 
to originate in the resonance overlap effect. The neutron slowing-down in 
light-water is so fast that it prevents the moderator flux recovery between 
the resonances. This explanation was established by determination of the 
flat flux e r ro r when the resonance integrals considered only cover the in -
238 terval from 13.84 to 0.5 eV and therefore only comprise the large II 
resonance at 6.68 eV apart from the "1 /v- ta i l s " of the remaining reson-
ances. The part ial resonance integrals calculated with asymptotic source 
above this interval a re compared with those obtained when the SDP calcu-
lation i s initiated at 1200 eV. and the flux perturbations due to the reson-
ances above 13. 84 eV are taken into account. The resu l t s , which a re listed 
in table 7. 2, show that the resonance overlap effect i s very large for l ight-
water moderation provided the detailed flux distribution is considered. 
In a lattice where the extension of the moderator zone i s comparable 
with the mean free path, no large flux gradients may be created for which 
reason the e r ro r introduced by the flat flux assumption i s about equal to 
the pure and quite small absorber effect. This is i l lustrated for U0 2 l a t -
t ices in fig. 7 .3 . It i s now evident that in the close la t t ices , which a r e 
common in light-water reac tors , the e r r o r connected with the flat flux a p -
proximation is negligible in spite of the large isolated rod effect. 
The magnitude of the e r ro r introduced by the flat flux assumption v a r -
i e s very much with the resonance characterist ics a s indicated in figs. 7.4 
and 7 .5 . Here the part ial resonance integrals in consecutive intervals 
were determined. F o r the total resonance overlap effect to be included in 
the analysis the resul ts a r e obtained by treating the whole interval from 
1200 to 0.5 eV in one continuous slowing-down calculation. It appears 
from the figures that the largest e r r o r occurs in the group surrounding 
the 36. 7 eV resonance (group 3), and i t i s evident that he re a la rge e r r o r 
exceptionally originates in the absorbing region. Also Mlzuta (ref. 98, 
p . 81) has concluded that for this wide and predominantly scattering r e son -
ance the flat flux approximation i s unusually poor. 
Fig. 7.6 shows that a case considered by Lewis and Adler in 
their analysis of graphite-moderated systems i s in fact quite far from 
representing an isolated rod. This i s not due to the Dancoff effect, which 
i s vary •mall. The explanation i s derived from the accumulated flux gradi-
ent occurring: around an isolated rod. However, the consistency between 
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the two calculations is rather good in spite of a large difference in applied 
resonance parameters. (Note that the resonance integrals reported in 
ref. 117 do not include the 1 / v absorption). A comparison with the calcu-
lation of Megier ' was less favourable. Megier only considers the r e -
sonance at 6.68 eV, and from the discussion of the resonance overlap above 
it follows that such a calculation probably i s not very informative. It i s , how-
ever, well suited for testing purposes. The results obtained in the case of 
a typical metal rod are compared in table 7. 3. The resonance parameters 
are equal to those applied by Megier, and differences in the cross section 
calculation cannot cause the large difference in the flat flux fractional er -
rors which appear from the table. In fact an analysis showed that the total 
difference i s connected with the flux distribution inside the rod. la the 
table i s also listed the Monte Carlo result obtained with the MCSUP ' 
code and that indicates that the SDP calculation is correct. Also Megier 
reports Monte Carlo results, but they are presumably not accurate enough 
for disclosing deviations of this order of magnitude. 
In fig. 7. 7 the detailed flux distribution in an energy region around 
200 eV is shown. In this calculation the flux is normalized to unity above 
the 208.7 eV resonance, and the spatial mesh structure was chosen for 
the sake of the illustration. It i s completely different from the structure 
applied in the calculations above. The "flux-bumps" (cf. section 6.2.1) 
and the lacking flux recovery between the resonances appear from the 
figure. 
7 .1 .2 . Isotropic Scattering in the Centre of Mass System 
Throughout the resonance region most scattering processes are i s o -
tropic in the centre of mass system, and therefore the scattering on the 
lightest nuclei i s highly anisotropic in the laboratory system. However, 
the relatively flat fluxes and the small resonance Widths imply, according 
to the discussion in section 4 . 1 , that the influence of the anisotropic scat-
tering on the resonance Integral is usually negligible. The investigation 
above of the effect of the lacking flat flux indicates, however, that in ease 
of light-water moderation this effect i s probably influenced by the prefer-
ential scattering in the forward direction. It i s to be expected that the r e -
duced average change i« the direction of neutron motion per hydrogen co l -
lision will restrain the accumulation of moderator flux gradients daring 
the slowing-down process. Therefore the inclusion of anisotropic labora-
tory scattering results In a resonance iirtpjral still somewhat smaller than 
the flat flux result, but a little larger than the resonance integral b a n d OB 
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Table 7 .1 . 
Material densities applied in section 
Material 
Density, g/cm 
U-metal 
18.8 
uo2 
10.6 
rable 7. 
«2° 
1.0 
2. 
D 2 0 
1. 1 
7.1 
C 
1.6 
itjjit 
(cf. DjO) 
0.22 
The 
238 . U resonance integral in the energy region 
13.84-0.5 eV (incl. l/vabs.). Rod material: U-metal. 
Moderator 
C 
D 2 0 
Rod radius: 1. 
Res. overlap included 
Res. int . , barns 
15 regs. 
3.038 
3.085 
3.008 
2 regs. 
3.367 
3.367 
3.367 
Flat flux 
fr. error 
(eq.(7.1)) 
% 
9.8 
8.4 
10.7 
7 cm 
Asymp. source above 13.84 eV 
Res. int. , barns 
15 regs. 
. 3.110 
3.203 
3.212 
2 regs. 
3.371 
3.371 
3.371 
Flat flux 
fr. error 
(eq.(7.1)) 
* 
7.7 
5.0 
4.7 
regs. = regions. 
Table 7.3. 
The u resonance at 6.7 eV considered by Megier ' (14-3 eV) 
Method 
Res. int. , barns 
PETARD, Megier 
15 regs. 
2.960 
2 regs. 
3.134 
SDP 
15 regs. 
3.010 
2 regs. 
3.121 
MCSUP 
3.005 
S.d. 
0.006 
S. d. - standard deviation, regs. • regions. 
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subdivision and isotropic scattering. These considerations are illustrated 
in fig. 7.8. 
The effect may easily be included in Monte Carlo calculations, but has 
never attracted any attention. Its practical importance i s limited because, 
as proved above, the total influence of the lacking flat flux i s very small in 
realistic light-water lattices where no accumulated flux gradients occur. 
7 . 1 . 2 . 1 . The SDP Intuitive Approach. The transport correction avail-
able by option in SDP i s strictly limited to the case of an isolated rod. If 
the Dancoff effect i s recognizable, then moderator cross section manipula-
tions as those performed below are inadmissible owing to the change in the 
moderator transparency involved. 
Two sorts of transport corrections that are closely related to normal 
diffusion theory are in common use: the "large" and the "small" correc-
tion. The former i s often applied in few-group colli »ion probability theory, 
and it forms the basis of the THERMOS code. Here its reliability has been 
confirmed by comparison between calculated and measured thermal spec-
tra. The scattering cross sections are reduced by the fraction of neutrons 
that are scattered forward. 
S, corrected ' S 
where 
<nQ> = <cos + > . 
= °~(1 - < H 0 > ) (7.2) 
• i s the spattering angle. In the epithermal region 
<*o> = å 
if the scattering i s isotropic in the centre of mass system. By inclusion of 
the total correction in the group self-scattering cross section affecting of 
the slowing-down picture i s to a certain extent avoided. If the groups are 
narrow, as in THERMOS (and SDP in particular), this artifice results in 
negative formal self-scattering cross sections. 
In the "small" correction mentioned above only the values erf t that 
are connected with scatterings inside Ihe group itself are considared. Tbja 
present« Hie occurrence <g negative cross sections, but the correc|ion i s 
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By introduction of the " large" correction in SDP a reasonable weak-
ening of the accumulated flux gradients i s obtained, but the sharp flux d e -
pression that occurs in the few groups round a resonance peak disturbs the 
neutron slowing-down because the total correction is attached to only one 
Of the very narrow groups. This brings about the next artifice. It i s a s -
sumed that the spatial flux distribution inside the homogeneous moderator 
region is improved by the correction, while the transfer across the abrupt 
boundary between the moderator and the absorber should be based on the 
cor rec t slowing-down distribution. Therefore the absorber fluxes a re r e -
calculated with the moderator fluxes fixed at the values determined by the 
use of the "large" t ransport correction. However, the energy distribution 
of the t ransport-corrected moderator source i s changed by reduction of 
the original physical group transfer and self-scattering c ross sections by 
an equal fraction. The formal total scattering c ross sections a re still c a l -
culated by means of eq. (7. 2), but the equal distribution of the correction 
between all groups eliminates the negative self-scattering. The point i s 
that the collision probabilities a r e sti l l calculated from the t ranspor t -
corrected total c ross sections. 
The theoretical foundation of the t ransport corrections in the mult i-
group scheme i s very poor, but this has not prevented their frequent use . 
The SDP approach described here is solely supported by i ts relationship 
to well-established transport correct ions, the accordance with Monte Carlo 
calculations and the fact that the approximation interpolates between the 
resul t determined by the flat flux assumption and the multi-region approach 
based on isotropic scattering. 
7 . 1 . 2 . 2 . Monte Carlo Single Resonance Investigation. The aim of the 
analysis in the present section i s to provide some exact Monte C u l o r e -
sults concerning the effect of anisotropic scattering and in part icular to 
t e s t the SDP approach. The Monte Carlo code applied i s again MCSUP (cf. 
section 5.6), which only considers one isolated resonance at a t ime. In 
such a case the total effect of the detailed spatial flux distribution i s rather 
smal l as previously pointed out but the influence of the anisotropic scat-
tering i s , nevertheless, st i l l large enough to be recognized in the MC ca l -
culation. The Monte Carlo method i s not real ly suitable for investigation 
of small differential effects. Introduction of correlated sampling was at-
tempted, but in vain. Instead the statistical difficulties have now been 
overcome simply by using a very large amount of computer time. In the 
SDP calculations IS spatial regions are still applied, but the changed 
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moderator mean free path was taken into account in choice of mesh struc-
ture. 
The results obtained with the parameters applied in ref. 82 are listed 
in table 7.4. In the cases where the influence of the anisotropic scattering 
is of any importance (Er « 6.68 eV, mod.: H-HjO) the SDP approach gives 
the correct answer. For the 36. 7 eV resonance the effect as determined 
by both methods is very small even though the importance of the lacking 
flat flux is great. The effect is also small in the case with D20 moderation, 
because the deuterium cross section is of the same order of magnitude as 
that of oxygen contrary to what is the case with hydrogen in HjO. Further-
more, 1 - ( C g ) is of course considerably larger for deuterium than for 
hydrogen. 
7.1.2.3. SDP Estimate of the Influence of Anisotropic Scattering 
between 1200 and 0. 5 eV. Some of the resonance integrals determined in 
section 7. 1.1 were recalculated with the SDP transport correction in-
cluded. The results are shown in figs. 7.9-7.11. It appears that the in-
fluence of the lacking flat flux is now reduced considerably if the modera-
tor is light-water, but of course it is still larger than the pure absorber 
effect. In heavy-water the anisotropic scattering may be neglected. 
7.1.3. A Summary of the Total Effect of the Lacking Flat Flux 
When the anisotropic scattering is taken into account in light-water, 
the influence of the detailed flux distribution on the resonance integral 
shows in fact a simplified dependence on moderator type as compared with 
the results illustrated in figs. 7.1 and 7.2. An increment in slowfng-down 
power now reduces the effect of the lacking flat flux as it appears from 
figs. 7. 12 and 7.18. Fig. 7.14 gives an impression of the variation of the 
isolated rod resonance integral when the moderator is changed, a variation 
which is always neglected when theories and experiments are compared, 
7.1.4. The Spatial Distribution of the Resonance Absorption in a Fuel 
Rod 
Two approximate methods of calculating the variation of the resonance 
absorption with depth in a fuel rod have previously bees proposed by Wag-
ner1 3 2 ' andBogart133'. Invastigators have also tried to use the Mo«U 
Carlo method, but on account pt large stasia«! delations tbis method, is 
not suitable for th* pfoWsæ. I , . . ,«. .,|.,-„-k- y, 
By means of SDF the average resonanc« iategwl to differs« tubxfgtam 
Table 7.4. 
•: The influence of anisotropic moderator scattering (in D20 and H20 the scattering on oxygen is considered 
isotropic). The quoted quantities are isolated rod resonance integrals in barns. Rod material: U-metal 
Ras. 
energy 
• , 7 
3«. 7 
« . 7 
f.7 
Energy 
in terval 
(eV) 
14-3 
42-32 
14-3 
M-3 
14-3 
External 
mod. 
H 
H 
H 
»2° 
D 2 0 
Rod 
radius 
(cm) 
1.0 
1.0 
1.7 
1.0 
1.0 
Isotropic scat ter ing 
SDP 
2 r e g s . 
3.121 
1.117 
2.337 
3.121 
3.121 
15 r e g s . 
3.037 
1.052 
2.247 
3.022 
3.010 
MCSUP 
3.032 
1.047 
2.249 
3.017 
3.005 
S.d. 
0.006 
0.005 
0.007 
0.007 
0.006 
Anisotropic scat ter ing 
SDP 
15 r e g s . 
3.072 
1.057 
2.282 
3.061 
3.027 
MCSUP 
3.075 
1.056 
2.289 
3.058 
3.015 
S. d. 
0.005 
0.004 
0.006 
0.006 
0.009 
| R means hydrogen with density as in water 
';_ S?d.; » standard deviation 
J rag*. • regions 
§ Has, • resonance 
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in the absorbing rod may be determined accurately. Some test calcula-
tions have shown that the spatial distribution of the Qux in the external 
moderator region affects the resonance absorption almost equally in all 
subregions, and therefore subdivision in the moderator region i s not 
necessary. The use of only one moderator region speeds up the calcula-
tion very much. 
Hellstrand has long ago measured the spatial distribution of the reson-
1341 
ance absorption in various isolated metal rods '. For comparison of 
the SDP calculation with these measurements the s-wave resonance inte-
gral below 3920 eV was calculated by means of tape Mo. 21093 for two 
of the rods considered by Hellstrand. The "resolved region" p-wave con-
tribution and the capture above 3920 eV are considered constant through-
out the rods and calculated by means of link J U f A. and 1 .1b are, ac-
cording to Hellstrand's method subtracted in order to correct for epicad-
mium 1 / v capture. Finally the SDP resonance integrals are renormalized 
forcing the total integrals for the rods(]to comply with the old Hellstrand 
measurement (1957). The results obtained are in figs. 7. IS and 7.16 
shown together with the experimental distributions. In so far as it i s at 
all possible to compare smooth curves with step curves, the accordance 
i s excellent. 
7 .2. Material Inhomogeneities within the Fuel Bod 
7 . 2 . 1 . The Influence of the Spatial Distribution of Plutonium on the 
Pu Resonance Capture 
238 Owing to the spatial distribution of the V capture the concentration 
of plutonium in an irradiated uranium fuel rod i s much larger at the rod 
surface than in the centre. Even though the content of plutonium never be-
240 
comes large, the flux near the extremely high Pu resonance at 1.06 eV 
is often far from being flat for which reason one might imagine that it i s 
important to take the plutonium inhomogeneity into account when the " » P u 
resonance capture i s calculated. 
This matter was in a few cases investigated by means of SDP. The 
240 
"Pu distribution i s obtained by the following approxijnat« method. The 
238 
main part of the "V capture (a a light-wafer reactor taks« n)*c»i«th# 
epithermal region. The t t ø q i a j corøbutf«*, jøden 4* about«%, i s **•« 
lected below. A portion of H « ^ « * * « r 4 « ^ % ^ n r « e e s • . • £ • £ « » ».;>» 
beta decay, is by neutron e»f»^rt^^i^if^^^i^jm^^ifm>. 
neutron absorption in plutonium la fiat compared with the *"*0 isswswiir 
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absorption (cf. ref. 109 p. 1 OS; the rat ios between the concentrations of 
the different Pu isotopes vary by only a few per cent across the rod). 
240 Therefore the Pu distribution may be approximated by the distribution 
238 
of U I esonance capture. 
An isolated U0 2 rod with a radius of 0. 5 cm and surrounded by light -
water is considered. This rod was also investigated in section 7 .1 . To the 
238 
s-wave U resonance integral below 1200 eV,3.5 b a re added accounting 
238 
for all other U resonances. This latter contribution i s considered con-
stant throughout the rod, which of course is incorrect , but it compensates 
240 to a certain extent for the neglected thermal capture. The Pu distr ibu-
240 tion used i s indicated in table 7. 5. The Pu : ross section data a r e taken 
240 from the UKNDL, and the SDP calculation for Pu covers the interval 
238 0. 5-10 eV. U is here included as a pure scat ter with a c ross section of 
240 9 b (1. 0 e \ ). The average Pu resonance integral for the whole rod i s 
compared with the integral calculated with unchanged spatial mesh s t ruc-
240 ture (eight fuel regions), but with constant Pu concentration throughout 
240 the rod. By varying of the total Pu contents in the rod the curves shown 
in fig. 7.17 a re obtained. Fig. 7. 18 i l lustrates the variation across the 
240 
rod of the effective Pu resonance cross section per absorbing atom. 
Here it is noticed that the spatial distribution of the absorption is influ-
240 
enced very much by the Pu inhomogeneity. Nevertheless, the effect on 
240 the total Pu capture is negligible as shown in fig. 7.17. This means 
240 that the increment in self-shielding due to the increased Pu density in 
240 the outer regions is balanced by the fact that the Pu i s transferred to 
regions with high fluxes. On the other hand it i s , however, not certain that 
such a cancellation occurs for other rods than the typical light-water r e -
actor rod considered here. 
In the treatment above up-scat ter i r - was neglected. It is not likely, 
however, that --.i inclusion of thermalization effects would modify the con-
clusions very much. 
7 .2 .2 . Evaluation of the Effective Resonance Temperaturo in Power 
Reactors 
So far it has been assumed that the temperature distribution in the 
fuel is -raif or a, which i s of course incorrect if the reac tor power doe* not 
approach zero. Provided the power distribution i s flat within Hie fuel rod 
and the thermal conductivity, kf, is Independent of the temperature, the 
temperature si . e i s parabolic. 
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Table 7.5. 
240 The Pu distribution applied in ser+ion 7.2.1 
Subregion 
outer 
radius 
(cm) 
0.15 
0.27 
0.36 
0.43 
0.47 
0.488 
0.496 
0.5 
240 
Pu number density 
divided by the average 
240pu number density 
for the whole rod 
0.734 
0.758 
0.807 
0.897 
1.072 
1.449 
2.359 
4.453 
T = T c - J j ^ . r Z = T c - l £ ^ r 2 . (7.3) 
C 4kf C R2 
q"-, T„, Tg, r, and R are volumetric thermal source strength, centre 
temperature, rod surface temperature, distance from centre of rod, and 
rod radius respectively. 
A few examples are investigated by means of SOP with three sub-
regions in the fuel. For each region a cross section tabulation at the aver-
age temperature of the region is performed by use of the RESAB SYSTEM 
FILE 2 in the energy interval: 0.5-3920 eV. Only s-wave resonances are 
considered. The energy mesh structure is generated at a temperature 
deviating equally from the average temperature in the outermost and In 
the innermost region. The spatial mesh structure is determined by the 
condition that the temperature variation must be negligible in the outer 
region where the flux gradients are very large, while the innermost re-
gion should cover the extensive part of the fuel where the flux is almost 
Oat (cf. section 7.1.4). Finally, the third region form« a transitional 
zona.' Binuebee« "*> ha» analysed two typical 2 M 0 resoaWees, nsfai« 
two spatial regions. lie conclude* tbat the tUciao*« cfelbjl o«W'riften'''' 
should be .bout ten tim*, the mw> f r « t*<k « M * & & £ ! eMr^. »" 
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size of the thinnest region. Only three regions are used because the cross 
section calculation consumes quite a lot of computer time. 
An isolated UO, rod with a radius of 0. 5 cm i s investigated. Apart 
from calculation of the resonance integral at the actual temperature dis-
tribution, three calculations at constant fuel temperature are performed, 
eacb based on one of the three cross section tabulations used in the non-
uniform case. The spatial mesh structure i s the same in the four slowing-
down calculations. By means of the three last computations the relation 
between the temperature and the resonance integral determined at uniform 
temperature distribution i s established. The function i s almost linear in 
IT?! Now the uniform temperature T -- that would produce the same cap-
ture rate as that calculated at non-uniform temperature may be determined. 
The resonance integral variations are very small, but by use of the method 
described here most of the systematical errors due to, for instance, group 
structure and cross section evaluation are eliminated in the determination 
of the effective temperature. 
By varying of the temperature in the centre of the fuel the curve 
shown in fig. 7.19 i s obtained. When the temperature gradients are not 
extremely large, the result agrees with the old formula proposed by Row-
lands , while the relation of Arnold and Oannels ' underestimates 
the effective temperature. The result i s in good agreement with the recent 
Monte Carlo calculations performed by Olhoeft ' below 1200 eV. At the 
largest temperature gradients the SDP result deviates a little from the 
MC calculation perhaps because three spatial regions are not an adequate 
representation of the temperature profile, when the temperature variation 
is very great. On the other hand the SOP int »ration covers a much larger 
energy Interval than that considered by Olhoeft, and, furthermore, the 
probable error of the capture rate in the MC calculation is about 0. t%, 
which is in fact quite a lot compared with the magnitude of the resonance 
integral variations under consideration. According to Olhoeft the result 
may approximately be expressed as 
T ^ «0.86 < T > + (1 - 0 . 8 6 ) T S , (7.4) 
which also applies to the more realistic case with JM»-parabolic tempera-
ture shape. { T ) i s the volume-average temperatur«, If the distribution 
i s parabolic eq. (7.4) i s equivalent to 
T e f f " 0 - 4 3 T C + 0 - S 7 T 8 ' (7.6) 
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In any case the difference between the effective resonance temperature 
and the average fuel temperature is small, which is in agreement with the 
interpretation of measured reactor power coefficients presented by Hellens 
139) 
et al. '. This rule has also been established by a Doppler effect measure-
T O O * M ft\ 
ment on Th performed by Pettus and Baldwin '. 
7 .3 . Hellstrand and Lundgren'a Resonance Integral Measurements 
For illustration of how the use of more and more accurate methods 
of computation affects the comparison between measured and calculated 
141) 238 
resonance integrals, the Swedish measurements ' on U-metal and 
238 
UO« cadmium-covered rods surrounded by heavy-water were analysed 
in detail. The resonance integrals for the four rods applied in the experi-
ment were determined by use of three different methods. In all methods 
the external moderator i s treated as being infinite as the experimental r e -
sults have been corrected for the non-1/Edependence of the external distant 
neutron flux. The capture above 10 eV contributes 1.2 barns to the reson-
ance integrals in accordance with the result of a Monte Carlo simulation of 
high-energetic neutron capture in the cadmium-covered rods '. m the 
energy region between 3920 and 10 eV the resonance integrals are calcu-
lated by means of the statistical method included in link ALFA, and the 
p-wave contribution from the resolved s-wave resonance region i s deter-
mined in the same way. The treatment of the s-wave resonances below 
3920 eV differs in the three methods. In method A this resonance capture 
i s determined by means of the Bell factor formalism and link ALFA, while 
method B uses the SDF two-region approach. Finally the actual geometry 
i s in method A simulated as accurately as possible when SDP i s applied 
and the detailed flux distribution together with the anisotropic deuterium 
scattering are taken into account. Th material regions applied are shown 
In fig. 7.20. Eight subregions are used in the rod and s ix in the DgO mod-
erator. Above 1200 eV, where the effect of the lacking flat flux within the 
material regions i s negligible, this detailed calculation i s , however, r e -
placed by the two-region approach. The Cd cross section data åre taken 
from the UKNDL, and the epicadmium 1/v contribution la in method C 
calculated by continuous SDP integratir-. down to 0.1 eV. The effect 
of the up-scattering was neglected. In method« A and B a cadmium 
cut-off energy of 0.5 eV wa» used la agreement witn the estimate of 
Hellstrand and Lundgren. By the use of method C above 0. t eV with 
the modification thai in« cMlmlutn cover wee Deflected and'by com-
parison with the original method c ealouletton above the effect of the im-
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proved Cd treatment was determined. The effect i s designated the capture 
in the interval 0.5 - Cd . _ „ . Seme investigations have shown that the 
U capture iB only affected by the cadmium cover at low energies. The 
23ft 
U data applied in SDP are those tabulated on tape No. 21C3. 
The resul ts are listed in tables 7.6 and 7. 7. The experimentally de-
termined resonance integrals were corrected in accordance with our im-
proved knowledge of the Au resonance integral, which constitutes the 
standard for the measurement. 
HIA u (Hellstrand and Lundgren) - 1525 b H1\ 
Considering the experimental uncertainty, which i s estimated to -4%, 
the differences between the resul t s obtained by the three calculational 
methods a re not large. This i s partly due to the large amount of a i r in the 
experimental arrangement mat reduces the Influence of the spatial flux 
distribution within the moderator region. 'However, systematical calcula-
tion e r r o r s even of the same order as the experimental uncertainly a r e 
undesirable, when the methods a re tested against each other. 
Many reactor physical computations a r e based on a very simple t r ea t -
ment of the resonance absorption, but reliable resul t s a re nevertheless 
obtained by use of a renormalization, which brings about an agreement 
with resonance integral measurements. In calculations concerning the 
close lattices occurring for instance in light-water reactors the accord-
ance between the simple approximations and the accurate methods (e. g. 
Monte Carlo or SDP multi-region approach) i s often much better than that 
found when isolated rods a r e considered. This fact justifies the use 
of a simple approach in lattice calculations. However, undesirable sys te -
matical e r r o r s may be introduced, if the simple methods (two-region ap-
proaches, link ALFA, tabulations combined with equivalence principles 
e tc . ) a r e applied without precaution, not only in the pure lattice calcula-
tion but also in the determination of the renormalization factors that r e -
late the lattice treatment to measurements on isolated rods or other ex-
perimental arrangements complicated from a computational point of view. 
Table 7; 6. 
Comparison between resonance integral calculations and measurement«. The reported numbers 
are eplcadmium resonance integrals (barns) including 1 / v capture. 
Method A: semi-analytic. Method B: two-region SDP treatment. Method C: accurate SDP simulation 
Bod 
Method 
Cd cut-off - 0.5 eV 
6,5-1200 eV, s-irave, 1/v 
1300-39X0 eY. a-wave 
feelow 3920 eV, p-wave 
W20-10 4 eV. ai l 
» 0 4 - » , al l 
Calculated total res . int. 
Measured re«, int. 
U-metal, 2 ,80 cm". 
A 
0.00 
8.84* 
0.44 
0.89 
0.60 
B 
0.00 
8.58 
0.46 
0.89 
0.60 
1.20 1.20 
11.97*11.73 
11.57 
C 
-0 .06 
8.32 
0.46 
0.89 
0.60 
1.20 
11.41 
U-metal, 1.00 cm* 
A 
0.00 
13.39* 
0.56 
0.95 
0.66 
B 
0.00 
13.32 
0.80 
0.95 
0.66 
1.20 1.20 
16.76*16.73 
16.53 
C 
-0.06 
13. 11 
0.60 
0.95 
0.66 
1.20 
16.46 
U0 2 , l . 7 0 c m e 
A 
0.00 
15.49* 
0.62 
0.97 
0.69 
B 
0.00 
15.36 
0.66 
C 
-0 .05 
15.10 
0,66 
0. 97 0. 97 
0. 69 0. 69 
i . i .0 1.20 1.20 
18.97*18.88 18.57 
18.39 
UO,, 1 • 25 c m 0 
A 
0.00 
17.48* 
0.66 
0.98 
0.71 
B 
0.00 
17.38 
0.71 
C 
-0 .05 
17.13 
0.71 
0. 98 0. 98 
0.71 0.71 
1.20 1.20 1.20 
21.03*20.98 20.68 
20.4b 
' Method A include« a 1 / v contribution of 0. 99 b (cf. the discussion of the low-energetic capture in section 4 . 5 . 4 
la the present report and in references C and D). If the estimate of Bellstrand and Lundgren i s applied (1.20 b) 
the method A calculated resonance integrals for the four rods become 12.18, 16.97, 19.18 and 21.24 b 
, respectively. 
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Table 7.7. 
Comparison of experimental resonance integrals with 
the best estimate of the RESAB programme system 
Rod 
U-metal, 2.80 cm" 
U-metal, 1.00 cm" 
U0 2 , 1. 70 cm" 
U0 2 , 1.25 cm" 
Measurement 
(barns) 
11.57 
16.53 ' 
18.39 
20.48 
Calculation 
(barns) 
11.41 
16.46 
18.57 
20.68 
Deviation 
(%) 
-1.4 
-0.4 
1.0 
1.0 
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8. EFFECTIVE REACTION CROSS SECTIONS 
IN THE RESONANCE REGION 
The most important effects in the resonance region are the self-shield-
ing and heterogeneity, leakage being of only marginal interest. The investi-
gation in the greater part of the present report concerns the reaction rates 
(or resonance integrals) in very simple geometries that allow the first men-
tioned two effects to be determined very accuratefy. However, in a whole-
reactor code it i s better to use effective (wide) group cross sections than 
reaction rates determined by cell calculations. The over-all reactor spec-
trum, which i s slowly varying in space and energy, has a large effect on 
the latter quantities, while the related effective cross sections, if calcu-
lated in a proper way, are almost independent of such spatial source d is -
turbances '. The objective of the present chapter i s to show how the cell 
reaction rates may be converted into group constants for use in transport 
and diffusion codes that do not include more groups than necessary for 
describing the slow variations of the over-all spectrum adequately. Apart 
from the exact SDP treatment the approach applied i s closely related to 
the method incorporated in the Winfrith Improved Itnltigroup Scheme 
(WrMS) 8 7 , 1 4 3 ) . 
8 .1 . Group Fluxes and Effective Reaction Cross Sections 
8 .1 .1 . Group Cross Section Definitions 
Two sorts of effective group cross sections may be calculated by the 
RESAB programme system. If cross sections are prepared for a calcula-
tion that does not homogenize the absorber material with the surrounding 
materials, bat instead preserves the actual geometrical configuration (e. g. 
a collision probability few-group treatment), then the following effective 
cres s section per absorber atom should be applied 
°2 
w0 / J S'*"* 
v l »1 
• „ „ „ L_J . . (8.1) 
• • - •-- *» "i.•;':-/' a,K^;;&:-v'?J ^f'-'h^y^m^v*®«*^ 
E^'liWisiaWoicypis^Brsi«^ R 
B i 
•J j tttruiia it irsoo-gn! i-Att xiiwm ssB %dHah «»itf\H«v 
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and •• the flux per unit lethargy. The resonance absorber occurs in region 
number one. If on the other hand the cell i s to be homogenized (in e. g. a 
diffusion-theory over-all calculation), then the cross section per absorbing 
atom is expressed as 
2 
&0V7J J 
u
 * 17 i t 
^ V 7 J J E R * d u d v 
(8.2) 
6 
V„„i, J J c e U 
• du dV ' 
where N- still i s the absorber number density within the rod. The cross 
section determined by use of eq. (8.1) i s described below as the effective 
"rod cross section", while eq. (8.2) provides the "cell cross section". 
Generally the external flux i s approximately asymptotic for which reason 
the denominators in the two expressions are closely related. The numera-
tors are the partial resonance integrals in the group. The flux integrals 
are much easier to calculate than the resonance integrals because they 
are approximately equal to the lethargy width of the group (1/E-flux), while 
the resonance effects are only corrections for which rough estimates suf-
fice. In SDP the flux integrals are solved exactly, while approximations 
usable in the two-parameter description (cf. section 4,3) and in link ALFA 
are discussed below. 
In order to show what the detailed spectrum within a rod looks like, a 
Swedish experiment ' was simulated. Here the flux in a lead scatterer 
surrounded by a natural uranium-metal tube was measured with a fast 
chopper. The experimental arrangement was in SDP reproduced in the way 
indicated in fig. 8 . 1 . By means of tape No. 21078 the average flux in the 
lead scatterer was determined, and the result appears from fig. 8.2. The 
agreement between calculation and experiment i s excellent. The measured 
238 
points reproduce not only the flux round the U resonances, but also in -
dicate some of the U resonances. 
8 .1 .2 . Infinite Slowing-Down Power 
The group flux approximations are discussed on the basis of rods con-
taining only one non-fissile resonance absorber. When an isolated rod i s 
considered any effect originating in resonance escape probability (p(u» 
variations during the neutron slowing-down i s avoided (p(u) = 1). After the 
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flux integral is determined in this limited case, modifications are dis-
cussed to take into account the finite number of neutrons slowed down in 
an actual reactor cell (p(u) O )• 
The spatial integrations in eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) are easily performed 
when the flat flux approximation is applied. For an isolated rod the flux 
integral in eq. (8.2) is of course equal to the lethargy width of the group, 
au, while the denominator in eq. (8.1) may be estimated by use of the 
first-order IR flux (cf. section 4.4, eq. (4.33)). The group is supposed to 
contai:' only one resonance. 
/ •*•• / •A+*Z*>-du (8-3) *0"Sr 
"1 "1 
with 
'm-"0'p-l\aSi+S • <8-4> = *„•_ + 
° s r symbolizes the pure resonance scattering cross section per absorber 
atom. If scattering interference is neglected, we have 
"2 
2
 K+Kr„ » d u ? A u - X , g n I « . fdu . (8.5) 
where the integral on the right-hand side is simply the resonance integral. 
Eq. (8.5) may be used directly if the Bell factor approxlinatian is applied, 
while the equivalence principle based an the collision probability approxi-
mation at Carlvik results in a flux expression where two terms correspond-
ing to the two homogeneous calculations are subtracted i'rom on. It the 
lethargy group contains more resonances, the second term in eq. (8.5) 
must be replaced by a sum comprising all the resonances. 
How this approximation works in practice U illustrated la figs. 8.9 
and 8.4. The figures show the internal average flux in the Jsjterral 1.855-
UDOtV eafetutatMl for »series of U-metai and VOgrods by massy af kode 
ALFA. Whith among otha» fls«apprsa«VaiMmcM«v«»nWla»i tato o»»("p—« > 
UariBary<sW,sjpti"K OoHy *r«wav*:i 
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21093 (two-region approach). 
An effective moderation cross section, S —. for the flux calculation 
is now introduced by writing of the flux integral in the following form: 
I f du = An --!-= , (8. 6) 
where RI is the resonance integral in the group. According to the 
discussion above S „ depends in a complicated way on the rod geometry. 
If the rod material consists of the pure resonance absorber and the Bell 
factor formalism is used, then Seff ^ S at low energies because r n « r „ 
for the resonances occurring here and XQ « 1, S -» is considerably 
larger than S at higher energies where generally r ) r , unless the rod 
ip very thick (i. e. X. T? 0). A flux expression of the same form as (8. 6) 
has been proposed by several authors who all use different arguments ' ' \ 
In practical use a constant value of S_., is usually applied throughout the 
resonance region. In figs. 8. 3 and 8.4 the curves calculated with S .. = S 
(Bell factor formalism) are shown, and surprisingly mis estimate provides 
a better approximation than the method above. The explanation is the fol-
lowing. A resonance scattering may remove a neutron from the energy in-
terval with large resonance capture, and therefore the scattering is im-
portant in the calculation of the resonance integral. Owing to the large ab-
sorber mass such a scattering does on the other hand not diminish the time 
very much that the neutron spends in the epithermal region, and therefore 
the flux integral is almost unaffected. An increment in the flux below the 
resonance counterbalances the reduction in neutron flux at the resonance 
energy produced by the resonance scattering (cf. the "flux-bump", sec-
tions 6. 2.1 and 7,1. 1). Therefore it is reasonable to neglect this scatter-
ing in the calculation of the average flux, i. e. to use the WR approxima-
tion (X- = 0 in eq. (8.5))' Now Seff n a and the dominating term in • 
is S. Fig. 8. 2 shows that in practice it Is a good approximation to neg-
lect the second term in the definition of o (eq.(8.4)) and replace * by S. 
The average fluxes shown in figs. 8.3 and 8.4 are dominated by the 
low-energetic resonances. In order to illustrate that the approximation alao 
applies in the lower keV-regton, average fluxes were determined in rela-
238 Uvely narrow groups for a UOg rod. The results appear from fig. 8, S, 
The possibility of constructing one function of only two parameters 
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(RIR(S, T) „ ) that for a certain fuel material and lethargy interval i« 
capable of describing the resonance reaction was investigated and de-
scribed in section 4.3 by consideration of the heterogeneous resonance 
integrals. The fact that eq. (8.6) with S„„ = S provides a good flux esti-
mate implies that the formalism may also be extended to the effective 
cross sections if p(u) is approximately equal to one. On the other hand 
the flux approximation proposed at first was not compatible with the two-
parameter description because the relation between S and S_„ depends 
in a complicated way on the resonance structure in the group under con-
sideration. 
If the correction in eq. (8. 6) is about equal to Au» as it may be for a 
thick rod in a narrow group round a very large resonance, then the ap-
proximation is of course poor. The important information is here that al-
most every neutron within the group striking the rod is absorbed (black 
rod limit), while the effective rod cross section is in fact not very well 
defined. 
8.1.3. Finite Blowing-Down Power 
The approximate method for calculation of the average flux within the 
absorbing rod is now extended to cover limited cells. The problem is 
analogous to that discussed in section 4.3, where two types of resonance 
integrals were introduced. In the following discussion • ' symbolises the 
flux determined in the NR-moderated case. In accordance wtth the dis-
cussion in section 4.3 and the verification in section 6.1 the real flux per 
unit lethargy in the rod may be approximated by 
• = » ' p ( u ) - (8.7) 
We introduce 
110-
p(u) = e x p ( - R ^ 1 l / < o s O ) (8.10) 
(p(u.) » 1 here) we have 
*"« u = " J <°s *> dP s <°S *> <'-P<u» • < 8-n» 
1
 1 
which shows that eq. (8.7) is correct (cf. eq. (4.30)). By analogy with 
eq. <8.6) it is deduced that 
• du = Au <p> - • (8. 12) 
(Seff •* S). Here 
<P>= J P(u)du/au . (8.18) 
u l 
which may easily be calculated if p(u) is described by a step function. 
This implies the approximation that all resonance absorption takes place 
at the resonance energies. The group flux approximation expressed In 
eq. (8.12) is Included in link ALFA. 
The effective rod cross section may now be determined. 
""•V** »W<P> ' (8'U) 
A u - — U 
^ e f f 
From eqs. (8.10) and (8.11) it follows that 
»3 » a , « . 
J «*V 
- I l l . 
and in the particular case where the group contains many resonances uni-
formly distributed in lethargy, this equation indicates that 
« . , . , - < » > " < , . , • 
(8 .16) 
If the group contains only one large resonance situated at the lethargy mid-
point of the group, then 
<P>=(1 + p(u2))/2 . 
and therefore (eqs. (8.10) and (8.11)) 
* V , " •*»,«, *(<p> - é [ ' - t fV ] 2 + « [,-p(u2> i3 » • 
1 2
 ' ^ (8 .17) 
Also in this case the approximation (9. IS) is rather accurate. On the other 
hand we have for a different group structure where the large resonance 
occurs in the top or the bottom of the group 
^ u , ^ = r a u u i !
, ( < p > t i l'-P<»a>] + 0 < [ l - P < u 2 > ] 2 ) ) ' <8- ,8> 
and here the approximation (8.16) is poor if p(u,) deviates considerably 
from one. In the cases where the reiation (8.16) applies, eq. (8.14) is re-
duced to 
K 
*.*fy 
1*1 
Au-
(8.1«) 
lattice may be calculated aocuratofy by, jaaaaa •efclhsiws.riwuiiy « • « * - , . 
duced functiaa Rl^ flS, T)^ 
R l s * • ! ! » JÉPIssrislBllÉ •IPSSISS* 
^ i & ; « 
- US . 
8.6 illustrates a situation where this precaution in selecting of groups is 
not taken. The group extends trom 1.855 eV to 3500 eV. and it is evident 
that eq. (8.19) overestimates the cross section In this case. 
If it is assumed mat the flux per unit lethargy outside the rod is equal 
to p(u) throughout the resonance region, the flux integral in eq. (8.2) may 
now easily be determined 
- J — J J • du dV ~ 4U <p> - = T - S - -=-!-= , (8.20) 
v cei l i £ »cell seff 
vcell u l 
and again the calculation of the effective cross section is simplified very 
much if the relation (8.16) applies. Fig. 8. 7 illustrates the difference 
between the average flux in the cell and in the rod. A comparison with the 
SDP calculations Indicates that eq. (8.20) slightly overestimates the flux 
in the cell which is due to the neglected resonance shielding in the modera-
tor region. 
8.2. Effective Scattering Cross Sections 
Apart from the few remarks in the present section this work only con-
siders the resonance scattering In connection with its Influence on the re-
sonance reaction. An accurate calculation of the effective epithermal scat-
tering cress sections of the heavy nuclides is not very important, because 
these cross sections enter into the neutron balance (*-*») In a much more 
indirect manner man does the neutron capture. Epithermal elastic scat-
terings on the heavy nuclides have an extremely small effect on the slow-
ing-down power of the cell, but they influence the ueulruc diffusion and 
thereby the neutron leakage. 
By substitution of the resonance absorber scattering cross section 
for Eg in eqs. (8.1) and (8.2), the effective scattering cross section re-
sults. If the interference between resonance and potential scattering is 
neglected, we obtain by use of eq. (8.1) mat 
:vU6 tit fi'?*('flt» *'!*,. 
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if the group contains only one resonance. The numerator in tike second 
term is replaced by a sum if the group comprises more resonances. 
°S uiu c a l c u l a t e a *» **» **y m a y o« obtained by means of link ALFA 
(also in the statistical region). The neglecting of the scattering interfer-
ence is problematic because the "tails" of this part of the resonance cross 
section are not integrahle to infinity. However, the two "tails" of a reson-
ance counterbalance each other if the extensions of the intervals of Inte-
gration above and below the resonance are about equal. At Ugh energies, 
where a group generally contains a large number of resonances, the "tails" 
more or less cancel each other, but at lower energies (E < 100 eV) the 
correct effective scattering cross section is even smaller than o for 
some relative positions of group boundaries and resonances. This is i l-
lustrated in fig. 8.9, where effective scattering cross sections estimated 
by the approximation above are compared with exact valnes calculated by 
means of SDP (two-region approach, tape No. 21093). R appears from the 
figure that the approximation (8.21) is satisfactory above 100 eV. 
For most purposes it is presumably sufficiently accurate to use the 
potential scattering cross section as effective cross section throughout the 
resonance region, and this approximation £a definitely much better than 
the use of the large unshielded scattering cross section (SIGMA approach, 
cf. section 3.3). 
Finally, it should be borne in mind mat the effective removal (slow-
ing-down) group cross section for the total cell is also affected by the 
flux perturbations produced by the resonances of the heavy nuclides. The 
p(u) variation through the group, which is the most important resonance 
effect in this connection, may according to Askew ' easily be included 
in the simple approximate formalism by consideration of the neutron bal-
ance in the group. 
8.8. Comparison with Calculations Performed by Mesas of the LASER 
Code. OYSTER CHEEK Pint 2 
For demonstration of the use of the. BE^AC P^r.O r^a.inme, S^tfm in a 
more practical Vauaå^6t^ito.^,t^?m^^^M'¥l^'^^ 
OYSTER CREEK unit 2 M a> was eiamffiea; The calculations were com-
pared with * * • * . obtaWwim llto+'rV. whfcfi c ^ t u t e s ' i b V . . 
ttc»m^
tcW.'ii;o*.ram^rtmpii'i 
pracff^'u*LAil*'<^ r hWpror 
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of experimental information. The LASER code has been modified a little 
by Lindstrøm Jensen ' because the original version allows the epithermal 
microscopic cross sections to be printed out in two wide groups only. Now 
microscopic cross sections may be obtained in any group structure with 
group boundaries coinciding with the LASER narrow-group boundaries 
(LASER uses 85 groups between 10 and 0 MeV). 
8.3.1. Reactor Cell Description 
hi the reactor cell the cladding zone was neglected, while the modera-
tor to absorber volume ratio was preserved, A fuel rod radius of 0.5 cm 
and a cell equivalent radius of 0. 82 cm was used. The cell is a square 
cell, and a moderator density of 0- 7041 was applied. A fuel rod initially 
enriched to 2. 94% in U was considered at a burn-up of 5098 MWD/TU, 
and the isotonic composition was obtained by means of LASER. The fuel 
material is described in table 8.1, where the composition at maximum 
depletion (34000 MWD/TU) is also indicated. Material inhomogenelties in 
the fuel were neglected in agreement with the investigation in section 7.2.1. 
Most of the calculations were performed at an average fuel temperature of 
300 K, which i s not very realistic (cold reactor), but allows calculations 
to be accomplished by means of the UKNDL-. A few investigations were 
made for the reactor in hot condition at full power (average fuel tempera-
ture 978 K). 
According to the discussion in section 7.1.1 the flat flux assumption 
introduces only a very small error in the present case. 
8. 3.2. Group Structure 
The effective group cross sections were calculated in the groups 
listed in table 8.2. This group structure was chosen partly in order to 
distinguish resonance regions of different characters. However, the 
group structure is also related to that applied in the practical control rod 
calculations described in section 4.6. 3. 
8.3.3. Effective Group Cross Section« Calculated for OYSTER 
CREEK Phtt 2 at a Depletion of 5098 MWD/TU 
The results obtained by different calculation method! are collected Jn 
tables 8.3-8.7, The cross jMtt^M ars all can cross se/mcns (»q (^«,. 2)J, _ 
at the moment. The results supposed to be the most accurate are under-
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Table 8.1. 
Composition (number densities, atoms/cm x 10" ) 
of an OYSTER CREEK unit 2 fuel rod (initial enrichment: 2.94%) 
Burn-up, MWD/TD 
235rj 
2 S 8 U 
2 S 9 P « 
2
*°Pu 
O 
P , g /cm 
5098 
5.451 x 10"* 
2.169 x 10"* 
5,119 x 10"5 
5.354 x 10"6 
4.487 x 10"2 
10.00 
34000 
1.585 x 10"* 
2.116 x 10"* 
1,2*7 x 10"* 
5.075 x 10"5 
4.487 X 10"* 
9.69 
Table 8. 2. 
Group structure 
Group boundaries 
(eV) 
K855 
78. 877 
748. 36 
3353. 9 
9116.9 
111070 
Group No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
. •„ -it ', , . ; „~3 • < - - • , • ? • • •- " 
,.(-*• l^ jjfi lili'iptS,.-, us! « j • , !» !» .» . • ; #i*«Sf<»l#* '. 
«.e*1 8 
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238 lined in the tables. In the case of U capture at 300 K tor instance, the 
SDP calculation based on tape No. 20527 i s recommended in the first two 
groups because this treatment includes resonance overlap between the 
different isotopes. This tape i s , however, generated by use of the OKHDL 
cross section tabulation for all isotopes, and as shown in section 3 . 3 this 
238 
evaluation underestimates the U capture i n the upper part of the r e -
solved s-wave resonance region for which reason the SDP calculation with 
tape No. 21093 combined with the link ALFA p-wave treatment i s pre -
ferred in group number 3. Finally, the link ALFA calculation i s recom-
mended in the statistical (smooth) region because amy this method takes 
the resonance self-shielding into account i n the groups occurring here. 
238 
The LASER calculation for V at 300 K i s quite accurate in the low-
energetic groups, but very poor in groups 3 and 4 , which i s probably doe 
to the renormalization technique applied in MUFT. The determination of 
the renormalization factor iB completely dominated by the large absorp-
tion in the low-energetic groups. When the cross sections multiplied by 
the group lethargy widths are added up, a quantity of a character l ike that 
of a resonance integral results (RI1, related to the epithermal capture in 
an infinite lattice - i . e. zero buckling). As indicated in table 8 . 4 the agree-
ment between the RESAB and the LASER treatment i s at this stage satisfac-
tory. 
When MUFT i s applied in power reactor computations, an "effective r e s -
onance temperature" somewhat larger than the physical average fuel t e m -
perature should be used (see e.g. references 110 (pp. 30and 61) and 147). Bow-
ever, the investigation in section 7.2.2 of the present report showed that the 
volume-average rod temperature represents a good estimate of the point-
139) 
wise effective temperature, and Bellens et aL ' nave recently indicated 
that this rule also applies to the three-dimensional whole-reactor weighting 
238 
effect. Now the U capture for the reactor in hot condition was deter-
mined in the following way. The RESAB treatment was based on the phys-
ical average temperature (978 K), while the recommended "effective r e -
sonance temperature" (1144 K ) 1 4 7 ) was applied in LASER (MUFT). As 
the Doppler effect in LASER i s taken into account only through the renor-
malizattan factor, the effect Is distributed incorrectly among the groups, 
as it appears from the calculation results l isted i n table 8 . 3 . Table 0 .4 
•hows that the total capture i s almost the same in the LASER and the 
RESAB 1 
For 2 S S U and 2 3 9 P u the agreement between the RJCSAB and tha LASER 
calculation i» bettar then for M I L which la probably du* to tha reduced 
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importance of me self-shielding. According to aectlaa 6.4.1 a for U 
determined by means of link ALFA is presumably too large (a too large). 
For Pn the only method providing reliable enithermal cross sections 
is the link ALFA treatment, which Is based on recent and accurate cross 
section measurements (cf. section 3.3). The epi thermal °Pu capture 
(E ) 1.855 eV) is , however, not very important in reactor f i — i t f « ^ 
because of the low number density. 
a. 3.4. Multi-Group Spectrum 
The epithermal spectrum in the OYSTER CREEK cell (at zero buckling) 
determined by means of LASER was compared with average group fluxes 
(for the whole cell) calculated by means of SDP in the LASER groups. The 
SDP spectrum is based on a calculation performed in 4000 narrow groups. 
The results appear from fig. 8.9. The agreement between the two calcula-
tions is better than could be expected considering the large differences 
238 that occur in the underlying cross sections. The high U resonance at 
6.68 eV is situated at the bottom of one of the LASER groups, and a rather 
large part of the resonance belongs to the next group. LASER includes, 
however, the whole resonance In the group in which the resonance energy 
occurs, while SDP treats the resonance correctly. This ia the reason why 
the two codes give quite different results in the two groups considered 
here. 
Below 1.855 eV it is common practice to determine the flux by means 
of a thermalization code, and the number of groups is here large *"""gi' 
to describe the detailed flux variation with energy, m fig. 8.9 the SDP 
slowing-down calculation was compared with a thermal calculation ' in 
the upper part of the thermal region. The two methods give almost equal 
240 239 
fluxes round the Pu resonance (1.06 eV), but at the Pu resonance 
(0.296 eV) the up-scattering neglected in SDP is important. 
8.3.5. Detailed Spectrum 
As an illustration of the complexity of a detailed reactor spectrum 
the SDP narrow group spectrum was plotted for the OYSTER CREEK cell 
23S 
below 82 eV (the resolved resonance region fer U extends to 3920 eV). 
Fig. 8.10 show« the total cress section withta the rod per TJ atom at a depletion of MM MWD/TO, white the corresponding moderator sad ab-
sorber fluxes appear from figs. S. II and • . IS respectively. At 3*06« 
MWD/TO the composltioB of the fuel rantsrJagfcM ctxagaw raslcaQy — 
indicated in tabte 3.1. Haw tm* cbjsngs sgwctt the rtaWosr flag it 
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238 in fig. 8 .13. In fig. 8. 12 the flux between the large U resonances i s 
235 239 
dominated by the 'I resonances, while the influence of Pu i s ap-
240 preciable in fig. 8.13. Furthermore the large Pu self-shielding (1. 06 
eV) at maximum irradiation i s noticed in fig. 3 .13. The figures 8 .10-8 .13 
were obtained by means of the RESAB programme system FILE 3, which 
controls a digital plotter. The plotting i s off-line in the sense that an out-
put magnetic tape from SDP i s applied as input to FILE 3. 
tA> *-• .'<*k. -miteifl« *sJJVe%,)f. „f .» i ,y# i 'S i ' fa'^-'Mm! 
ftfesiir*T- , 
Table 8. 3. 
Effective group cros s sect ions for 238, 
o (barns) o g (barns) 
Group No. 
Link ALFA, Bell factor, no res . 
J5DP*Vtape No- 21093, no res . < 
&0P*\ tape No. 20527 (UKNDL) 
LASER, no res. overlap 
overlap 
,3) 
3 
0.97 
1.00 
•oToT 
0.44 
0.78 
0 .90 
0.38 
1 
0.42 
0.472> 
0.41 
10.6 '> 
9.0 
9.7 
10.7 
13. 1 
12.6 
12.5 
10.7 
13.2 
12.8 
12.X 
10.7 
13.3 
14.5 
11.4 
13.2 
13. I 
12.0 
2) 
link ALFA, Bell factor, no res. overlap 
LASER, no res. overlap 
1. 10 
0.51 
0.83 
0.39 
0.43 
0.41 
' ' l °<s " ° • 2) Unshielded UKNDL average cross sect ion. 3) p-wave contribution from link ALFA. 
^, ** P 
4IT<iU>l«iluu iq:- ce l l approach. 
r v a s r «" • 
aøfe ' 5 Table 8.4. 
i, °v 1 *V barns (238u "re8, lnt" " irma teble 8' 3) 
1-1 
Link ALFA 
LASER 
Cold 
20 .3 
18.1 
Hot 
22. 1 
21 .6 
Table 8.5. 
235, Effective group cross sections for U at 300 K 
Group No. 
Link ALFA, Wigner, no res . overlap 
SDP **\ tape No. 20527 (UKNDL) 
LASER, no res . overlap 
o^ (barns) 
1 
29.8 
22.4 
24.6 
2 
10.9 
8.7 
7.6 
3 
3. 1 
2.4 
2 .9 
4 
1.5 
1.5 
1.6 
5 
0.8*> 
0 .8* ' 
0.7 
cr (barns) 
1 
34.0 
33.0 
37.7 
2 
17.6 
17.5 
16.3 
3 
7.6 
8.6 
8.7 
4 
4.4 
4.0 
4 . 0 
5 
2 . 3 # ) 
2 . 3 * ' 
2 .1 
Table 8.6. 
239,. Effective group cross sections for Pu at 300 K 
t 
h 
P-
SQroaiiNo. 
link ALFA, "Wigner, no res . overlap 
"jfPJiP **' . tape No. 20527 (UKNDL) 
LASER, no res. overlap 
o (barns) 
1 
33.9 
30.4 
39.6 
2 
14.0 
12.0 
14.5 
3 
3.3 
4.2 
3.2 
4 
1.5 
2.1 
2 . 0 
5 
0.5") 
0.5*) 
0.8 
a.(barns) 
1 
45.5 
44.2 
52.7 
2 
15.7 
17.1 
20. 1 
3 
5.0 
3.9 
4 . 4 
4 
2.8 
2.2 
2 . 8 
5 
1.6*' 
1.6*' 
2 .1 
^-f Unshielded UKNDL average cross section. Two-region sq. cell approach. 
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Table 8. 7. 
Effective group cross sections for Pu at 300 K 
Group No. 
Link ALFA, Bell factor 
SDP, tape No. 20527 (UKNDL) 
LASER 
~
 —
 1 
° Y (b*™») 
1 
27.0 
7.5 
17.2 
2 
12.9 
1.6 
69.9 
3 
2 .7 
2.7 
13.7 
4 
1.2 
1.3 
5 .6 
5 
_±± 
0.8 
3.1 
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9. SUMMARY AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
For several years great efforts have been made to develop semi-
analytic methods (e. g. the IR method) for determination of resonance re-
actions. Besides these studies accurate numerical integration of the slow-
ing-down equation has in the last few years been given increasing attention. 
The methods were further developed and thoroughly tested against each 
other in the present work. For configurations that are not too complicated 
the deviation of the semi-analytic results from those obtained by the nu-
merical treatment is a few per cent. However, the refinement of the nu-
merical approach has caused a reduction in calculation time, and the method 
now only requires a computer time about three times as long as the semi-
analytic calculations, which on the other hand have gradually become quite 
complicated. Therefore it is natural to prefer the numerical integration in 
accurate calculations even though rather good results may be obtained by 
means of the approximate methods. 
For many purposes the determination of effective group cross sections 
directly from a detailed resonance cross section description (resonance 
parameters or detailed cross section tabulations) is , however, much too 
slow. In these cases the generation of group sections must be based on 
tabulations of suitable functions. It was shown above that for each group 
the homogeneous resonance integrals, if suitably defined, are capable of 
providing the demanded cross sections with adequate accuracy (a few per 
cent). Even complicated effects such as the overlap between the reson-
ances of different nuclides may be taken into account with reasonable ac-
curacy. The homogeneous resonance integrals are functions of only two 
parameters and therefore easy to tabulate for instance by use of numerical 
slcwing-down calculation. 
When resonance integral calculations are tested against measurements, 
it may be important to remember that the effect of the lacking flat flux in-
side each material region is quite large for more or less isolated, thick 
rods, while it is often negligible when a cell in a close reactor lattice is 
considered. The measured resonance integral is not completely described 
by rod geometry only, but depends also a little on the moderating material. 
Furthermore the occurrence of an extensive region with air or other ma-
terials between the absorber and moderator in the experimental arrange-
ment may also affect the experimental results. 
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APPENDIX A 
Comments on the RESAB Programme System 
The composition of the programme system was described in section 2.5. 
This anoendix contains a few comments concerning calculation time, tape 
requirements and deck set-up. 
A. 1. Running Time 
The running times are greatly dependent on the resonance structure 
of the materials considered and the chosen combination of approximations. 
Typical running times for link ALFA extend from 0. 2-1 min per nuclide 
and configuration (ILLINOIS ALGOL on IBM 7094). For SDP the t imes are 
reported per narrow group. If the collision probabilities are obtained by 
means of the corrected Nordheim's approximation, the time per group i s 
about 0.0005 min, while the corresponding time w,.en exact collision prob-
abilities in two regions (5 Gauss points) are used i s about 0. 001 min. In a 
15 -region problem the time per group i s 0.017 min (2 Gauss points). It i s 
238 
seen that a heterogeneous slowing-down calculation for U in the inter-
val 3500-0. 5 eV may be performed in a little over 1 min (188 resonances). 
Production of SDP input tapes usually takes 1 -5 min if multi-level formal-
ism i s not applied. Generation of tape No. 21093 took 30 min. 
A. 2. Tape Requirements 
The programme system, which comprises almost 10 000 binary cards, 
i s generally read into the machine from a magnetic programme tape. During 
the calculation it uses 2 overlay tapes, and the programmes are organized 
in such a way on these tapes that the computer time spent on loading of 
programme segments i s minimal. Resonance parameters are supplied 
from tape or punch cards. If external storage i s necessitated by SDP, 2 
scratch tapes are used per externally stored nuclide (generally only deu-
terium). A generation of an SDP input tape by means of FILE 2 use* up to 
8 tapes apart from standard input, output and overlay tapes. The rather 
smal l s ize of the computer applied (32 K) causes this extensive use of ex -
ternal storage. 
A. 3. Input Data 
A separate report describing the use of lbs programme system la in 
- 135 . 
preparation. 
A. 4. List of Pecks 
Fig. 2.1 shows the link structure of the programme system, while 
the physical deck set-up appears from tables A. 1 and A. 2. The decks 
with names beginning with LN or T P control the dynamic overlay storage 
allocation , 2 5 ' . Those with the number one (e. g. LNKX1.)are FORTRAN 
subroutines, and those with the number two (e. g. LNKD2.)are MAP pro-
grammes. These decks are not further commented on here. 
Below the main contents of the other decks are listed. Some decks 
appear more than once in the deck set-up with slightly changed deck 
names. Some of these repetitions are necessitated by the limited flexibili-
ty in the o\ erlay administration of the computer actually used (e. g. PROCG. 
and PROAG., both containing the SDP heart). En other cases the deck r e -
petitions are not strictly necessary, but they speed up the loading and com-
puting time. 
PILE 1 
RESAB2 Control of FILE 1 calculations. 
PROCY. Control of SDP 
PROX1 . Mixing of SDP and link ALFA results (pp. 37 and 119) 
PROX2 . Group cross section output 
PROCZ. Link ALFA main block (chapter 4) 
PRODI . SDP input 
PROD2. do. 
PRODS. do. 
PROD4. Input to SDP single resonance treatment (p. 62) 
PRODS. Conversion of link ALFA data to SDP input data (p. ST) 
PROCU. Control of SDP single resonance treatment (p. 62) 
PROE2. Single resonance group structure generation (p. 82) 
PROE3. SDP residual terms (pp. 41 and 62) 
PROE4. Determination of fundamental constants for single-level 
treatment 
PROCG. SDP heart (chapter 5/ 
PROCH. Output from SDP single resonance treatment 
PROJ1 . Initial adjustment of H * P | 
PROJ2 . do. 
FROCK. do. 
AUH 
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PROL1. Complex e r r o r function (p. 12) 
PROL2- Calculation of collision probability (p. 25) 
PROCN. SOP output 
PROCV. Control of SDP calculation based on c ro s s section 
tabulations (p. 61) 
PROCF. Initial c r o s s section,gTOup-structnre input tape 
administrat ion 
PROAG. SDP hea r t (= PROCG) 
PROAH. = PROCH 
PRAJ1 . = PROJ1 
PRAJ2 . = PROJ2 
PROAK. = PROCK 
PROAL. = PROL2 
PROAN. = PROCN 
PROI1 . Transformation of SOP re su l t s 
PROI2 . SDP group c ro s s section output 
PROCA1 Transmiss ion of RESAB resonance p a r a m e t e r l ib rary 
from punch c a r d s t o magnetic tape (pp. 18 and 134) 
PROCA2 Administration of l i b ra ry tape with resonance pa rame te r s 
(p. 18) 
PRCCA3 do. 
PROCC. Equivalence pr inciples , Oancoff factor determination 
(pp. 27, 28 and 37) 
PROCS1 J-function (p. **) 
PROCS2 E2-function (p. 38) 
PROCS5 Statistic calculation (pp. 13 and 38) 
PROCS6 Link ALFA output, administrat ion of s ta t is t ic calculation 
PROCB. RESCOLDENS {pp. 37 and SO) 
PROCS3 HYP-determinatian of z e r o of r e a l function 
PROCS4 Determination of X in the IR method with s e a « , int . lncL 
(pp. 36 and 37, ref. B) 
A. LGUN MAP programme adminis t ra t ing tape stations 
FILE 2 
TRESA. Control of F ILE 2 calculation 
PTPEB. Administration of UKMDL (pp. 10 and 39) 
PTPBK. Control of SDP input cros s ••etten, group-structure 
generation (p. 57) 
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FTPEAt = FROCAI 
PTPEA2 • PHOCA2 
PTPEA3 = FROCA3 
PTPEC . SOP group structure from UKNDL (p. 59) 
PTPED. SDP group structure from RESAB resonance parameter 
library (p. 57) 
PTPEE. Muting of group structures (p. 61) 
PTPEF. Conversion of SDP input tapes to DORES Inpvrt tapes 
(groups -«. points) 
PTPEG. DORES (pp. 12 and 59) 
PTPEE • Combination of group structure and crass sections 
PTPEI . Midpoint - group average cross section conversion (p. 59) 
PTPEJ1 Print-out of cross section tapes 
PTPEJ2 Print-out of SDP cross section, group-structure tapes 
FILE 3 
PLOT1 . Plotter programme (pp. 9 and 118) 
If a certain calculation does not use all the decks in a file, it i s not 
necessary to load the complete file. For instance "loaders" which only 
comprises SDP or link ALFA have been produced. 
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Table A.1 
The RESAB PROGRAMME SYSTEM . FILE1 
Slowing-down calculation 
»»TAPE 21102 
tPAUSE 
tATTACH 
$AS 
tREVINO 
»EXECUTE 
tlBJOB 
t l E O I T 
ttBLCR RESAB2 
IIBLOR LNKX1. 
tIBLDR LKKV1. 
tlBLOR LKKZ1. 
tIBLDR A.LCUN 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLOR PROCV. 
tIBLDR LKKOl. 
tIBLDR LNK11 , 
tIBLCR LNKU1. 
IIBLOR LKKVI . 
tlBLCR LNKY2. 
»ORIGIN 
tlBLOR P S C t l . 
tIBLDR PROI2 , 
tIBLDR L K K I 2 . 
»ORIGIN 
tIBLDR PROX1. 
tIBLDR PSOX2. 
tIBLDR LKKX2. 
»ORIGIN 
tIBLDR PRODI . 
tIBLCR PR002. 
t IBLOR PRODS. 
tIBLCR PROO*. 
»IBLOR PRO05. 
tIBLUR LNK02. 
»ORIGIN 
tIBLOfl PAOCU. 
tIBLDR L M < e i . 
tIBLDR LwKGt. 
tlBLOR LNKH1. 
tIBLOR LNKU2« 
tORIGIN 
11 BLUR PROeC. 
tIBLDR PROE3. 
ttflLon pRoe*. 
tIBLDR PRCB5. 
tlBLDR PROE6. 
tlBLOR LNKB2. 
tmieiN 
ttBLDR PKOCG. 
tIBLDR L M I J 1 . 
tIBLDR LHKK1. 
tlBLDR L N K L l . 
t IBLDfl LNKMU 
tlM-CR LNKS2. 
M R i e i N 
t IM.OR P M J J l , 
• IH .ON PRCJ2. 
t lR -DR LNKJS. 
ALT 10 
A9R 
A9 
STSLB2 
SYSLB2 
tBJOB 
SYSLB2.SCHF1 
ALPA1 
BETA I 
ALFAI 
BETA1 
BETA J 
BETAO 
BETA1I 
BETAK 
RESAB SVSTFM 
T6b#c©nt» 
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Continuation (Table A.1, FILE1 ) 
{ORIGIN 
tIBLOR PCOCK. 
ilBLOR LNKK2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLDP PROL1. 
»IBLCR PROL2» 
$ I BLOB LNKL2. 
»ORIGIN 
tIBLDR PROCN. 
tlBLOR LKKN2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLDR PROCH. 
*IELD« LNKH2. 
»ORIGIN 
»I6LDR PROCV. 
»IBLOR LKKFI. 
1IBLCR LNAG1. 
(IBLOR LNAHt. 
»IBLCR LMCV2. 
»ORIGIN 
SIBLDR PFOCF. 
SIBLCR LNKF2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLOR PROA G. 
I IBLOR LNAJ1. 
$IBLOR LNAK1. 
»IBLCR LNAL1. 
tIBLDR LNAN1. 
tIBLDR LNAG2. 
tonteIN 
tIBLOR PRAJ1. 
ilBLOR PRAJ2. 
t IBLCR LKAJ2, 
»ORIGIN 
*IBLOR PROAK. 
»IBLDR LNAK2. 
»ORIGIN 
SIBLDR PROAL. 
»IBLDR LNAL2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLOR PROAN, 
tlBLOR LNAM2. 
»ORISIN 
t ISLOP PRCAH. 
»I6S.CR LNAH2, 
fORIGIN 
»IBLCR PKOCZ. 
(IBLCR LNKA1. 
tIBLOP LNKf l l . 
»IBLDR LNKC1. 
»IBLOR L p K S l , 
»IBLDR L N A S I , 
» le iDR LMC72, 
IOR1SJH 
t l B L M MOCAt 
SIBLO« P*OCA2 
» IM.C« PP0CA3 
U B L U * LMKA2. 
B£TA2|REU 
BETA2,SVSUT3 
BETAU,SVSUT3,RFW 
BETA1 
BETA! 
BETAS,REW 
BETA3.SYSUT3 
BETAV,SVSUT3,REW 
ALPAI,SVSUT3 
ALPA,SYSUT3 
AL*A,SV»UTI 
mn 
m* 
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Continuation (Table A.1.FILED 
ItBLCR PROCC. 
tiei-OR L M C C 2 . 
{ORIGIN 
ttM-CR PROCS1 
SIBLCR PRCCSa 
UR-CR PROCS5 
JI8L0B psacse 
»ISLCR LMCSZ. 
IORISIN 
»ISLDR PROCB, 
»ISIOR LKKB2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLDR PROCS3 
ttBLCR PFCCS4 
ftBLDR 1-KAS2. 
ALFA|SVSUT3 
AI_FA,SYSUT3 
ALFA.SYSMTT.REW 
Table A.2 
The RESAB PROGRAMME SYSTEM .RLE 2 
Tape preparation 
I[EDIT 
SIBLDR TRESA. 
»IBLOR TPEK1. 
»IBLDR TPEB1. 
t IBLDR A J. GUN 
»ORIGIN 
tIBLOR PTPEB. 
»IBLDR TPEB2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLDR PTPEK* 
SI6L OR TPEA1. 
»IBLDR TPECt. 
»IBLOR TPED1. 
»IBLDR TPEE1. 
»IBLDR TPEFI. 
»IBLDR TPES1. 
»IBLDR TPEH1. 
»IBLDR TPEI I . 
»IBLDR TPEJ1. 
* IBLDR TPEK2. 
»ORIGIN 
SIBLDR PTPEAl 
»IBLDR PTPEA2 
»IBLDR PTPEAJ 
tIBLDR TPEA2. 
»ORIGIN 
(IBLDR PTPEC. 
• IBXDR TPECZ. 
SVSLBZtSCHF2 
GAMHA1 
GAMMAI 
GAMMA 
CAHHA 
To be continued 
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Continuation (Table A.2, RLE2 ) 
tORIC IN 
$ IBLDR P I P E D . 
(IBLOR TPED2. 
»ORIGIN 
(IBLDR PTPEE. 
(IBLDR TPEE2. 
(ORIGIN 
»IBLDR PTPEF. 
»IBLDR TPEF2. 
»ORIGIN 
»IBLOR PTPEG. 
(IBLOR TPEG2. 
SORIGIN 
»IEOIT 
(IBLDR PTPEH. 
»1EDIT 
(IBLDR TPEH2. 
(ORIGIN 
(1BLDR PTPEI-
»IBLDR T P E I 2 . 
(ORIGIN 
»IMDR PTPEJ1 
(IBLDR PTPEJ2 
(IBLDR T P E J 2 . 
GAMMA 
GAMMA 
GAMMA 
GAMMA 
GAMMA 
SVSIN1 
SYSLB2.SRCH 
GAMMA 
GAMMA 
FILE 1 SLOWING-DOWN CALCULATION 
LNKD 
IPKTAP I SSiieJj IPLUINLT LUIjk.SJj 
-"- ,2 SYSUT3 JBB5E55 SfSUT3] 
3 JEfiQC&6 5YSUT3.REW 
LIINS.SJJ 
SYSUT3 
RLE 2 SDP INPUT TAPE PREPARATION EXPLANATION 
REW 
OF SIGNS 
The overlay tope is rewound |ust after the 
link has been loaded 
SVSUT3 The link is loaded from SYSUT3 (overlay tape) 
Standard overlay: 5YSUT 2 
Deck name 
ALGOL Deck 
Name of procedure,subroutine 
or programme 
(first six characters) 
FORTRAN 
Decks (overlay 
administration) 
fMAP deck (Dynamic 
Loverlay administration) 
Fig. 2.1. Link structure of the RESAB programme system FILE 1 and FILE 2. 
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Fig. S. S. Average group fhntes i s Ihe keV region. Only s-wave 
resonance* are included. The rod material ia t*D2, and tile 
radius of the rod in 0.85 cm (B > l.BSSeV). 
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Fig. i. 7. Average flux in cell and rod. Rod Mdtaa: 0.625 em. 
The rod material •• ""rø«. , and the cell i* HjO moderated 
( P * l.fl g / c n ). The (hu i l normaliEed to one above the 
reeonance region, and only s-wave reaonaiicea are considered. 
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Fig. 8.10. Tht total cnss stction ptr ™U atom of an OYSTER CREEK futl rad at an irradiation of 5098 MWD/TU 
Initial tnrichmtnf. 2,M%. 
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